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Cambridge Engravers to 1900 – an introduction, by Mike Petty, Sept 2005, rev Feb 2014. 
 

This handlist is a guide to the work of those artists and engravers who depicted Cambridge between 

1574 and 1900.  

 

When Richard Lyne was commissioned to illustrate John Caius’ history of Cambridge in 1574 he 

produced an elevated view, with details such as a fisherman and his catch. The following year his work 

was copied and redrawn; the same fisherman is now seen from the rear – something the new artist could 

imagine – but he had no guide to the western elevation of King’s College chapel so he made it up. Any 

subsequent views must be taken with equal caution. 

 

David Loggan has a reputation for accuracy in his Cantabrigia Illustrata, a series of architectural views 

of the colleges in 1690. But of his view of St Catharine’s he wrote that ‘the remains and ruins of the old 

college buildings were a sight too ugly to appear as a picture among the other colleges’. So he drew only 

the most recent buildings as well as those actually planned but not then finished – or ever completed. 

 

Amongst published books of views are Ackermann’s History of the University of Cambridge, its 

Colleges, Halls and Public Buildings of 1815. It featured sixty-four topographical views in colour by a 

team which included Augustus Pugin, Frederick Mackenzie and William Westall, the finest exponents of 

their art. Cambridge artists such as the Harradens and Storers could not match them with their own 

volumes. But Richard Newby combined the architectural draughtsmanship of F. Mackenzie with the 

engraving skill of John Le Keux to produce views hailed as "decidedly superior to any hitherto 

published”. He also had the backing of William Wilkins, the architect of much of the new buildings in 

progress. It was ". The illustrations were published under the title "Memorials of Cambridge" issued in 

parts between 1837 and 1842  

 

But the principal series of large engravings to be issued throughout this period were the Cambridge 

University Almanack prints issued annually from 1801 to 1855 including work by Joshua Baldrey, B. 

Rudge & J. Burford. There are however various other illustrators, including Joseph Murray Ince who 

produced a range of engravings of both town and gown, exteriors and interiors for ‘The Cambridge 

Portfolio’ published in 1838 by the Rev J.J. Smith, whilst Rock & Co issued thousands of engravings of 

Cambridge from 1851 onwards. 

 

Two Cambridge artists William Beales Redfarn and Robert Farren produced volumes depicting town 

buildings threatened with demolition whilst a number of national illustrated journals featured Cambridge 

from time to time, chief being the Illustrated London News. 

 

These and many more are preserved in the Cambridgeshire Collection in Lion Yard Library, Cambridge 

where there are detailed catalogues that will guide you to illustrations of 

places and subjects no matter where they appear. Please feel free to contact me 

for any assistance. 

 

M.J. Petty, MBE, MA (Cantab)(Hon Causa) 

13a Reads Street 

Stretham 

Ely 

Cambs 

CB6 3JT 

 

phone  01353 648106 
e-mail mikepetty13a@gmail.com 

www.cambridgeshirehistory.com/MikePetty 
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The dates indicate a decade during which they principally illustrated Cambridge scenes. 

 

Ackermann, Rudolph (1810) 

Opened a print shop in the Strand in 1795 where he established a 

lithographic press and issued an astonishing range of illustrated 

volumes covering the Arts, Literature and Fashion. In 1815 he 

produced a ‘History of the University of Cambridge, its Colleges, 

Halls and Public Buildings’. Its two volumes of text were 

illustrated by sixty-four topographical views in colour by a team 

which included Augustus Pugin, Frederick Mackenzie and 

William Westall, the finest exponents of their art.  

 

Baldrey, Joshua Kirby (1800) 

A name well-known in Cambridge artistic circles from 1782 to 

1811. He had premises opposite the Senate House from which he 

worked as portrait painter, drawing master and engraver. In May 

1809 published his masterpiece - a view of the East window of 

King's college chapel. Despite his fame he died penniless at 

Hatfield in 1828. His work featured amongst Cambridge 

University Almanack prints qv  

 

Backhouse, R (1830) 

Work featured amongst Cambridge University Almanack prints qv  

 

Barker, H.A. (1810) 

Work featured amongst Cambridge University Almanack prints qv  

 

Bartlett, W (1820) 
Work featured amongst Cambridge University Almanack prints qv  

 

Bell, I.A. (1840) 
Work features in Le Keux’s ‘Memorials’, qv 

 

Buck, Samuel (1730) 

Journeyed throughout Britain with his brother Nathaniel, depicted Cambridge Castle & School of 

Pythagoras in 1730s 

 

Building News (1860) 
Architectural magazine founded in 1854, featured several Cambridge buildings 

 

Bunbury, Henry (1770) 
Attended St Catharine’s college and acquired a reputation as a humorous draughtsman with views of 

ungainly dons and awkward undergraduates – a view of his Pot Fair was engraved by Thomas 

Rowlandson qv 

 

Burford, J (1810) 
Work featured amongst Cambridge University Almanack prints qv  

 

Burford, R (1810) 

Work featured amongst Cambridge University Almanack prints qv  

 

Buss, Robert William (1840) 

Issued a series of engravings in 1842 including University students playing cricket on Parker’s Piece 

 
Ackermann 
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Cambridge Advertiser (1840) 

Newspaper published between 1839 & 1850 with a large illustrated supplement on Trinity College in 

1843  

 

Cambridge Guide, (1830) 
Illustrated with ‘engravings of superior style designed and executed by eminent artists’. Other 

guidebooks also include engravings 

 

Cambridge University Almanack (1800-50) 
A major series of large prints, issued annually from 

1801 to 1855 including work by Baldrey, B. Rudge,  

& J. Burford. They are listed in Willis and Clark 

‘Architectural history of the University of 

Cambridge’ vol.1 

 

Challis, Ebeneezer (1840) 
Engraved views of work on new University Library, 

proposals for Fitzwilliam Museum and Round 

Church, 1840s. Work featured amongst Cambridge 

University Almanack prints qv  

 

Clarke, John S. (1890) 
Drawings appeared almost every week in Cambridge Express between 1892 & 1896 & were published 

in two series of “An artists rambles in Cambridgeshire”. He also illustrated the Ely Diocesan 

Remembrancer & produced advertisements for Kidman’s Builders.  

 

Cole, William (1760) 
Clergyman and antiquarian, produced hundreds of original sketches of churches, memorials and 

buildings. Many reproduced in ‘Monumental inscriptions and coats of arms from Cambridgeshire’ and 

‘William Cole of Milton’ by W.M. Palmer. 

 

Day, William & Haghe, Louis (1830) 
Eminent lithographers, produced print of Addenbrooke's Hospital in 1835 

 

Dighton, Robert (1800) 

Worked from London producing satirical portraits, including several from Cambridge under the title ‘A 

view from …’ – the Peterhouse view is Rev Francis Barnes. He also illustrated Richard Vaughan the 

stagecoach driver and others. Dighton blotted his copy book by stealing etchings from the British 

Museum and leaving a copy in its place but was the leading caricaturist of his day; he died in London in 

1814 

 

Dodgson, G (1840) 

Work featured amongst Cambridge University Almanack prints qv  

 

Farren Robert (1880) 

Born in Willow Walk, Newmarket Road in 1832 he worked as a heraldic artist & in the Geological 

Museum mounting specimen and labelling cases. He published books of engravings of the area including 

‘The Granta and the Cam’ (1880) & ‘Cambridge and neighbourhood’ (1881). In 1885 he moved to 

Scarborough but came back after eight years, dying in 1912. 

 

 Cambridge University Almanack 
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Gradus ad Cantabrigian (1820) 
‘A new guide to the academical customs’ issued in 1824, illustrated by six engravings including ‘The 

Battle of Peas Hill’ 

 

 

Graphic (1880) 
An illustrated newspaper featuring engravings by the best artists; featured Cambridge in October 1887  

 

Greig, John (1810) 

Engraver & painter whose work features in the ‘Antiquarian Itinerary’. An associate of J.S. Storer; 

illustrated G. Dyer’s ‘History of the University and College of Cambridge’, 1813 

 

 

Hamond, John (1590) 

A surveyor, he produced an accurate measured map of Cambridge in 1592 presenting a bird’s-eye view 

of the town with the central area being especially clear. It has been reproduced in the Cambridgeshire 

Records Society portfolio of old Cambridge plans. 

  

Harraden, Richard (1820) & Richard Bankes 

A well-established artist and engraver published a series of views of University of little merit; then with 

his son R.B. Harraden junior produced a series of books including ‘Description of Cambridge’ (1800), 

‘Cantabrigia Depicta’ (1809) & ‘Illustrations of the university of Cambridge’ (1830) 

 

Hollis, G (1820) 

Work featured amongst Cambridge University Almanack prints qv  

 

Huber, V.A (1840) 
Published an account of the English Universities which was 

translated into English in 1843; it contains a number of unusual 

illustrations:  Geological museum, signing exam book & Billiards 

 

Humphrey, H (1800) 
Published ‘The Rake's Progress at the University’ in 1806 

depicting some of the mistakes that could blight the life of a new 

Undergraduate.  

 

Illustrated London News (1850) 
Started in May 1842 to “bring the broad and palpable delineations 

of wood engraving” to bear on every subject, included several 

Cambridgeshire scenes 

 

Ince, Joseph Murray, (1830) 
In Cambridge from 1826 & commissioned to produce a range of 

engravings of both town and gown, exteriors and interiors for 

‘The Cambridge Portfolio’ (1838) 

 

Kearnan, T (1820) 
Work featured amongst Cambridge University Almanack prints qv  

 

 
Ince 
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Lamborn, P.S (1790) 
Produced engravings of views of the Backs, 1790s 

 

Le Keux, John (1830) 

Engraver whose work features in ‘Memorials of Cambridge’. In 1827 Richard Newby announced a 

series of views of the public buildings of' 

Cambridge combining the architectural 

draughtsmanship of F. Mackenzie with the 

engraving skill of John Le Keux. He also had the 

backing of William Wilkins, the architect of 

much of the new buildings in progress. The 

engravings, each 18 x 12 inches sold for between 

one & three guineas with the first due in August 

1827 & others published at 6 monthly intervals. 

They were hailed by as ‘decidedly superior to 

any hitherto published’. The illustrations were 

subsequently published with text as ‘Memorials 

of Cambridge’ which was issued in parts between 

1837 and 1842 and reproduced in a new edition by Charles Henry Cooper between 1860 & 

1866.  

 

Loggan, David (1680) 
Danish engraver who came to Cambridge and compiled a series of detailed architectural views of 

colleges, starting with St Catharine’s college in 1676. The whole set was issued as ‘Cantabrigia 

Illustrata’ in 1690. They are recognised as accurate. They contain many details of everyday life such as 

barges & horsemen as well as views across the open fields.  

 

Lyne, Richard (1570) 

Commissioned to produce a map of Cambridge from the south to illustrate a history by  

John Caius, published 1574. He was paid 30s to engrave it, with an extra two shillings for colouring it in. 

It shows colleges and buildings and is the first contemporary picture of Cambridge. It has been 

reproduced in the Cambridgeshire Records Society portfolio of old Cambridge plans. 

 

Mackenzie, F (1810) 
One of the ‘men of distinction and architectural draftsmen’ whose work appears in Ackermann & Le 

Keux’s ‘Memorials’ q.v. His architectural draftsmanship was hailed “as perfect as the almost 

unsurpassable state of the art will permit”. 

 

Malton, Thomas (1790) 
“An artist of superior excellence” was commissioned by David Hood in 1798 to produce work more 

accurate than that of Richard Harraden  

 

Mason, William (1800) 
Produced caricatures of Cambridge people such as Jacob Butler the squire of Barnwell &  Jemmy 

Gordeon in early 1800s 

 

Neale, John Preston (1820) 

Depicted Holy Trinity church, 1824, King’s chapel and Senate House; work noted for its accuracy 

 

Pugin, A (1810) 

One of the ‘men of distinction and architectural draftsmen’ whose work appears in Ackermann q.v.  

 

Pyne, W.H. (1810 
One of the ‘men of distinction and architectural draftsmen’ whose work appears in Ackermann q.v.  

 
Le Keux 
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Rayner, Louise (1880) 

Exhibited at the Royal Academy from 1852 and subsequently settled at Chester where she gave drawing 

lessons. Painted a view along Kings Parade and another from the market about 1887.  

 

Redfarn, William Beales (1870) 
An antiquarian with his private museum, founder of the New Theatre. He studied art with J.F. Herring & 

in 1875 started to record the ancient buildings of Cambridge that he feared would be lost, publishing a 

volume of ‘Old Cambridge’ in 1876 & ‘Ancient wood and iron work in Cambridge’ in 1887  

 

Relhan, Richard (1820) 
Watercolour artist who made original paintings of many Cambridgeshire churches and scenes; his work 

is housed in the Cambridge University Library Map Room and reproduced in Alison Taylor’s 

‘Archaeology of Cambridgeshire’ vol.1 & 2. There is a Hand-list of the water-colour drawings relating 

to Cambridgeshire made by G.M. Benton 

 

Rock & Co (1850) 
A national company which issued scores of engravings of Cambridge in booklets from 1851 onwards 

 

Roget, John Lewis (1850) 
Son of the Thesaurus compiler who came up to Trinity in 1845; he compiled a ‘Cambridge Scrapbook’ – 

a pictorial record of the manners, customs and pastimes in 1859  

 

Rowlandson, Thomas (1800) 

Born in 1756, son of a London tradesman and became a Royal Academician. He produced a number of 

views including Market Hill in 1801 which are noted for their humorous interpretations and characters 

 

Rudge, B (1840) 
Work featured amongst Cambridge University Almanack prints qv  

 

Storer,  James and Henry (1830) 

Issued a series of engravings between 1827 & 

1837. James was born in Cambridge in 1771 and 

made his name drawing and engraving scenes of 

Old England with John Greig. Went into 

partnership with his eldest son Henry issuing four 

volumes on the Cathedrals of Great Britain which 

was hailed as the most accurate views of these 

buildings in existence. In 1827 announced the 

publication of their first four plates on 

Cambridge. They produced volumes entitled 

‘Illustrations of Cambridge’ 1834, ‘Cantabrigia 

Illustrata’, 1835 and views of King’s college 

chapel, Trinity college and college gateways (1837) 

 

Toussaint, Henri (1880) 

Paris-born artist, engravings published in John Willis Clark's ‘Brief Historical and Descriptive Notes on 

Cambridge’ published 1881 

  

Westall, William (1800) 
One of the ‘men of distinction and architectural draftsmen’ whose work appears in Ackermann q.v.  

 

Whymper, Edward (1870) 

Wood engraver who illustrated books for the S.P.C.K. & Religious Tract Society. Illustrations appear in 

‘Oxford and Cambridge’ by Frederick Arnold, issued 1873. 

 
Storer 
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The Illustrators 

The artists and engravers who have depicted Cambridgeshire life  

 
A series of articles in the Cambridgeshire Weekly News 

 28
th

 August 1986  to 6
th

 October 1988 

 
Mike Petty 

 
Note: these articles were illustrated with examples of their work held in the Cambridgeshire Collection. 

I have copies of the illustrations used.  

 

R. Ackermann pt.1 

 

Rudolph Ackermann was born in Saxony in 1764, spent some time as a saddler and coachbuilder on the 

Continent before opening a print shop in the Strand in 1795. There he established a lithographic press 

and issued an astonishing range of illustrated volumes covering the Arts, Literature and Fashion. In 1814 

he produced a successful History of Oxford which he followed the next year with a History of the 

University of Cambridge, its Colleges, Halls and Public Buildings.  

 

Its two volumes of text were accompanied by sixty-four topographical views in colour by a team which 

included Augustus Pugin, Frederick Mackenzie and William Westall, the finest exponents of their art. 

Pugin had escaped from his native France and became a draughtsman in the office of the famous architct 

John Nash, producing colour views of the mansions that he was designing before teaming up with 

Ackermann. Together they produced the most famous series of illustrations of Cambridge which have 

been reproduced ever since. 

 

Although many of the buildings depicted by Ackermann still stand largely unchanged it is the details 

which capture something of  everyday life in early Victorian Cambridge. Nowhere is this more evident 

than in the series which depict river activity between Magdalene and Silver street bridges.  

 

At St Johns college he bargee is using his spread - or pole - to push the barges into mid-stream, the mast 

on the lead boat lowered in anticipation of the first of the college bridges - the Bridge of Sighs still 

sometime in the future. These decorative but inconvenient obstructions coupled with high walls on the 

river banks made passage difficult. At Clare the barges are seen being pulled by a horse wading up the 

centre of the river on a hard causeway, fighting against the rush of water coming down from the Mills at 

Mill Pool.  Finally they arive at Silver Street to tie up against the bank and unload their cargoes. The 

journey might often take half a day to complete, the shouts and curses of the watermen echoing outside 

college rooms where - even in 1815 - some people were trying to study  

 

 

R. Ackermann pt.2 

Whilst some studied in college rooms, others worked. Ackermann gives a glimpse of college life 'below 

stairs' with his view of the kitchens at Trinity College and reminiscences of life as a servant at the time 

can be obtained by perusal of a manuscript notebook compiled by John Wisken, scullion of Christ's 

College, a copy of which is held in the Cambridgeshire Collection. In it he describes, in verse, a days 

work during Michaelmas term :  

 

In the Morning true as the clock 

In winter and Summer at Six 

In the kitchen black as a sweep 

And busy as Charon at Styx 
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First thing was to light two fires in the kitchen and attend to a myriad of duties until it was time to set out 

the glasses, knives, forks and spoons for the main meal at four o'clock.  Plates have to be warmed, candle 

lit, food prepared until it was time to ring the dinner bell.  The servants enjoyed a brief respite whilst 

grace was being served and then everything went mad. 

 

 

Wisken, potatoes I do want 

Wisken, do bring the greens this way 

Wisken, ask if there's any sout 

Wisken, do hear me what I say 

 

Wisken, bring me currant jelly 

Wisken, some onion sauce, don't dwell 

Wisken make haste my good old brick 

Or d..m you I'll kick you to H..l 

 

 

For half and hour all is scurry, then the room empties and it is time to clear away 

  

The waiters teetotaler are 

No! quite the reverse may be seen 

All Glasses for ale they inspect 

And swallow it down in the screen 

 

 

 

The poem goes on to describe the rest of the days activities, preparing the private dinners to be sent to 

mens' rooms, clean saucepans, wash scullery, make up the books and finally sit down to supper at 9pm. 

Then off once more to put out the range fire, serve a last glass of beer, lock doors, before making his 

way past a talkative gate porter to his own home and bed - but first come all the domestic chores.   

 

Was his lot a happy one - perhaps but 

 

Such filthy, horrid, dirty work 

For self wife and servant to do 

Any one that could live at all 

Need not wish such work to go through 

 

 

Yet without the generations of scullions to carry, serve and slave the University would have long ago 

ground to a halt._ 

 

 

Joshua Baldrey, by Mike Petty 
 

Joshua Baldrey was a name well-known in Cambridge artistic circles for more than 30 years from 1782 

to 1811; he had premises opposite the Senate House from which he worked as portrait painter, drawing 

master and engraver.  

 

It was in May 1809 that he published his masterpiece - a view of the East window of King's college 

chapel that had taken him many years to produce. (In 1803 he had been promising delivery in two 

months but various difficulties, including the death of his wife in September 1806 had delayed matters).   

 

The detail in the engraving is remarkable as was the way that it was produced for Joshua had needed to 

study each section using a telescope that only showed him a circle of less than twenty inches diameter at 
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one time, and left him with a very sore neck since he had to work with the telescope at an angle of over 

45 degrees.  Added to this much of the window was “incrusted with dust, encumbered with lead work, 

necessary to hold together the mutilated glass; or rendered almost inexplicable from numerous 

misplacings”. Later he was hoping to issue and engraving of the south window and announced this when 

he left Cambridge for Fen Ditton in 1811 

 

With all this it is remarkable that he had time for anything else but he produced numerous other 

engravings, some of which were used to illustrate the 'University Almanack' between 1801 and 1810.  

 

Despite his fame he died penniless at Hatfield in 1828.  Friends issued an appeal on behalf of his family 

who were left in a state of complete destitution. Joshua left a widow – obviously he had remarried a 

younger woman for his eleven children included one just five years old. Their dad by the way was 74 

when he died! 

 

E.K.J02 11282 

E.J.J05 425 

E.K.J09 

 

CWN 29.9.1986 

 

 

James Bentham 
 

Once William the Conqueror had forced his way on to the Island of Ely and routed Hereward he sent a 

large detachment of his fighting men to take possession of its great Monastery which had been the base 

of the rebels. Having secured their allegiance by force he proceeded to install his own man as head of the 

religious community and nominated Theodwin to be the new Abbot. 

 

On his arrival the new man found that William had seized all the most valuable gold, silver and jewels 

with which the foundation had been possessed and refused to accept the post until they had been 

returned. His sojourn at Ely lasted only 2© years and he died in December 1075. 

 

When he learned of Theodwin's death William sent down several of his officials to make a list of the 

church property. The Monks concern at such a visitation might be imagined but worse was to follow. 

The few officials were followed by a complement of 40 senior soldiers who were to be accommodated at 

the Monastery's expense until needed once more to take part in the fighting. Each soldier was allocated 

to a senior Monk who was to be responsible for his well-being and it was decreed that all would dine 

together. 

 

Surprisingly theMonks and the Soldiers became firm friends and when the fighting flared again and it 

was time to depart it was a mixed procession that wended its way to Haddenham, the Monks alternately 

chanting and "howling fearful to be heard, did cry out beating their brestes voyd of all hope". On their 

return "they curiously caused every mans Armes to be painted upon the walls of the Hall where they 

dined and supped, for a perpetual memory of them". 

 

There is in fact considerable doubt that the illustration was in fact contemporary with the event and in  

his monumental work on The History and Antiquities of the conventual and cathedral church of Ely 

published in 1771 James Bentham records much of the discussion which surrounds the picture he 

reproduces. 

 

It is but one of a magnificent series of copper-plate engravings, each plate paid for by some of the landed 

gentry of the time that goes to make the volume one of the most significant books on Cambridgeshire._ 

 

Annie Berlyn 
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Annie Berlyn enjoyed a reputation as an authority on East Anglia and tried to capture something of the 

spirit of an area then little known to tourists. She wrote the text acompanying Payne Jennings' excellent 

Photo pictures in East Anglia issued in 1897 echoing sentiments expressed in her own book of rambles 

in the area entitled Sunrise-Land published three years earlier.  

It presented "an unspeakable delight to the Northerner, wearied with gloomy hills and depressed by 

vistas of mill chimneys" but pitiful squalor lurked in some of the remote picturesque areas. One of these 

was Stiffkey on the Norfolk coast where groups of stolid-looking men glanced sullenly at her as she 

passed and tousled unwashed little imps rolled like kittens in the grime of neglected gardens. The valley 

Annie found "weird and gloomy & lifeless"; it had no mills or factories but yet the quiet Norfolk village 

was a replica of all the evils of a manufacturing town. Here the women left at first light to rake the beach 

for cockles. When the East wind blew in from the sea it cut like a flail on their naked legs as they 

stooped hour after hour to pick up the slimy cockles from the pools. When the tide came in it was time to 

fill their sacks then bent almost double beneath the weight & cold and saturated with spray they tramped 

back to the cheerless homes where neither warmth nor food awaited them.  

 

Yet this was only miles from other images of women at Castle Rising where the ladies of the almshouses 

dressed in their quaint scarlet cloaks and pointed hats. And beyond was Sandringham the favourite seat 

of the Prince and Princess of Wales. Yarmouth and Cromer, Felixstowe and Aldeburgh all come under 

Annie's perceptive gaze before she turned her eyes away from the coast and sought out the sights and 

impressions of Cambridge and the fens. 

 

_Annie Berlyn part 2 

 

Annie Berlyn was impressed with Cambridge in the brief time she had to spend. Her memories revolved 

around Kings Parade where it was custom in 1894 for Dons' wives and Proctors' pretty daughters to 

promenade in their smartest attire while the lads in their college 'blazers' of various and frequently vivid 

hues mingled with the crowds and filled the scene with movement and colour. There were fine buildings 

and beautiful gardens, bright-faced little choirboys and above all a cheerful railway station. The very 

best on the G.E.R. it was famous for its its train service, the locomotives arriving and departing with 

astounding rapidity and punctuality. What was more it boasted one of the best refreshment rooms to be 

found in the kingdom.  

 

From here she departed to Ely where she saw fruit of all kinds and strawberries and raspberries in 

particular despatched by the truck-load to markets in the north and south before continuing her journey 

to Peterborough. 

 

Annie spent the night at a fenland farm to be woken early by the sound of the cuckoo. Peering from her 

window she watched the gangs of women and children being despatched to their work in the field. They 

looked picturesque enough as they stood chatting and laughing amongst themselves, some with their 

implements across their shoulders, others with arms akimbo in true feminine fashion. Yet she noticed no 

diversity of costume, their raiment was of the soberest shades and even the cotton sun-bomnets which 

young and old alike wore were dull in hue - quite in keeping with the landscape which she found bare 

and colourless. 

 

The women filed out in their short kirtles, high leather-top boots and sensible headgear well equipped for 

the arduous days 'twitching' that awaited them. Away they plodded down the drove yet always visible in 

the flat landscape so unlike the hills and valleys, streams and woods seen during Mrs Berlyn's other 

Rambles through 'Sunrise-land'and illustrated by various artists in her book._ 

 

 

Illustrated Billheads 

CWN 27.4.1987 
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The Hoop Hotel and Laurie & McConnal have both now vanished from the Cambridge scene; the former 

in Bridge Street is largely forgotten though it was celebrated by Wordsworth in his ‘Prelude’ describing 

his arrival in Cambridge: “And at the Hoop alighted, famous inn”. It was here in 1829 that two diners 

amassed a bill of £2.2.2. of which the dinner came to 7/- (35p) whilst the Sauterne, Claret and port to 

accompany it added up to £1.11.0 (£1.55). In 1910 the hotel was bought by a temperance reformer 

purposely to do away with the licence which was “blasting and blighting the lives of young men who 

went to it” 

Lauries closed much more recently, in 1977, but the building remains a tribute to the determination of its 

proprietor who in 1903 found his business devastated by one of the largest fires Cambridge has ever 

known; within days he was selling goods from the front garden of the house in which he lodged and the 

new shop was quickly built including at the top a tower from which a band played carols on the Sundays 

leading up to Christmas for many years 

 

Both concerns chose to illustrate their billheads with pictures of their premises. Others emphasised the 

trade they conducted. J.J. Swann was in 1882 a removal contractor who put his vans on the railway to 

speed transport, his advertisement depicted the train taking the strain. The hairdresser at Mr Pilson’s 

premises in Corn Exchange Street could in that year call upon a different sort of power to operate the 

machinery by which they cut and brushed hair for just 3d (1p) whilst shaves were half that amount 

 

In more recent times Mr King (later to combine with a Mr Harper) illustrated some of the modern 

bicycles that he both made and sold from his Sussex Street premises, though for sheer speed and 

excitement what could match the motor bicycles supplied by Robinson’s Garage in Regent Street. Their 

1917 billhead depicts both shop and product when a 1913 twin Clyno motorcycle, with sidecar and 

accessories was sold for £59. 

 

Both billheads and bills are interesting illustrations of past times, many of which are housed in the 

Cambridgeshire Collection  

 

 

 

W.R.Brown, by Mike Petty 

 

The discovery of little-known facts is an absorbing pastime that has captivated many people over the 

years; one to fall under the spell was W.R. Brown who issued several series of individual leaflets 

between 1897 and 1898, hawking them round to shops on a sale or return basis. 

 

They were headed 'Cambridgeshire Cameos', Leaflets of local lore' or 'Mems and gems of old 

Cambridge lore' and have themselves provided a challenge to collectors ever since, nobody really certain 

they have a complete set.  

 

Lilian Clarke became excited in 1937 when she saw a series on the '6d books' shelf outside Galloway 

and Porters in Sidney Street and snapped it up - in fact she considered it so intesting that she paid double 

the asking price! She also bought 62 individual leaflets from a market stall for 5/-. Then in 1955 she 

heard that an ironmonger in Alexandra Terrace had died, leaving 120 leaflets but they were thrown away 

by the widow before she felt it appropriate to ask. The Cambridgeshire Collection has a volume of 91 

presented by the author in 1898 but but perhaps there are more. 

 

The sketch of the Old Guildhall Whittlesford is dated 1895, and the notes accompanying it digress to 

record how two skeletons were discovered in an ancient burial mound not far from the village. The two 

had obviously been fighting and were found gripping each other so tightly that even in the grave they 

were not separated. A local took a fancy to the skull of one of them and carried it home but that night the 

skeleton knocked on his door and demanded its head back! 
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Brown gives no source for the story but does claim to have been present at Houghton in 1895 to witness 

the beating of the parish bounds and depicts himself sketching the old-world custom of ploughing with 

oxen at Newton. 

 

Caxton Gibbet attracted his attention with its story of the last man to be hanged there. According to 

Brown it was a Yorkshireman who had murdered a man named Partridge during a robbery at his home at 

Monkfield, a lone farm about a mile away.  The murderer fled but returned later and got talking in a 

village pub where he mentioned that some years previously he had 'plundered a nest of patridges' and 

been obliged to leave for fear of gamekeepers. This allerted the innkeeper who sent for the constable. 

The man was convicted and sentenced to be hanged alive in chains at the cross-roadswhere his corpse 

hung for many years as an object lesson to desperadoes. 

 

 

W.R.Brown wrote under the pen name 'Urbs Camboritum' and seemed not to have sought personal fame. 

Whether he was a grocer in Hills Road as Miss Clarke believed, or the agent for the Southern Co-

operative Benefit Building Society in Devonshire Road, or indeed a lodging house keeper in Fitzroy 

Street I am currently unable to say. 

 

Certainly he was an enthusiast, illustrating his leaflets with sketches and recording all sorts of interesting 

tit-bits. Some of his pictures are obviously copied from other prints and some of the tales are well-

known but many of the remainder are of particular interest. 

 

His sketch of Midsummer Common in 1830 was made from memory and shows the island on which the 

Fort St George once stood with the River Cam at the back and a lock in front where until 1836 tolls were 

collected from passing boats to help pay for the upkeep of the river. Then following the opening of the 

new Jesus Green lock the waterway in front was filled in and customers could approach from at least one 

direction without fear of a ducking should they miss their footing. 

 

Any arrested for being drunk might have ended up at another building depicted by Brown, the Town 

Gaol on Parkers Piece. Here prisoners were put to work on a tread-wheel for pumping water or making 

mats or clothing. The gate was guarded by an armed warder and at least one potential escaper was 

encouraged to return to his cell at gunpoint. The building soon became delapidated and was demolished 

in 18   with town villains again being sent to the County gaol on Castle Hill. 

 

'Urbs Camboritum' also illustrated aspects of contemporary life. Thus during the solemnity of degree 

presentation in the Senate House a large wooden malting shovel would be lowered over the head of the 

student who came last in the Mathematics Tripos. It was painted with the college arms and the name and 

title of the recipient who shouldered his trophy as he left after the ceremony. This custom continued until 

1907. Nor was it the only such incident for when Theodore Roosevelt was awarded his Honorary Degree 

in 1910 a large Teddy Bear was dangled from the balcony over his head. 

 

Brown's leaflets of local lore continue to attract interest and can still be found from time to time on 

shelves and stalls around Cambridge._ 

 

Cambridge Weekly News 19
th
 & 26

th
 October 1987 

 

 

CDN 13
th
 February 1904 

 

The funeral took place of Mr W.R. Brown. He served his time as a grocer on Hills Road but retail 

grocery had no charm for him; books and book lore engrossed very much of his leisure and he acquired 

much antiquarian knowledge about local persons, places and things. Not only could he describe what he 

saw but he could produce sketches from his own pen and pencil. The local press received many 

contributions from him and he published a series of numbers variously entitled ‘Cambridgeshire 

Cameos’, ‘Mems and Gems’ and ‘Leaflets of Local Lore’ 
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Mems and Gems of Old Cambridge Lore by W.R. BROWN, drawn by grocer with shop corner Russell 

Street, was also a Greek coach – 06 08 15a 

 

 

 

 

Samuel Buck (1696-1779) 
 

Patrick McDonald was a smuggler, not of drugs or tobacco but of tea; when he was apprehended and 

convicted he was thrown into Cambridge Castle, then used as the County Gaol. He soon made his 

escape, breaking through the roof and shinning down a rope made by tying his blankets together; he left 

a note thanking the gaoler for all his favours and indicating that he might soon be back again.  Obviously 

the old castle gatehouse did not make a secure place for such villains and in 18   it was demolished when 

a new gaol was constructed on what is now the site of Shire Hall - indeed the bricks from the old gaol 

were reused in the present building. 

 

Samuel Buck saw the old Castle gatehouse in 1730 whilst making one of his extensive journeys 

throughout Britain with his brother Nathaniel. They were attracted by ruined abbeys and castles, taking 

in the famous School of Pythagoras now part of St John's college but then in the possession of Merton 

Hall Oxford, as well as the ruins of Camp's Castle and the remnants of Denny Abbey. In this they were 

typical of those educated Englishmen who could not afford to go on the Grand Tour of Europe but who 

instead found much satisfaction by exploring their own country. But unlike most they made their living 

at it, travelling during Summer months and making drawings which they engraved during the Winter to 

produce the illustrations for which they are known. 

 

In 1743 they again turned their attention to Cambridgeshire with the publication of panoramic views of 

both Cambridge & Ely. In these the principal buildings then existing are all carefully depicted whilst the 

foregound figures and incidental details can themselves capture something of life at the time and add 

greatly to the interest of the prints._ 

 

 

Buckler, John Chessel 
 

See his views in the British Library engravings website 

 

View of fields and trees at Landwade, Cambridgeshire. The tree is a Pollard Willow and to the left are 

two alder trees . Landwade is an ancient manor on the border between Suffolk and Cambridgeshire, 

about 4 miles north of Newmarket. The manorial estate had for centuries had been owned by the Cotton 

family.  John Chessel Buckler, who was an architect as well as a topographical artist, was employed to 

redesign the manor house, and during his time here in April and May 1848, he took a number of views 

of the estate. 

 

 

MB JOHN BUCKLER F.S.A. Dec 6 At his residence in Rocking ham row New Kent Road aged 81 Mr 

John Buckler F.S.A. This meritorious artist was born at Calbourne in the Isle of Wight November 30 

1770.  

 

At an early age he began to exhibit evidences of strong predisposition towards the particular branch of 

art in which he afterwards attained to such excellence. In his youth he was articled for a term of seven 

years to Mr Cracklow a respectable architect and surveyor residing in Southwark. On the expiration of 

this term of service Mr Buckler commenced the practice of his profession as an architect and for many 

years subsequently continued it though chiefly engaged in the delineation of the works of his 

predecessors particularly those of the olden day until at length in 1826 he finally resigned that portion of 
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his employment to his eldest son the last work designed and carried out by himself in his professional 

capacity as architect being the tower and library of Theale church in the county of Berks. 

 

Under the generous patronage of his early and constant friend the Reverend Dr Routh the venerable 

President of St Mary Magdalen College Oxford Mr Buckler in 1797 published two aquatint engravings 

of Magdalen College.  

 

These were his first public essays as an architectural artist. A view of Lincoln Minster from the 

Southeast was given to the public in 1799 and thus originated the publication of the English Cathedrals 

on the large scale of 24 inches by 17 that laborious and valuable work which has deservedly conferred 

on its author a considerable share of professional credit and of public reputation  

 

Contemporaneously with the Cathedrals were published at various intervals until the year 1819 the most 

striking views of many of our finest Collegiate and Abbey Churches. Complete sets of these fine 

Engravings are now valuable and rare. 

 

In the early part of the present century Mr Buckler was honoured with the friendship and patronage of 

Sir Richard Colt Hoare Bart by whom he was commissioned to make drawings of the churches and other 

ancient buildings in Wiltshire.  

 

This connexion with so enthusiastic and able an antiquary decided his bias for antiquarian pursuits which 

he henceforth ardently followed in preference to the study and practice of architectural design.  

 

The illustration of the county of Wilts was the first of the many extensive private collections in the 

formation of which Mr Buckler employed the latter portion of a lengthened and industrious life. The 

following are some of the more important works of this nature which proceeded from his fruitful pencil: 

Illustrations of Buckinghamshire for Lord Grenville, of Yorkshire for Dr Whitake,r voluminous 

collections for T.L. Parker esq and for the Duke of Buckingham, Illustrations of Oxfordshire and 

Hertfordshire and more recently of the churches and most interesting antiquities of Somersetshire for 

Hugh Smith Pigott esq also a survey of part of the county of Stafford for the private collection of one of 

his most kind and generous patrons W Salt esq F.S.A.  

 

At an early stage of his professional career in 1798 Mr Buckler began to contribute drawings in water 

colour to the annual exhibition of the Royal Academy and from that time for a period of more than fifty 

years without a single intermission he continued to send his quota of architectural subjects to the 

Academy's exhibition.  

 

In leiO the subject of this memoir was elected a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries on the 

recommendation of Sir Henry Englefield one of the vice presidents of that society. Mr Buckler married 

early in life and became the father of a numerous family of children six of whom survive him. He was 

throughout life an early riser and to this salutary practice consistently maintained at all seasons of the 

year no less than to his uniformly temperate and regular method of living may be attributed the unusual 

share of good health and spirits which enabled him to enjoy life and to render it useful for a period  

 

 

A very pleasing portrait by Sir Wm Newton was recently engraved at the desire of his friend, Mr Salt 

 

 

The Gentleman's Magazine January 1852 

 

 

Building News 
100 years ago Cambridge was experiencing a building boom, housing in Alpha Road and Huntingdon 

Road was in full swing whilst Romsey Town was expanding as more and more people moved into the 

area putting pressure on exisiting facilites. The churches responded : St Barnabas church was built in 
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1888, St Philips, St Columba's & St John's soon followed. On Hills Road the Roman Catholic church of 

Our Lady was consecrated in 1890, "built of dolls eyes to worship idols" some wag said, a reference to 

the story that some of the money bequeathed for its construction had been made from the invention of 

moving eyes that opened when dolly sat up and closed when she lay down. Five years earlier the design 

had been previewed in Building News an architectural magazine founded in 1854. 

 

Several Cambridge buildings featured in its columns over the years; a detailed drawing of Emmanuel 

Congregational Church appeared in 1874 and the new Latham Building at Trinity Hall in 1890. In each 

case the final design might vary from the architects impression but to the casual observer the detailed 

elevation of the gateway of St John's college published in May 1895 includes something which must 

surely be the invention of its illustrator, W.H. Ward. 

 

Amongst the portcullises, daisies and roses are two prominent horned beasts which look very odd, for 

one horn goes forwards whist the other faces back. In fact they may also be seen on the decorated 

gateway of Christs, both colleges being founded by Lady Margaret, mother of King Henry VII. The 

beasts are Yales, a name though to derive from the Hebrew for wild goat. Various writers have described 

it as being as large as a horse with the tail of an elephant with long horns that could be moved backwards 

and forwards during fighting so that if one became broken the other could be deployed. Others have 

described how the effect was deliberately produced by African natives through cutting and twisting the 

horns of young oxen.  

 

Whatever the truth they form part of the rich architectural heritage of Cambridge illustrated to effct in 

the pages of Building News and other specialist Victorian magazines. 

_ 

Henry Bunbury (1750-1811) & Thomas Rowlandson (1756-1827) 
CWN 17.11.86 

 

Henry Bunbury came from distinguished parentage. His father was the Rev.  Sir William Bunbury,, 

Bart., of Mildenhall & the son went to Westminster School and St Catharine’s college, Cambridge.  He 

acquired an early reputation as a humorous draughtsman and built up a collection of views of ungainly 

dons and. awkward undergraduates which he drew either in pencil or black & red chalk.  

 

One of these entitled 'The hope of the family, shows a young man's application for admission to the 

University and was published in 1774, a few years after he left college. 

 

 

He would also have been well acquainted with 'Pot fair' - the name given to Midsummer Fair because of 

the great auction of china that was held there and which attracted both senior and junior members of the 

University.  This interest that was riot purely academic as the University had power of supervision over 

weights and measures as well as ensuring undergaduates were properly attired and dod not consort with 

loose women.  This version of Bunbury's sketch was engraved by his friend, the more famous 

caricaturist Thomas Rowlandson. 

 

Thomas was the younger by six years, being born in 1756, the son of a London tradesman, and made his 

way to the Royal Academy and thence to Paris before returning to London.  It was Thomas who depicted 

the Cambridge market place in 1801 which is especially interesting for the view of the shops on the right 

which stood in the centre of what is now the Market Square.  It was in one of these that a fire started in 

September 1849 which was to drastically alter the face of central Cambridge.  The fire engines that 

arrived found the railings around Hobson's Conduit (seen in the centre background) locked and the key 

was nowhere to be found.  By the time water was available the flames had too great a hold and by 

morning most of the buildings were smoking ruins.                The site was cleared., the Conduit moved to 

Lensfield Road and a new square Market Place established. 

 

B.Mar.J01 637 

V.U.I74 10104 
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V.H.I77 1743 

 

 

 

 

Robert William Buss, 1804-1875 
 

It was a suicide that made Robert Buss's name remembered but his hopes of undying fame fizzled out 

when his work did not come up to expectation. The original illustrator of The Private Papers of the 

Pickwick Club shot himself soon after starting the commission and it was Buss who was invited to 

continue, he experienced technical difficulties however and was ousted in favour of Hablot Browne, 

"Phiz", who not only completed the project but supplied etching to replace those that Buss had designed. 

 

Buss is however remembered in Cambridge for his well-known illustration of University students 

playing cricket on Parkers Piece in 1842, with its background detail of the Borough Gaol standing on 

what is now Queen Anne Terrace car park and the derelict windmill off Mill Road whose sails were 

blown down in a gale in 1840 and which was to be demolished in 1845. 

 

This was just part of a series of engravings published in that year, one of which is recorded as being of a 

billiard table at Chesterton (not in the Cambridgeshire Collection yet), such sports were strongly 

disapproved of but Chesterton was beyond the Proctors' jurisdiction.  Others depict activities within the 

University itself such as Trinity College undergraduates at their annual examination and the formal 

presentation of a student for degree. 

 

The installation of the Duke of Northumberland as Chancellor in July 1842 shows Henry Gunning, 

author of the famous Reminiscences ... standing with the mace, whilst another engraving emphasises one 

of the problem Cambridge has faced until recently - the absence of a concert hall. It depicts a 

performance of Handel's Messiah in Great St Mary's church which proved a financial disaster - but that 

too is part of Cambridge's history that repeats itself with regularity._ 

 

 

 

Cambridge Advertiser 
The Cambridge Advertiser was a fervent supporter of the newly arrived railway. It carried 

advertisements for their cheap trips to the seaside which featured the "panting, cloud-compelling" 

locomotive that would covey the excursionists. "The railway net which is rapidly involving this island in 

its iron meshes now affords a thousand facilities for flying visits. As the Irishman said you can go and 

return sooner than you can stay at home". They transported people "in an instant from Shoreditch to the 

ditches of our own fens". 

 

In July 1846 the Advertiser presented its subscribers with a guide to Ely Cathedral which included 

"glyphographic views" by R.B.Harraden of the prospect from the railway bridge together with two views 

of Cambridge station. Both were some distance from the centre of attraction.  

 

By 1864 Cambridge folk were looking forward to a more convenient starting point for their journeys. 

The Cambridge Improvement Commissioners accepted the proposals from the Great Northen Railway 

Company that their new station and coal depot would be confined to the east side of Clarendon street 

opposite Christs Pieces - far more convenient than the established station so far out of the town. The 

plans were short-lived for in May the Gt Northern & Gt Eastern Railway Companies reached a 

compromise enabling one to use the others lines and instead of a central station they would build the 

new station adjacent to the old. 

 

But the old station was itself undergoing drastic change with one hundred men hard at work demolishing 

the old Island platform. In January 1864 a group were crossing the lines to unload some bricks when 
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Jeremiah Appleby was struck in the back by the Parliamentary down train. He was conveyed to 

Addenbroke's with fractures to ribs and the base of his skull and did not recover. 

 

Such accidents were sadly not uncommon and one is commemorated in a monument at Ely Cathedral - 

not featured by the Advertiser amongst the delights to be witnessed by visitors who travelled 

"comfortably chained to a locomotive panting and snorting and fuming over the face of the fens". 

_ 

Cambridge Graphic 
 

Midsummer Fair atracted all but the most miserable - superior people offended by the tinsel and 

tawdriness who counted it almost sacriledge that under ths shadow of venerable college buildings the 

modern carnival with its garish lights and noisy revelry should have been established. 

 

That was the opinion of the Cambridge Graphic, a newspaper that enjoyed a brief period of popularity at 

the start of the century. It contained little news but was the first local paper to publish photographs and 

included a large number of feature articles some of which concentrated on the social scene. 

 

Thus the Fair gets almost a whole page of description : what matters that its fairy lamps were fed with 

ill-smelling keroscene they still brought colour and romance into many lives that were poor enough in 

those things. The music of the steam engine, the roundabouts with steam horses, steam camels, ostriches 

and gondolas whisked into fairyland all those who committed themselves to their charge.  

 

But all to soon the Fair had vanished and cattle were back in occupation of the Common leaving 

Cambridge to other entertainments. One did not have to look far for on the edge of Midsummer 

Common stood the Circus of Varieties whose turns feature reguarly in the Graphic's columns. If jugglers 

and performing roosters were not to your taste then the Red Cow had regular artistes including Miss 

Lola Robarto who "dances with grace and spirit and sings very attractively" whilst for entertainment of a 

different kind there were the Al Fresco Concerts at the Liberal Club where a pleasant evening could be 

assured, even if the weather for the outside dancing could not. 

 

For children however there were other attractions : the annual election of the May Queen at Eden Street 

school brought excitement amongst those who were involved, in 1900 Miss Elsie Fisher was chosen by 

her school pals. Boys could rejoice at the sight of a policeman actually running as he followed firemen 

with their equipment to answer an alarm - only to find it a case of 'black fireworks' - a smoky chimney. 

There was bonfire night to come when the fireworks would be for real and of course New Year which 

would be announced with rockets fired from Kings Parade by Deck the chemist as Kings College clock 

struck midnight. 

 

Many of the customs, like the Cambridge Graphic itself, have now disappeared but Midsummer Fair still 

remains to delight the young and young at heart._ 

 

 

 

The Cambridge Guide 1830 
 

 

In the Cambridge of 1830 one could take The Times each day; if that did not suit there was always the 

Telegraph or the Star. They were just three of the five daily stagecoaches that left for London. Others 

would take you to Leicester or Colchester, Bury or Oxford, whilst the Blucher would ensure connections 

at Huntingdon for those travelling to the North. 

 

The same coaches brought people into Cambridge, visitors intent on seeing the sights who were 

recommended to take with them a servant from the inn "who will not only be useful in leading the way 

but also in seeking the person who is to shew the next place". Selective visiting was essential since the 
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appearance of the town itself was much below what might be expected : "the streets are narrow & 

winding & the houses are old, ill built and crowded closely together". 

 

For those interesting in shopping it was not a place to be recommended : the main market day was 

Saturday when an astonishing quantity of goods were available but "from the very great consumption of 

the  University the articles are comparitively dear". Most other days one could buy poultry, eggs and 

butter - the latter being rolled into strips about the thickness of a walking cane & sold by the yard. 

 

As for employment "very little business of any kind is carried on but what is immediately or remotely 

connected with the  University". The one exception was the river : being at the head of inland navigation 

from Kings Lynn Cambridge enjoyed an extensive trade in coals & corn, particularly oats & barley. 

Great quantities of butter were brought each week from Norfolk to be sent by waggons to London. 

 

The publishers ofThe Cambridge Guide of 1830 chose to illustrate their little book with "engravings of 

superior style, designed & executed by eminent artists" which reflect both commercial bustle and 

academic calm and make a welcome addition to the picture of Cambridge life just before Victoria came 

to the throne. 

 

 

Illustrations : Queens college from Mill Pool showing some of the boats that still plied to Cambridge 

Clare : a line of barges making the difficult passage along the Backs 

Bull Hotel at which the Louth & Boston Mail called every morning at 2.30 

Christs college & the old St Andrew the Great church, showing the rutted roads 

Kings Provosts lodge : the tranquility of academic Cambridge_ 

 

 

 

The Captain : a magazine for boys 
 

Schoolboys were given a glimpse of "Utopia" through the pages of The Captain magazine for boys in 

1912. 

 

Readers could follow the fortunes of two North Close boys as they made the journey to sit their 

scholarship examinations. Rogers was a man of the world, Tomlinson more studious.  Together they 

journied by hansom cab from the station to their lodgings near Parkers Piece - a journey that took them 

via Trumpington Road, Newnham, Selwyn, Magdalene and Midsummer Common - it was Tomlinson 

who noticed the round-about route and Rogers who bawled at the cabbie. 

 

Their landlady cautioned them to be in by Ten, Rogers objected, Tomlinson could see the point. They 

dined at St John's alongside the other public school boys, separate from the Undergraduates whose ranks 

they hoped to join. They explored and found Petty Cury  a-glitter with lights, packed with a crowd of 

townspeople doing their evenings shopping yet to Rogers it seemed some suburban lane. Here they met 

Banting - a little scrug of a schoolboy just two years ago now resplendent in the height of Varsity 

fashion, his gorgeous waistcoat matching his purple socks, a battered mortar board on his head, a frayed 

gown over his arm and a fox terrier pup at his heels. 

In Banting's rooms off K.P. bedecked with many-cloured college cushions and scores of invitation cards 

they took refreshment; Tomlinson chose coffee, Rogers something stronger. Ten o'clock saw one chum 

cajoling the landlady to overlook college regulations whilst the other attracted the attention of the Senior 

Proctor as he staggered across Market Hill somewhat later and his attempt to outrun the Bulldog failed 

lamentably. 

 

Next day the readers were told only one friend sat the examination, the other was en route home ... he 

was not a fit candidate for the ancient University of Cambridge! 
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The tales are an interesting insight into the period and were illustrated with views which cover aspects of 

Cambridge life - such as the arrival at the station - which are not depicted elsewhere_ 

 

 

Thomas Case 
Thomas Case was one of the angelic faced, angelic voiced choristers at Kings college. The son of a 

servant at Caius college he had practiced for his trial by taking a shouting stroll along the Backs to 

strengthen his voice. Came the great day and the excitement in the family was intense. His mother mixed 

a yolk of an egg in a glass of sherry to make his voice mellow and strong - and relieve the nerves. It 

worked and on 7th July 1836 Thomas was measured for his gown and bought his first top hat. He was in. 

 

Sixty years later he recalled many incidents of his youth; the party he had to give to the other 15 

scholars, the initiation ceremonies of 'catching the owl' which left him drenched in filthy water, counting 

the stone balls on Clare college bridge and viewing the "blue rabbits" which were reputed to make their 

home in the Fellows Garden - leaving the initiate trapped inside to face an irate gardener whilst his 

colleagues made good their escape. 

 

Like all boys he climbed the trees along the Backs - though the practice declined when one lad fell and 

was killed by hitting the wooden rails near the mounting block at the back of Clare. He also joined in 

chasing the London stagecoach as it passed along Kings Parade, jumping up to hitch a ride on the 

luggage rack at the back - though on one occasion the rack slipped and the boy was dragged along the 

road till his shoe broke and he escaped with bruises and a damaged hat, gown and jacket. 

 

Between the escapades came the rigorous training and the services. Thomas attended the funeral of 

Charles Simeon in 1836. Two years later came the Coronation of Queen Victoria when he found himself 

singing at the great dinner held on Parkers Piece; yet whilst the aged poor of Cambridge were being 

regaled with food and drink the choristers found themselves hungry. It was the job of the youngest to 

sneak away and raid the tables for provisions, coming back laden with plum puddings. In 1843 the 

Queen and Prince Albert visited Kings college chapel when Thomas joined in the singing of a duet. The 

visit is just one of a series of illustrations that accompany his "Memoirs of a Kings's college chorister" 

published for subscribers in 1899._ 

 

 

Ebeneezer Challis 

 

 

Ebeneezer Challis was a name linked to three controversial projects in Cambridge in the 1840s. 

One was the new University Library that had been completed in 1842. Its architect Charles Cockerell 

had produced a view, engraved by Challis, which showed building work in progress with workers busy 

on scaffolding. It was not intended to be an truthful picture of the work for the completed shell of the 

library is shown as already filled with shelves full of books. In fact the space available in the new library 

was only half of what had been promised and the budget was greatly exceeded. Pinned to a fragment of 

wall is a  plan of what was intended to be further stages but which in the event were not completed. 

 

Yet Cockerell was apparently soon back in favour for in 1845 he was asked to complete work on the 

Fitzwilliam Museum. The original architect, George Basevi had been killed when he fell through the 

floor of the west tower of Ely Cathedral. Ebeneezer worked for both and his engravings show what each 

intended but neither completed, for time ran out for one and money on the other. 

 

Meanwhile at the Round Church a comprehensive restoration by the Cambridge Camden Society had 

caused much debate & taken two years to complete. But a stone altar which had been installed caused 

even graver controversy and the church remained closed for an additional two years before it was 

removed in 1845.  

Challis' view shows a monumental mason working on a headstone in the churchyard but his own 

engravings have provided at least a partial epitaph for unfulfilled designs. 
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pictures 

 

F.A.J40 677 : a detail from the 1840 view of work at the University Library, showing building in 

progress wilst the shelves are already full of books 

 

F.Q.J40 3633 

Cockerell's ideas for the interior of the Fitzwilliam Museum 

 

M.Sep. J45 

The Round Church after restoration, showing the stone mason at work 

_ 

 

John S. Clarke  
CWN 1.9.1986 

 

John S. Clarke was a man known to thousands of people in Cambridge during the 1890s for his drawings 

appeared almost every week during that decade in the local newspapers; those who took the 'Ely 

Diocesan Remembrancer' encountered his work in every issue whilst the same pictures were featured in 

every edition of Spalding's 'Handbook, diary & almanack' between 1900 and 1917. 

 

His favourite subject were Cambridgeshire churches which the 'Cambridge Express' published most 

weeks from 1892 and 1896 and which proved so popular that they were published in two volumes 

entitled 'An artist’s rambles in Cambridgeshire'. Most villages were covered, from Melbourn to Sutton, 

Dullingham to Colne and his view of Quy, published in the issue of 7th April 1894 depicts the picture of 

the church on the artist's easel. 

 

Clarke could turn his pen to other subjects.  He produced an advertisement for Kidman's builders and 

contractors of Sturton street which showed their yard and had details of individual aspects of their work 

and appeared on lst September 1894.  But in the days before newspapers used photographs the paper's 

artist was required to illustrate news stories as well.  Thus when in 1895 great sewage works were in 

progress a series of detailed articles were produced to explain the technical difficulties being 

experienced, not least the placing of iron pipes across the bed of the Mill Pool - a scene captured by 

Clarke from the landing stage of the Anchor inn and showing the Kings & Bishops' mills in the 

background. 

 

John's journalistic career had started with the 'Cambridgeshire Weekly News' at the beginning of the 

decade & he returned to them in January 1897.  One of the most dramatic stories he covered was in 

October 1890 when the largest fire for 30 years caused œ2,000 worth of damage to rooms at Clare 

college, destroying the roof, bringing down the ceiling of the Combination Room and cracking the 

college’s 270-year-old bell.  Were it not for the strenuous efforts of the fire fighters the flames may have 

spread to neighbouring buildings and Clarke's view depicts their fight to control the blaze.  This view 

may have been made on the spot but sometimes he worked from photographs and the Cambridgeshire 

Collection holds some of the original photographs together with the artist's copy which demonstrates just 

how accurate he was. 

 

Although his name survives little has yet been discovered about the man himself. Both he and his wife 

described themselves as “artists” and lived in several houses in Cambridge, The final entry in the street 

directory seems to be in 1907 when he appears as a builder and decorator with a workshop in Blinco 

Grove. It would be interesting to learn more of this most prolific of Cambridge illustrators 

 

Kidman advert C. Exp 1.9.1894 

W.34.75.J90 25973 

K.P.J95 10693 
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Y.Quy.J 

Stretham slide S131 

 

Mrs J Clarke  

Blaen Y Wawr  

4 Heol Penllwyngwyn Bryn  

Llanelli  

Carmarthenshire SA149UF  

01554 821274 

6th August 2004  

 

Re: J. S. Clarke  

Many thanks for your letter and research on our behalf. We were most interested to read the notes and 

opiriioris provided by Mike Pe~. You stated an interest in our conclusions, which I provide below.  

Firstly, John S Clarke living at 1a Earl Street, Cambridge at the time of the 1881 Census was Alan's 

Grandfather.  

On John Sebert's marriage certificate his occupation is recorded as 'Press Artist'. Additionally, his 

Father's occupation is recorded as 'Builder' and therefore it is possible that John Sebert had learnt the 

trade from his Father and was working ''as a builder and decorator with a workshop in Blinco Grove" in 

1907.  

Both John (}. S. Clarke) and his wife described themselves as 'Artists' and you may be interested to 

know that we have some drawings and paintings by Alan's Grandmother.  

I have enclosed a colour photocopy of an original pen and ink drawing by John Sebert. We understand 

that this was a preliminary sketch and that all the actual drawings done for the newspaper were retained 

by them.  

Finally, Mike Petty states "little has yet been discovered about the man himself". We feel that this is 

consistent with the intensely private nature of his family. We know very little about him ourselves, as 

there are few surviving relatives.  

We believe that J. S. Clarke and John Sebert are one and the same, but would welcome your opinion and 

that of Mike Petty. To this end we are happy for you to pass this letter and attached drawing to him.  

 

Thank you for your kind letter of August 14th. We are so pleased that you conclude, as we do, that John 

S Clarke of fue drawings and John Sebert Clarke are one and the same.  

Unfortunately little is known about John Sebert. As we indicated to Janet Morris this is partly due to the 

intensely private nature of his family and this is something that we wish to respect. At present we know 

of few surviving relatives. Our research into the family is continuing and may reveal previously 

1mknown family members. Most of our information came to light following the death of my mother-in-

law, who was elderly and had fragile memories leading up to her death.  

We are able to confirm that John was born on 14th May 1865 and died of Influenza and Pneumonia on 

31st October 1918. He was married and had 2 sons, one of wh0 was (obviously!) my Husband's Father. 

We have enclosed a copy of the only photograph we have of John Sebert.  

In relation to the paintings in our possession, one is entitled 'The Granta from Coe Fen' which depicts a 

family scene. A further one is entitled 'King's College Chapel'. Additionally, there are 2 'posters'. These 

appear to be hand-tinted 'montages' of various buildings in the form of interestingly shaped cameos. The 

buildings included are listed below. We would be interested to know whether fuese have been published.  

. .,  

There is a further painting which is unsigned (which we believe was by John) of Fisher's Lane ,that is 

YEiry s!mi~~ ~o, t;\1~ pnot9gr~ph in 'V ani~hing ..Ca~:bridg~~4ir~'It appears that the pen and ink 

sketch of Longstanton St. Michael's Church is the only one to have survived (probably because the 

family appears to have moved several times).  
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Dear Mike 

In ‘Vanishing Cambridgeshire’ you used 3 engravings (Girton, Impington Hall and Little Wilbraham) by 

a J S Clarke, which you say are included in the CAS Photographic Record. As CAS Secretary, I have 

had a letter from a lady in Llanelli who thinks this mught possibly be John Sebert Clarke (1865-1918) 

who was her husband’s grandfather. I have been in to the Cambridgeshire Collection and found the book 

of newspaper cuttings and ‘An Artist’s Rambles in Cambridgeshire’ but unfortunately neither give his 

full name or any further details. Neither does he appear in the index of illustrators or the biography 

index. She does say that they have some drawings and paintings so signatures could be compared to 

check if it is the same person but do you any other ideas about him? 

Many thanks 

Janet Morris -  CAS 

 

 

Janet  

thank you for your message about J.S. Clarke; I am pleased to learn more about this chap.  

I wrote him up in one of my 'Illustrators' articles:  

John S. Clarke was a man known to thousands of people in Cambridge during the 1890s for his 

drawings appeared almost every week during that decade in the local newspapers; those who took the 

'Ely Diocesan Remembrancer' encountered his work in every issue whilst the same pictures were 

featured in every edition of Spalding's 'Handbook, diary & almanack' between 1900 and 1917. 

His favourite subject were Cambridgeshire churches which the 'Cambridge Express' published most 

weeks from 1892 and 1896 and which proved so popular that they were published in two volumes 

entitled 'An artist’s rambles in Cambridgeshire'. Most villages were covered, from Melbourn to Sutton, 

Dullingham to Colne and his view of Quy, published in the issue of 7th April 1894 depicts the picture of 

the church on the artist's easel. 

Clarke could turn his pen to other subjects. He produced an advertisement for Kidman's builders and 

contractors of Sturton street which showed their yard and had details of individual aspects of their work 

and appeared on lst September 1894. But in the days before newspapers used photographs the paper's 

artist was required to illustrate news stories as well. Thus when in 1895 great sewage works were in 

progress a series of detailed articles were produced to explain the technical difficulties being 

experienced, not least the placing of iron pipes across the bed of the Mill Pool - a scene captured by 

Clarke from the landing stage of the Anchor inn and showing the Kings & Bishops' mills in the 

background. 

John's journalistic career had started with the 'Cambridgeshire Weekly News' at the beginning of the 

decade & he returned to them in January 1897. One of the most dramatic stories he covered was in 

October 1890 when the largest fire for 30 years caused œ2,000 worth of damage to rooms at Clare 

college, destroying the roof, bringing down the ceiling of the Combination Room and cracking the 

college’s 270-year-old bell. Were it not for the strenuous efforts of the fire fighters the flames may have 

spread to neighbouring buildings and Clarke's view depicts their fight to control the blaze. This view 

may have been made on the spot but sometimes he worked from photographs and the Cambridgeshire 

Collection holds some of the original photographs together with the artist's copy which demonstrates 

just how accurate he was. 

Although his name survives little has yet been discovered about the man himself. Both he and his wife 

described themselves as "artists" and lived in several houses in Cambridge, The final entry in the street 

directory seems to be in 1907 when he appears as a builder and decorator with a workshop in Blinco 

Grove. It would be interesting to learn more of this most prolific of Cambridge illustrators 

There are two John S. Clarkes in the 1888 census for Cambridge who might fit the bill  

The first would be the right sort of age to be her ancestor:  

Dwelling: 1a Earl Street 

Census Place: St Andrew the Great, Cambridge, Cambridge, England 

 

Marr Age Sex Birthplace 

Edwin R. CLARKE M 51 M Wymondham, Norfolk, England 

Rel: Head 
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Occ: Builder 

Frances CLARKE M 54 F Wymondham, Norfolk, England 

Rel: Wife 

Emily E. CLARKE U 21 F Cambridge, Cambridge, England 

Rel: Daur 

Occ: Drapers Assistant 

Edwin W. CLARKE U 17 M Cambridge, Cambridge, England 

Rel: Son 

Occ: Joiner 

John S. CLARKE 15 M Cambridge, Cambridge, England 

Rel: Son 

Occ: Scholar 

Henry B. CLARKE 14 M Cambridge, Cambridge, England 

Rel: Son 

Occ: Scholar 

Ethelbert P. CLARKE 7 M Cambridge, Cambridge, England 

Rel: Son  

But I think I prefer another John S. Clarke:  

Dwelling: 16 S Minver Ter Bateman St 

Census Place: St Andrew the Less, Cambridge, Cambridge, England 

Marr Age Sex Birthplace 

John S. CLARKE M 58 M Scotland 

Rel: Head 

Occ: Commercial Travel Outfitting. 

Mary Ann CLARKE M 62 F Norwich, Norfolk, England 

Rel: Wife 

William CLARKE U 27 M Norwich, Norfolk, England 

Rel: Son 

Occ: Pub Writer M.A. Cambridge Science Lec Newnham Coll Cambs 

Ellen M. CLARKE U 25 F Norwich, Norfolk, England 

Rel: Daur 

Beatrice NEWMAN U 17 F Bassingbourn, Cambridge, England 

Rel: Serv 

Occ: General Serv (Domestic)  

He would have been born about 1830 and thus have been 77 in 1917 - when his work was still being 

published; his occupation as a commercial traveller would have given him an opportunity to visit various 

places,  

But this is just speculation. If your lady does indeed have some signed work it would be easy to compare 

it with that of our local artist. I attach the signature from his view of Mill Road library.  

Hope some of this helps, please keep me in touch with developments  

Mike  

 

William Cole 1714-1782 

 

William Cole has been described as one of the most learned men of the eighteenth century and the most 

industrious antiquary Cambridgeshire ever had, others felt he was a mere purveyor of tittle-tattle and 

claimed that the reason he asked for his notes to be kept secret for 20 years after his death was that there 

would be nobody alive who could contradict him. 

 

Cole was born at Bourn Bridge in the Kings Arms inn which has long since disappeared. He spent many 

years in damp and dusty churches peering at inscriptions on gravestones or memorial plaques high on 

the walls and busily copied them out into his notebooks, sketching coats of arms; he could fill a 400 

page book in five weeks and at his death left some 100 volumes crammed with facts - and scandal - 

which have proved invaluable to historians ever since. 
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William was sent to Eton but did not enjoy the experience and ran away; he attended Clare College for a 

while and then transferred to rooms in the Gibbs Building at Kings where he stayed for eighteen years, 

living off the fat of the land and a fortune inherited from his father. 

 

A clergyman by profession he resided for several years at Bletchley before returning to Cambridgeshire 

becoming Curate of Waterbeach - a village he found to live up to its name as "rain beat in at the hall 

windows so much as made it all afloat". In 1770 he moved to Milton where he lived the rest of his life 

and continued his listing and transcribing sections from Registers and wills. Such work was time-

consuming even for so fast a writer as Cole and those Incumbants who lent him original documents 

might not see them again for many months. He also collected stained glass, decorating his home with 

many fragments of glass purloined from churches undergoing restoration or repair. 

 

He was well aware of the value of his work - and the opposition of local people to some of his comments 

- and instructed his executors not to allow anybody into his study till all the documents and papers were 

safely locked away in a strong chest and despatched to the British Museum in London. By no means 

were they to stay in Cambridge - "To give my manuscripts to King's College would be to throw them 

into a horsepond". 

 

Tha manuscrpts have survived and some parts of them published in volumes edited by Dr W.M.Palmer 

in the 1930s. They include copies of Cole's own illustrations of churches now changed out of all 

recognition.Their author was buried in St Clement's church in Bridge Street Cambridge whose tower, 

rebuilt at his expense includes the inscription Deum Cole (Worship God) 

 

 

Since to old Cole (Heaven rest his soul 

Who loved God's worship holy) 

This spire we owe, we've placed below 

His motto 'Deum Cole'_ 

 

 

Cooke, Edward A  (1811-80) 

 

Best-known as a painter of sea scenes but fascinated with fen landscapes when he visited 

Huntingdonshire in the 1850s. Painted drainage mill near Conington – Norris Museum 

 

 

 

George Alexander Cooke 
As the Summer approaches thoughts turn to excursions and in the 1820s this might well mean a Cooke's 

tour of the Eastern Counties. George Alexander Cooke issued small Topographical and statistical 

descriptions of Norfolk, Suffolk and Cambridgeshire. 

 

Each starts by an analysis of the agriculture of the region at a time when this was undergoing great 

changes due to the progress of enclosure though the region. Crops could be improved by the use of 

manure including in some parishes a small fish called a Stickleback which was caught in great numbers 

and scattered at the rate of 20 bushel an acre. An alternative was Rabbits down, legs and ears which were 

purchased from the Norwich furriers at fivepence a bushel. 

 

Livestock featured prominently with each parish averaging over 1,000 sheep together with large black 

cart horses and a variety of breeds of cattle including Suffolk, Welch, Leicester, Fifeshire and 

Gloucester, often interbred and producing little milk. 

 

Cheese was one of the regions delicacies with the area around Cottenham being particularly famed and 

Cooke gives hints for its manufacture urging the dairymaid to take the greatest care when breaking the 
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curd for otherwise the cheese would develop a harsh fiery taste and blue mould, leaving it full of holes 

or cells like a honey-comb. 

 

Wimpole Hall, the Bishop's Palace at Ely, St John's college and - strangely - the ruined Cambridge castle 

gatehouse are featured as illustrations but none have the excitement that awaited the visitor prepared to 

travel the turnpike roads to the Norfolk coast.  

 

At Great Yarmouth one could watch some of the 60,000 barrels of herrings being landed annually to say 

nothing of mackerel and cod. In addition there was the considerable trade with Norway and the Baltic 

states which made Yarmouth quay as famous as that of Marseilles and a fashionable promenade 

attracting visitors from far and wide. Some would doubtless have been carrying their copy of Cooke's 

guidebook which in its small format fitted easily into a coat pocket and was indeed the copious travelling 

guide its compiler claimed._ 

 

 

 

George Cruickshank 1792-1878 
"Imagine a long table covered with the remains of an excellent desert, interespersed with multitude of 

bottles of all shapes and sizes, containing every variety of wine that money could procure; whilst in the 

centre stood a glorious old China bowl of punch, which the guests were discussing in tumbers - wine 

glasses having been unanimously voted much to slow". 

 

As George Cruickshank composed his illustration of this scene from Smedley's novel "Frank Fairleigh" 

he may have reflected that although the bottle could be the ruin of many a fine career it could also lead 

to success. For he had himself produced two attacks on the demon drink which had caught the public 

imagination and sold by the thousands. Convinced by his own propaganda he had turned teetotal.   

 

Born 1792 Cruickshank did not have the University education that "Frank Fairleigh" was shown as 

enjoying; frustrated in his desire to go to sea he turned instead to art and soon found sucess, producing 

numerous political cartoons lambasting Napoleon, the purchase of the Elgin Marbles and the corn laws. 

 

Returing home one evening he observed the "great event of his artistic life" - several women hanging 

from the gallows opposite Newgate Prison, convicted for passing forged one-pound notes. This 

prompted him to undertake a crusade which not only led the Bank of England to cease issuing pound 

notes but eventually - or so he liked to claim - to the abolition of hanging for all minor offences.  

 

Cruickshank attained a reputation as a caricaturist, the successor to Bunbury and Rowlandson. He 

became a prolific book illustrator working with Dickens and Thackeray amongst many others. In 1850 

he produced the illustrations depicting the career of one undegradaute who did all the things Victorian 

undergraduates were thought to do - fought duels, fought ruffians in Chesterton Meadows, fought 

brigands in a fenland pub, and fought the demon drink as they pursued their academic studies._ 

 

 

 

Day & Haghe 
 

Louis Haghe was a Belgian born in 1806 who developed into one of the best lithographers in England, 

producing prints that were works of art in themselves rather than mere reproductions of the original 

paintings he copied. He teamed up with William Day to be appointed lithographers to the King in 1830 

and continued to find favour with Victoria, one of their successes being a view of her Wedding to Prince 

Albert. 

 

Their works spanned the globe, depicting scenes in Spain, Afghanistan and the Holy Land; they depicted 

scenes at the Great Exhibition in 1851 and also covered subjects closer to home. 
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Amongst their Cambridgeshire views are those St Andrews church at Sutton and St Pauls in New Town, 

Cambridge which was published in 1842. 

 

Their most well known view is that of University students playing cricket on Parkers Piece in 1842. 

Looking across the green on which Coronation festivities and Agricultural Shows have been celebrated, 

where skipping and band concerts have taken place one sees the ruins of the Mill Road windmill & the 

sombre outline of the Town Gaol. This opened in 1829 at a cost of £25,000 to hold 50 prisoners. It was 

demolished in 1878 and on the site in 1971 was opened Queen Anne Terrace Car Park costing £500,000 

and on the first day used by just 24 cars. 

 

Despite the excellence of their craftsmanship Day's print produced for Addenbrooke's Hospital in 1835 

was not a commercial success. With its tall shady trees and picturesque grounds the building more 

resembles a country mansion than a hospital, though in 1814 two new wings had been added to the 

original building thanks to a legacy of £7,000 from a Cambridge bookbinder, John Bowtell, whose name 

can be seen between the branches of the tree on the left. Soon after the view was published major 

rebuilding took place and in 1849 2,335 patients were treated. Work began on the New hospital at the 

end of 1958 and the first patients were admitted in 1961. At that time the new building was nicknamed 

'The Hospital in the Park' but all that changed following the announcement in 1966 that the area was to 

be engulfed by a massive 2nd stage development, part of the complex now familiar to many. _ 

 

 

 

Norris Deck's A handook for visitors 1862 
 

When Norris Deck compiled his Handbook for visitors in 1862 he could introduce them to a Cambridge 

that was changing rapidly with new buildings throughout the central area, not all of then for the better. 

Science was blossoming in the park - or at least the grounds of the old Botanic Garden in Corn Exchange 

Street were in process of being converted into the New Museums site at a cost of some £30,000. The 

new development was adjacent to the Anatomical Museum amongst whose specimens was the skeleton 

of Dr James O'Connor bequeathed by its former owner for medical research, close beside it laid the 

ashes of his heart preserved in a small bronze urn. 

Opposite was the Corn Exchange, an unimposing structure erected in 1842 at a cost of £1,735, a curious 

multangular building entirely lighted from above. Other new public buildings to come under Deck's gaze 

were the Assize Courts on Castle Hill opened in 1842, a "design hardly to be commended" and 

especially regretted since the old Norman gateway of the Castle had needed to be demolished to make 

room. The Town Gaol beside Parkers Piece was also thought worthy of illustration although it was by 

then fairly established, being opened 1828. 

Many of the central churches were younger; St Andrew the Great "in the poorest and most unsatisfactory 

modern perpendicular style" (1843), St Paul's (1842) and Christ Church on Newmarket Road which 

Deck found "very peculiar in outline and appearance", erected 1839 to accommodate the recent great 

increase in population of the Barnwell area which had trebled in recent years and now stood at 12,000.  

Older churches were being altered : the Round Church had changed considerably following its 

restoration after the collapse of its circular aisle in 1841, Little St Mary's was in a mutilated state though 

funds were being collected to restore it, Holy Trinity had been "wantonly mutilated" in 1851 and now 

there were plans to completely demolish All Saints which stood opposite Trinity College. 

Just ten years before Norris Deck published his guidebook Cambridge had experienced one of its most 

frightening nights for many years. It started at 11.30 on Thursday 19th February when a brilliant light 

illuminated the northern horizon, gradually extending to the south east forming a most vivid arch of 

light. By midnight the beautiful appearance had extended high up to the zenith with flashes of amber and 

red light "playing though a mist of apparently phosphorescent light that, had any painter portrayed it, he 

would have been charged with gross exaggeration". The newspaper reporter strove to describe the 

Aurora Borealis that began to diminish at 12.15 although for two hours "coruscations of electric light" 

illuminated the northern sky. 

It was a remarkable sight to be remembered by all who witnessed it but within a few hours the sky was 

again alight, yet this time accompanied by smoke. 
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Trinity Hall was on fire, flames were spreading fast from a cupboard in which patent fire-lights and 

lucifer matches were stored alongside rubbish. The occupant, Mr Nunn, was fast asleep - perhaps tired 

after witnessing the Aurora - but was dragged out clad only in his night-shirt just in time. 

The fire engines were quickly on the spot; the Phoenix, Norwich Union, Royal Farmers and Sun 

insurance machines together with those from Trinity and St John's colleges. One stationed itself in Garet 

Hostel Lane and pumped water to the others and men went up to the roof to strip tiles from either side of 

the blaze so that water could be played on the blazing rafters. For three hours they battled but four sets of 

rooms were destroyed and others damaged. The undergraduates "according to their custom upon these 

distressing occasions, worked manfully in the bitter cold and frosty air, and many of them got 

handsomely ornamented with icicles before they breakfasted" 

 

The frontage was rebuilt, Deck giving 'before' and 'after' views which also show the other major 

development in the area, the rebuilding of the old court of Kings College for new University offices.  

 

Elsewhere college redevelopment was proceeding. The new court of St John's "by far the greatest 

advance in collegiate Gothic" had been completed 1831 whilst Whewell's Court in Trinity Street "the 

only good example of modern Gothic architecture" was only 2 years old at the time of writing yet its 

inclusion alongside the more traditional tourist sights shows why Deck's "Handbook" is one of the more 

interesting of the visitors' guides. 

 

_ 

Robert Dighton by Mike Petty 
1.12.86 

 

Robert Dighton sketched characters from his home in Charing Cross, London; his satirical portraits were 

famous and included several from Cambridge. He did not name his subjects but instead captioned each 

‘A view from ...’ but a little research can identify the people concerned, and a little more can discover 

some information about them. 

 

"A view from Peterhouse” was published in 1810 and depicts Rev Francis Barnes nominated by the 

College as one of two candidates for the vacant Mastership in 1787 an the understanding that he was so 

unsuitable that the other was sure to be appointed.   In this they were sadly mistaken. Dr Barnes 

continued as Master for 50 years until he died aged 95!  He was, said one Fellow, lamentably 

unqualified for any duty 'which required ... a careful regard to what was just, decent and venerable' 

 

James Wood was the character depicted from St John’s and his was a rags to riches story.  The son of a 

Lancashire weaver James won an award to enable him to attend the college but was so poor that he had 

to study by the light of the candle on the stairs with his feet in straw since he could not afford light or 

fire.  However he was a fine mathematician and wrote the standard textbook used by the college for 

some 40 years.  He was elected Master in 1815, six years after his portrait had been published.  He made 

vast sums and left £20,000 in his will to establish a fund for rebuilding the college chapel, Just part of 

the donations he made to the College with which he was associated for 57 years. 

 

Dighton did not just sketch Academics, he also turned his pen to lesser mortals - not that Richard 

Vaughan, driver of the Cambridge Telegraph stagecoach would think of himself as such.  Surely all had 

heard of his nickname 'Hell-Fire Dick' and knew of his prowess with reins and whip.  The son of a 

Newmarket publican he took up driving early and when appointed to the Telegraph reached the height of 

his fame, becoming well known to the University men as they travelled between Cambridge and 

London.  True there were problems - though Dick had the whip hand on the coach his wife had it in the 

house, then there was the occasional drink or three and the odd accident.  It was one of these that ended 

his coaching days as he fell from his gig at Puckeridge.  Dons attended the funeral and the Vice 

Chancellor himself preached the sermon. 
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As for the illustrator of all these characters Robert Dighton, he blotted his copybook by stealing etchings 

from the British Museum, leaving a copy in place but is remembered as the leading caricaturist of his 

day.  He died in London in 1814. 

 

T.B.J09 3670 

T.B.J10 3669 

R.Vau.J09 4623 

T.B.J09 496 

T.B.J10 9678 

 

Dod 
 

ear Mike, 

 

Thanks very much for keeping my query in mind. 

I would be happy for you to use the image of the '1977' cartoon if you find an opportunity. 

 

Regards, 

 

"Mike Petty" <mikepetty@fenhistory.fsnet.co.uk> wrote: 

 

> 

> Edward 

> 

> I have been to the Cambs Collection a time or two now but never at a time 

> when Chris Jakes has been around. The Dod illustrations seem not to have 

> been catalogued and my memory is still not certain as to where these 

> negatives were filed 

> 

> I am still looking into it - perhaps I should feature the 1977 print in one 

> of my 'Memories' articles in the Cambridge Evening News, especially as I 

> have found various cartoons from the 1950s that have modern relevance 

> 

> 

> Mike 

> 

> 

> ----- Original Message ----- 

> From: "Edward Law" <lawe@eircom.net> 

> To: <mikepetty@fenhistory.fsnet.co.uk> 

> Sent: Sunday, July 02, 2006 11:50 PM 

> Subject: Cambridge photography 

> 

> 

> > Dear Mr Petty, 

> > 

> > I recently acquired a bound book titled Comic Scraps. It comprises 21 

> photographs, of about postcard size, pasted onto linen-hinged pages. The 

> photographs are of accomplished sketches, cartoons etc. relating to 

> Cambridge University, etc. All the sketches are signed Dod. I have been 

> unable to date it, but feel it may be c.1877, from the fact of one page of 

> sketches being captioned 'Cambridge in 1977'. (I attach a copy of this 

> photograph) 

> > The book carries a retailer's label of Hills & Saunders, Photographers, 15 

> Kings Parade, Cambridge, where I note you record them in 1868. It was whilst 
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> researching this firm that I found your very helpful site. 

> > I bought the book because of an interest in anstatic printing, a process 

> much used by amateurs to reproduce similar material to that in the book. In 

> particular John Lewis Roget produced, about 1860, several works of a similar 

> nature, including 'A Cambridge scrapbook'. 

> > I should be interested to know whether you have come across Comic Scraps 

> previously (I guess it would be produced in relatively small numbers), or 

> can throw any light on the identity of Dod. Indeed any related information 

> would be of interest. 

> > 

> > Sincerely, 

> > 

> > Edward Law, 

> > Bishopslough, Bennettsbridge, 

> > Co. Kilkenny, Ireland. 

> > http://homepage.eircom.net/~lawe/ 

> > 

> > 

> > ----------------------------------------------------------------- 

> > Find the home of your dreams with eircom net property 

> > Sign up for email alerts now http://www.eircom.net/propertyalerts 

> > 

> > 

> 

> 

> 

 

Edward Law, 

Bishopslough, Bennettsbridge, 

Co. Kilkenny, Ireland. 

http://homepage.eircom.net/~lawe/ 

 

 

 

 

John Priestman Doncaster 

Granta started as 'A college joke to cure the dumps', a sort of Cambridge verion of Punch with comments 

on University and student life. 

 

Many famous names features in its pages between 1889 and 1939 - A.A. Milne, Sir Arthur Quiller-

Couch, E.M. Forster and Alistair Cook wrote articles; Ronald Searle was one cartoonist, John Priestman 

Doncaster another 

 

He was an undergraduate of St Catharine's college who contributed his first drawing in October 1926; it 

dealt with the Poppy Day activities that Undergraduates had started just four years earlier but he missed 

the deadline and the sketch was never published.  Undaunted he tried again the following week and for 

over seven years produced material, designing covers for special issues and establishing his reputation 

"nobody so consistently and without affectation or excessive caricature depicted the old topics of 

undergraduate life with freshness and draughtsmanship" 

 

Amongst the topics to attract his attention were Bedders "Their cloaks are grand and their bonnets neat, 

With bags in their hands and enormous feet, And there's sometimes gossiping indiscreet ...", bulldogs, 

the University policemen "Not even Blues deride them, But no one minds the little man beside them". 

This was the Proctor, one of whose tasks was to enforce the rules relating to motor vehicles - 

undergraduates were forbidden to use motors before 12.30 or after 10 pm. But they still managed to 
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cause chaos - one ran into a cow on Victoria Avenue - and Doncaster depicts the motor proctor 'as we 

feel he ought to be'. 

 

So popular did his work become that some cartoons were issued separately in a booklet heralded 'a 

unique souvenir of Cambridge life' and his view of the 1920s remain an interesting glimpse of student 

life in a rapidly changing period. 

_ 

 

George Dyer 

 

 

George Dyer was a man of singular simplicity & kindness, with a total absence of humour, he believed 

the most preposterous stories that his friend Charles Lamb told him & made himself a source of infinte 

amusement in the process. 

 

When he sat down to write his 'History of the University & Colleges of Cambridge' he deliberately shut 

himself away from his friends to concentrate on his task. But just as he thought he was getting to the end 

he was struck down by illness leaving his papers everywhere.  By the time he recovered they were 

scattered totally, some hidden between pages of books he was checking - but which ones - and it was a 

case of starting again.  It took three years to complete the two-volume, 700 page work.  Even so he could 

have written more save for his conviction that 'when mens memories do arise it is time for history to go 

to bed' and he deliberately refrained from mentioning anybody he had known during his University 

career. 

 

He also ommitted to talk to the artist who was commissioned to produce the plates so that, although they 

were 'executed with equal faithfulness and taste' they did not exactly match the text. John Greig was one 

of many illustrators whose work is better known than they themselves. He was active in the period 1807-

1819 as a painter of landscapes & watercolours and was an engraver much employed by publishers, his 

work appearing in the Antiquarian Itinerary of 1816. He was an associate of J.S.Storer and worked with 

others on books about London, Windsor, Cornwell and Yorkshire.  His contributions to Dyer's history 

were undertaken in 1813 and principally depict college scenes which though worthy do not stand out for 

their interest.  Which is precisely what might be said of the book in which they appear. 

Cambridge from Castle Hill : this is particularly interesting for the foreground detail of thatched cottages 

shown beside the Castle mound 

 

Catharine Hall : the view at the end of Queens Lane has been transformed by the new buildings of Kings 

college 

 

St Johns college shows the scene before the construction of the Bridge of Sighs _ 

 

 

East Anglian Magaine, 1 : Albert Ribbans 
 

East Anglian Magazine first appeared in the newsagents shops in the Summer of 1935.  Its contents 

pages boasted a list of initial subscribers which included a Marquess, a Viscount, sundry Lords and 

Ladies and three Members of Parliament, including R.A.Butler. 

 

The new Magazine was designed to satisfy every taste and whet every reasonable appetite, it would 

appeal to anybody who chose to live in the area, even those people still treated as "strangers" by the real 

natives despite considerable residence. The editorial comments however that the "strangers" would not 

be treated as "strangers" if they did not so behave - they should join the natives in laughing when they 

laughed, grumbling when they grumbled and seeing things as locals saw them. 

 

It was the "foreigners" however who took more interest in the past of their new locality, perhaps because 

it was felt that the qualities for such research belonged rather to age than youth - or was it that the 
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newcomers had more leisure to pursue their hobby. At any rate in 1935 it was felt that "half of all there 

is to be known about East Anglia has yet to be placed on record". 

 

EAMs attempts to fill that gap received a setback with the outbreak of the War and in 1941 it ceased 

publication until "the barbed wire is taken from the beaches & ferro-concrete embattlements removed 

from the village green. The 1946 magazine was different, smaller in size, dedicated to the "romance and 

the beauty & quiet simplicity of the enchanted kingdom of East Anglia" 

 

To summarise these qualities it boasted a coloured cover depicting scenes of local life as seen by Albert 

Ribbans, an Ipswich mural painter and watercolour artist. Month by month his views attracted readers to 

articles on diverse subjects - the last peat digger, fenland churches, Norfolk martyrdoms or, on a more 

serious tack, the plight of East Anglia's country houses. 

 

Ribbans' covers continued till 1962 when the Magazine revamped its style to cater for a changing East 

Anglia where pop stars and the megaton bomb were as much an issue as the Shepherd's life. In its new 

format it continued for another 20 years. Its covers featured excellent photographs but somehow they 

lacked the charm of an area so ably summarised by Albert Ribban's illustrations._ 

 

East Anglian Magazine 2 - George H. Rose 1882-1956 

 

 

People were worried about the urbanisation of the countryside.  Did they not realise that expansion 

meant employment and that the 30,000 Londoners waiting to escape to a new life away from the noise, 

traffic and poor housing of the capital would bring new prosperity. They would reive the local societies; 

their pioneering spirit would be expressed in an amazing enthusiasm for allotments and gardening 

societies.  

 

At the time he wrote in 1955 the L.C.C. Housing Committee chairman was adamant : the time had come 

when HOUSE FULL signs ought to be put up to stop more people being drawn into the Metropolis. 

Every development scheme or new school & every widened road displaced houses and people. Overspill 

Towns were needed in a ring around London, East Anglia was ideally situated and negotiations were 

continuing with Haverhill, Bury St Edmunds, Thetford and Peterborough. 

 

The East Anglian Magazine devoted seven pages to his argument and a further page to a letter of 

objection. The contentious current issues were juxtaposed with articles about village schools, country 

christenings and East Anglian humour many of which were illustrated by sketches from various artists. 

 

One whose work featured regularly was George Rose, an Ipswich landscape artist. It was his criticisms 

of other 'foreigners' which prompted comment when in August 1956 he accompanied his sketch of 

Hinxton Hall Farm with reminiscences of its former inhabitants in the time when the sky was clean and 

blue. A correspondent from Beccles pointed out that the jet fighters 'befouling the heavens' with vapour 

trails should be tolerated. They 'scribbled in the sky so that you can scribble in peace'. 

 

But by the time the letter was published George was Resting In Peace. He was found dead in his chair in 

the cottage he loved so deeply; a cottage he had frequently sketched and which did much to attract both 

visitors and potential new residents to East Anglia 

 

John Fairlie 

 

Cheveley's Church stands on the highest point for miles around. From its tower could be obtained a view 

over all the surrounding countryside, lookng down on their neighbouring parishes. 

 

But in 1853 a detailed operation was conducted to detirmine just which bits of what field were within 

Cheveley's jurisdiction. John Fairlie and his fellow churchwarden joined with parish overseers and along 

with four "aged men" and a variety of boys set off to perambulate the parish boundaries. 
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They set off at 9am from Park Lane, painting "C.P." in white letters on the wall since it marked the 

boundary at that spot. As they proceeded out came the paint brush again and, where there was no 

convenient wall, posts were hammered into the ground. At the same time one of the boys was grabbed 

by arms and legs and bumped on the ground; as he struggled up with a bruised bottom he would have 

cause to remember the spot in later life. The bumping was witnessed not only by the Cheveley 

contingent but also by officials from the neighbouring parishes who joined the procession as it reached 

the edge of their own patch and so avoid any possible encroachment. Wood Ditton representatives 

attended, Exning, Moulton and Ashley turned out but Kirtling were absent. Undaunted the 

perambulation continued finally completing the journey at 4.20 after a journey of over 11 miles. 

Whilst parish boundaries change little, parish churches can change dramatically. Twenty years later in 

1873 worshippers at Cheveley gathered to celebrate the reconsecration of a building where "Restoration" 

had removed many features known to generations and exposed others previously hidden. Just what 

alterations had taken place can be gathered by studying detailed drawings of the church which were 

made by John Fairlie and published in a limited edition in 1851. 

 

It is one thing for the Churchwarden to study architecture but quite another for a child to do so when he 

should be concentrating on the sermon. At Cheveley "Rapping Money" was paid to adults who boxed 

the ears of unruly boys during services and along with the beatings of the boundaries ensured that 

children did take notice of at least some aspects of village life._ 

 

 

Thomas Fisher  
 

drawings of Cambridgeshire Collection churches 1802 

 

See notes at pam 332 

 

Miles Burkitt Foster 

 

Tiny picture of Kings expected to fetch £8,000 at auction at Christies 20.11.03 

 

Pencil and watercolour by Myles Burkitt Foster measures 4 x 5.5 inches; was popular Victorian artists, 

work sought after – dealers virtually fought to purchase it and race each other from Witley Station to his 

home when he had work to sell 

 

CEN 5.11.03 

 

Payne Garrett 

 

1905 

 

An exhibition of watercolour sketches of Grantchester by Mr Payne Garnett, art master of the Leys 

School is being held at the well-lighted galleries of Crisp and Co., King’s Parade. Many of the sketches 

are of exceedingly high artistic merit including his studies of the river by moonlight. Already most of the 

pictures have been bespoken. 

 

05 10 28a # c.64 

 

 

1907 

 

Mr Payne Garnett, the art master of the Leys School, is a versatile artist who has discovered many 

beauty spots in Swaffham. He shows the neighbourhood of Reach and the fens during the four seasons. 
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There is a night scene, the moonlight gently illuminating a typical piece of Fen scenery and another of a 

deserted village road covered with hardened snow, so full of atmosphere that you need an overcoat.  

 

07 10 31a 

 

Angelica Garnett artist, Hilton – 60 01 08 

 

 

 

Miss R.C. Genlloud 
 

The 50 years from 1880 saw great changes in the prominent parts of Cambridge; Petty Cury was rebuilt 

on both sides, Market Hill and Sidney Street saw great redevelopment but there still remained a number 

of alleys and courts; they were humble and somewhat decayed but typical parts of old Cambridge. 

 

It was to these little-known back streets that Miss R.C. Genlloud turned her attention in a series of 

sketches published in book form in 1933. Their names commmeorated actual people who had once lived 

or worked there such as  the Evans family who lived in the Passage connecting Castle Street with St 

Peter's street. One of the houses had a long low window which used to be part of the  boundaries of St 

Giles and St Peter's parishes, the vicar and choir boys scrambling through it when Beating the Bounds. 

 

Whymans Lane recorded the innkeeper of the Three Tuns Inn favoured by Dick Turpin on his visits to 

Cambridge, despite that fact that it stood opposite the castle where less welcome accommodation would 

have been accorded him had he been court caught. 

 

Bridge Street had some 14 yards. One of these was Jordans Yard which in 1861 contained five houses, a 

farriery, a smithy, a farmyard and garden in addition to stabling for 50 horses. As cars replaced horses so 

stables became garages, later some houses were demolished for Park Street car park and the rest 

generally crumbled until the redevelopment of the area as part of the scheme which has preserved the 

frontages opposite St John's college chapel.  

 

Cambridge has been brought up to date, many of the lanes vanishing shortly after Miss Genlloud's 

booklet was issued. One that survives is Portugal Place which was the same width as other lanes but not 

closed at the East end and thus not considered a confined slum. Its houses, little different from those in 

other yards, are now a most fashionable place in which to live and a reminder of the time when it was 

the poor who lived in central Cambridge._ 

 

 

Gradus ad Cantabrigian 

 

Cambridge attracts many students who come to study the English language. But the University had a 

vocabulary of its own and in 1824 a guide was issued to translate from academic to common parlance. 

 

Sport was an important part of life, the fashionable man sported a walking stick yet to sport a door meant 

to break it open. To row a room was to cause a riot and break the furniture and commonly followed a 

wine party when the student had cut his leg or was drunk. On the other hand to cut chapel meant to be 

absent from the regular attendance that was expected. For this the student - be he Nobleman, Pensioner, 

Sizar or Soph (all varying in status) might be punished by a fine imposed by the Dean, one of the college 

hierarchy which included the Fellows, of whom it was said 

 

 They eat, and drink, and sleep, What then? 

 They eat, and drink, and sleep again. 
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University discipline was inflicted by the Proctor who was responsible for seeing there was no 

"chambering and wantonness, no rioting and drunkeness" ... they needed to be Masters of ARTS for they 

were exposed to many scrapes. 

 

One of the most famous was the Battle of Peas Hill in 1820 when the Gown battled the traditional army - 

the Snobs or townspeople, "the Tag-rag, and Bobtail, who vegetate on the sedgy banks of Camus". Like 

other battles it was recorded in verse 

 

 'Tis rushlight all - but what can shew 

 The GOWNSMAN from the GOWNSMAN'S foe, 

 As shouting in thick files they go 

            

 To battle all so merrily? 

 

Following serious breach of disipline the student might be Rusticated - banished from Cambridge for a 

period or  Expelled, never to return.  

 

Gradus ad Cantabrigiam was described as a new guide to the academical customs and colloquial or cant 

terms and contained six engravings illustrating some of the sights of the day. 

 

 

 

_  

The Graphic : an illustrated weekly newspaper 1887 

 

Most of the undergraduates had gone down for the Long Vacation but for four friends the summer would 

be spent in study; each was studying for a degree and it was ducedly difficult to work during normal 

terms - in the October term there were Trial Eights and college sports, in Lent term the Lent races and 

Varsity sports and in the May term May races and cricket. 

 

The vacation period would be different. Early chapel every morning would be followed with just half a 

pipe after breakfast and steady work till dinner in Hall at 2 o'clock. Then (to give the digestion chance to 

recover from the odd meal time) a whole pipe and chat until four, two hours good exercise with after tea 

a game of whist or a stroll on the Backs till half-past-eight; from that hour till midnight it would be 

steady work and then strictly to bed. 

 

But things were against them from the start; somehow they could never get to bed by midnight and 

chapel in the morning came just too early. Then breakfast wuld be sent out from the Butteries at such 

irregular hours one never knew quite when to get up and afterwards the bedmaker and gyp would make 

such a clatter that it was impossible to do any serious reading till nearly noon but which time the Hall 

bell was only a short time away. 

 

Afterwards the bright glare of the sun made reading difficult and by night it was much too hot to work so 

when the Dons were safely in bed they would lay out on the grass in the middle of the quad and tell 

stories instead. 

 

Such problems of study were recorded in The Graphic, an illustrated newspaper whose October 1887 

edition featured a special supplement on Cambridge with engravings by "the best artists" depicting 

various aspects of local life just 100 years ago at least some of which have changed. 

_ 

 

 

Mary C. Greene 
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It was 1927 and the planners were coming; villagers were concerned that their amenities and facilities 

were being destroyed through irresponsible actions by people who, with the best intentions, committed 

errors through lack of guidance. The Cambridgeshire Rural Community Council had been pressing for a 

Joint Town Planning Committee and Mary Greene welcomed the benefit that would occur though 

carefully regulated development. 

 

She wrote an article in the Cambridge Chronicle concerning her adopted village, Harston, expressing her 

hopes for its future and lent her artistic skill to illustrate some of the buildings that gave it its charm.  She 

also supported the attempts to recondition country cottages rather than demolish and illustrated two that 

were to be saved with the help of Government subsidy and architects advice. 

 

Mary was deaf; she was also blind in one eye but with the other she could see more than most with two. 

She was passionate about painting, studying art in Paris, but it was after she settled at Harston with her 

brother, Sir Graham Greene (uncle of the novelist) that she turned to landscape painting. 

 

Often she would walk to Cambridge to potter around finding charm in over-loooked back streets or inn 

yards. She was no fine-weather artist as her view of Peas Hill on a wet day testifies, Rose Crescent 

before the rebuilding of 1934 provided her with a glimpse of the market hill, whilst in the courtyard of 

Ye Olde Castle hotel in St Andrews Street she found a peaceful escape from the war-time fervour of 

1917.  

 

Most of the scenes she depicted have now disappeared in the planned progress that has brought 

Cambridge into the 1980s but her paintings held in the Cambridgeshire Collection and displayed at the 

Folk Museum are a poignant record of a townscape that has passed away._ 

 

 

 

John Greenwood 1885-1954 
 

When John Greenwood came to Cambridge in 1925 to work on his volume of woodcuts he found the 

town in a turmoil of traffic controversy and congestion.  

 

As he sat in Christs college gardens he was separated by a wall from the work of contructing the 

controversial bus station and car park at Drummer Street where a portion of Christs Pieces was being 

used despite a petition signed by 3,000 people and a mass march to the Mayor's house to demand a 

rethink on the proposals 

 

He found Market Hill shared between cars and traders stalls, and nearby Peas Hill was experiencing the 

growth of car parking which was soon to drive out the traditional fishmarket (although Davids Saturday 

bookstall was to stay until 1959 before it moved to his traditional weekday spot on the corner of Market 

Hill). 

 

A motor car finds its way into his view of Pembroke college possibly one of the many owned by 

undergraduates although Proctors were then debating the prohibition of university motors and had 

decided to limit their use to the period between 12.30 and 10pm. 

 

As he sketched in Queens' Road Greenwood would be enveloped in clouds of dust as cars sped past but 

when he retreated to the peace of Coe Fen he found himself in yet another hotbed of agitation. 

 

Proposals for a relief road to Newnham had been discussed even before Victoria Bridge was opened in 

1889 but work had not started until May 1924 finally pushed through because of the high level of 

unemployment at that time and such a project would give work to 90 men at a time of depression. 
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Fen Causeway and its bridge opened in 1926, the year that Greenwood's volume of Twenty-four 

woodcuts of Cambridge was published and the year that the County and Borough authorities started to 

squabble over Drummer Street in a debate that has continued ever since._ 

 

John Greig 
 

 

George Dyer was a man of singular simplicity & kindness, with a total absence of humour, he believed 

the most preposterous stories that his friend Charles Lamb told him & made himself a source of infinte 

amusement in the process. 

 

When he sat down to write his 'History of the University & Colleges of Cambridge' he deliberately shut 

himself away from his friends to concentrate on his task. But just as he thought he was getting to the end 

he was struck down by illness leaving his papers everywhere.  By the time he recovered they were 

scattered totally, some hidden between pages of books he was checking - but which ones - and it was a 

case of starting again.  It took three years to complete the two-volume, 700 page work.  Even so he could 

have written more save for his conviction that 'when mens memories do arise it is time for history to go 

to bed' and he deliberately refrained from mentioning anybody he had known during his University 

career. 

 

He also ommitted to talk to the artist who was commissioned to produce the plates so that, although they 

were 'executed with equal faithfulness and taste' they did not exactly match the text. John Greig was one 

of many illustrators whose work is better known than they themselves. He was active in the period 1807-

1819 as a painter of landscapes & watercolours and was an engraver much employed by publishers, his 

work appearing in the Antiquarian Itinerary of 1816. He was an associate of J.S.Storer and worked with 

others on books about London, Windsor, Cornwell and Yorkshire.  His contributions to Dyer's history 

were undertaken in 1813 and principally depict college scenes which though worthy do not stand out for 

their interest.  Which is precisely what might be said of the book in which they appear. 

Cambridge from Castle Hill : this is particularly interesting for the foreground detail of thatched cottages 

shown beside the Castle mound 

 

Catharine Hall : the view at the end of Queens Lane has been transformed by the new buildings of Kings 

college 

 

St Johns college shows the scene before the construction of the Bridge of Sighs _ 

 

 

Francis Landseer Griggs (1876-1938) 
CWN 15.1.1987 

 

                                         

 Francis Landseer Griggs lived up to his middle name: he travelled widely and observed with an artist 

eye. The places he visited and the things he observed are recorded in a series of guidebooks 

 

By 1909 when he reached Cambridgeshire he had already cycled around his home county, Hertfordshire, 

and realised that the humble bicycle was not really ideal for the task since so much exercise produced "a 

fatigue fatal to artistic effort".   For his second project, South Wales, he progressed to a motor bike 

which took him in turn to Sussex, to Oxford & the Cotswolds, Buckinghamshire & Berkshire 

 

It had been a hectic time for the lad from Hitchin where Griggs was born in 1876, training first as an 

architect before devoting himself to making his career as a full-time artist. The publisher Sir Frederick 

Macmillan gave him his chance with a commission to produce illustrations for a series of books entitled 

"Highways & Byways. Hertfordshire was the first Griggs tacked & he went on to produce twelve others 
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Each volume is a combination of illustrations with text by a local authority and his collaborator in 

Cambridgeshire was the well-known vicar of Barrington, Rev Edward Conybeare, who already had a 

county history and a Cyclists guide to the area to his credit. Conybeare’s text refers to the depressed state 

of agriculture at the time and Griggs captures some of the decay of local villages in his pencil sketches 

showing tumbled down cottages as well as lofty steeples 

 

Then Griggs was off to projects new, to Lincolnshire and Nottingham, Northampton and Leicester. He 

was part way through Essex when he died striving to make ends meet at a time of depression with a 

growing family and house to maintain, 

 

 

He is reported to have felt the Highways and Byways books as “some sort of fun but … they always 

seem to me to be a waste of time”.  However the illustrations he produced provide a unique glimpse of 

Cambridgeshire in 1909 and the book can be found quite easily in second-hand bookshops or village 

Jumble sales, 

 

Illustrated handbills 

 

Napoleon was in Cambridge in 1821 alongside the Duke of Wellington; Russian gypsies & London 

flower girls jostled monks & nuns of various orders whilst the King looked on.  All this was to be found 

in the Black Bear Inn, if not in the flesh then in a paper imitation, for Mr Aberdein had brought his 

celebrated Papyruseum or assemblage of models of public characters to delight the discerning people of 

the town and University. 

He had received permission of the Vice Chancellor as all such visiting shows had to do and 

acknowledgement of this fact was recorded on his advertisements together with a suitable illustration. 

 

When Mr Drake brought his 'miracle of nature', that stupendous animal the performing Elephant he 

could be assured of patronage.  For the beast could not only open & shut its own door, take a kettle of 

boiling water from the fire and even take a pin from the finger and thumb of any baby but also fire a 

pistol.  For added attraction there was a boa constrictor of 22 feet in length & also the only travelling live 

sea serpent which although not the 300 foot long beast they had been actually endeavouring to capture 

was at least of the same species.  For the modest charge of 1/- (half price for servants and children) what 

more could be desired 

 

Well in fact that same charge could gain one admittance in May 1828 to the field in Barnwell from 

which Mr Green, the veteran aeronaut would ascend on his 115th aerial voyage.  His balloon would 

carry both himself and his pony high into the air together with another member of the act, a living 

animal which would be launched on Mr Green's improved silk parachute descending safely to earth 

amongst the spectators. 

 

If this was not to taste then in 1853 the Theatre Royal could offer he Great Wonder of the Age, the 

Ceiling Walker who had elicited the astonishment of fashionable audiences at the London theatres.  

There was, the handbill states, "evidently no deception or trickery about it; he fairly went, head 

downwards, along a smooth surface precisely as a fly walks upon the ceiling"! 

 

These handbills are amongst several thousand housed in the Cambridgeshire Collection which illustrate, 

in more ways than one, life in days past. 

_ 

 

 

Charles G. Harper (1863-1943) 

 

Charles Harper is a name more associated with coaches than buses; Half hours with the Highwaymen is 

one thing, chats with conductorettes another. 
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Yet the author who made his name with a long series of Road books - including The Cambridge Ely & 

Kings Lynn Road in 1902 and The Newmarket, Bury, Thetford & Cromer Road in 1904 also contributed 

a brief article to Motor Traction in December 1916 in which he looked in some detail at the motor 

omnibus scene in Cambridge.  

 

Recalling the demise of the tramways in 1914 he notes that had the War not intervened the tramlines 

would themselves have disappeared.  He tells of the rise of the Ortona green buses which themselves 

became a victim of war for 9 of its fleet were requisitioned for France leaving the Company with just 10, 

two of which,'genuine antiques', were dismantled and converted into lorries. 

 

Those left would convey passengers from Market Hill to the Station for one penny though some 

demanded a lot for their fare. One passenger insisted on carrying with him a large biscuit tin, a 

portmanteau, a wickerwork basket, a large brown paper parcel and a crate containing live chickens! 

 

Despite the growth in traffic chickens could still wander freely across the roads in Cambridgeshire 

villages in 1902 when Harper recounted his journey to Kings Lynn. He sketched various scenes en route 

: the Chequers at Fowlmere, the Gibbet at Caxton, the picturesque slum that was the Falcon Yard in 

Cambridge, and then out via Landbeach to Upware and beyond. 

 

At Stretham he recounts how the public hangman, Calcraft, had about 1831 hitched a ride on the Lynn 

Rover stagecoach having just dispatched a labourer sentenced to hang for incendiarism. When he 

boarded the coach he was dressed as a local farmer, carrying with him a blue bag, half-a-dozen red 

cabbages and a piece of rope - the rope put to good use earlier in the day. Being recognised by Jack 

Goodwin, the guard, Calcraft struck up a conversation and before leaving assured him that should Jack 

find himself at the wrong end of his professional rope then he would rub it with soap to make the 

hanging as comfortable as possible. 

 

Charles, an enthusiastic writer, journalist and artist died in Surrey in 1943 but his love of the winding 

English road and its transport of all types make his books enjoyable reading in these days of motorways 

and juggernauts._ 

 

 

Richard Bankes Harraden 1778-1862 
 

There was, said Harraden, "not a more soothing asylum from the cares and bustle of the world that an a 

college library" where it was possible to converse "with a large assembly of the venerable dead of all 

ages and all nations".  

 

For those inspired to seek knowledge beyond this planet all that was required was a stroll to Pembroke. 

Here in a specially built brick building stood a sphere some eighteen feet in diameter. Entering beside 

the South Pole some thirty people might sit and contemplate the constellations thanks to the ingenuity of 

the then Professor of Astronomy, Dr Long. 

 

Richard Bankes Harraden chose not to depict the building but has left his views of many of the other 

sights in the Cambridge of the early 1800s. Born in 1778 he worked with his father, also Richard, a well-

established artist and engraver until the latter's death in 1838. Between them they produced Cantabigia 

Depicta in 1811 with its views of the wooden bridge at Silver Street which the Corporation claimed the 

right to take tolls for crossing, money that was supposed to be spent on the upkeep of the road which is 

depicted as somewhat rutted. Protruding into the scene is the mast of one of the barges that plied the 

Cam bringing corn to be ground at the Mills that lined Mill Pool. 

 

Harraden also featured the remains of the Castle gatehouse used as a prison until the new County Gaol 

was finished in 1805 and the prospect from the Trumpington Road looking across open fields to the new 

Downing College. 
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His work was not restricted to engraving; an oil painting of Sawston church in 1823 shows the lane 

gated and stiled and the tower surmounted with a spike. In Chesterton he highlighted St Andrew's church 

and in King Street the newly rebuilt almshouses, demolished  and like Dr Long's sphere now 

remembered only in history books 

 

 

Painting of Sutton church July 1824 sold Jun 2005, estimate £2,000 – scan 105.19 

 

DNB entry 

 

Harraden, Richard (1756–1838),  

 

topographical draughtsman and printmaker, was born in London, the son of a physician who came from 

Flintshire. Little is known of his life, although Robert Willis believed that he lived for some time in Paris 

but left on the fall of the Bastille in 1789; however, no work survives to support this supposition. In 

London Harraden practised from 16 Little Newport Street. He specialized in topographical 

draughtsmanship and executed most of his designs in etching or aquatint. This was the case with the 

series of six large views of colleges which he published from his new premises in Great St Mary's Lane, 

Cambridge, in 1797. Aquatinted by a variety of engravers, including Harraden himself, these folio plates 

were designated a coherent series by their ornamental title-page with its heavy aquatint border bearing 

the words ‘Views of Cambridge Drawn by Rd Harraden’ in a ‘stopped-out’ script that was intended to 

evoke a monumental inscription. Indeed, after he opened this print shop in Cambridge, the recurrent 

subject of Harraden's work was Cambridge and the university. 

 

Harraden sent five views of the town for exhibition at the Royal Academy in 1799 and two to the British 

Institution in 1823. There was much demand for Harraden's skills as a topographical draughtsman and in 

the first decade of the nineteenth century he contributed a number of designs, as well as finished aquatint 

plates, to a variety of drawing books and art primers. While 1803 marks the year in which he executed 

aquatints for Thomas Girtin's Views of Paris, it was also then that he produced a series of etched 

costume plates of Cambridge academic dress; focused on the human figure as a mannequin for the 

relevant robes, these reveal Harraden's weakness in anatomy, which can be contrasted with his usually 

more confident handling of landscape and architectural elevations. His best-known series again exploited 

the ready market among Cambridge academics or graduates. Cantabrigia depicta (1809–10) comprised 

twenty-four plates engraved after Harraden's designs by a variety of hands, including J. Hassel, J. 

Cartwright, and Richard Bankes Harraden (1778–1862), the artist's son, who was also an artist and a 

printmaker who favoured topographical views. 

 

Published in the name of Harraden & Son of Cambridge, Cantabrigia depicta was evidently a success. 

This can be assumed as Richard Bankes Harraden continued to exploit the market for views of 

Cambridge in his own Illustrations of the University of Cambridge (1830). Also, as twenty-four of the 

fifty-eight plates in this series of ‘engravings of architectural and picturesque Views’ had already been 

published in Cantabrigia depicta, the younger Harraden was evidently sensitive to the continuing taste 

for them. 

 

 

Robert Willis held that these plates were of ‘no great artistic merit’ (Willis, cxvii), and on comparing 

their works it is evident that the son had greater skill as an artist than his father. Although Richard 

Bankes Harraden did execute a few views of other locations, such as St Ives and the Isle of Wight, he 

concentrated mainly on Cambridge, which he published in the name of Harraden & Son until his father 

died at Trumpington, near Cambridge, on 2 June 1838. 

 

Little else is known of Richard Bankes Harraden except that he was one of the first members of the 

Society of British Artists after its foundation in 1823. He subscribed to the society from 1824 until 1849, 

and, although he was never a prominent member, he submitted more than twenty antiquarian and 

picturesque landscapes (mostly of Cambridge) to the exhibitions they arranged to rival those of the 
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Royal Academy and the British Institution. He died in Cambridge on 17 November 1862 at the age of 

eighty-four. 

 

J. W. Clark, rev. Lucy Peltz 
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Nicholas Hawksmoor 
 

Nicholas Hawksmoor was just 5 years old when the Great Fire of London broke out in Pudding Lane in 

1666; when the rubble cooled various architects submitted grand plans for rebuilding the city.  One of 

those who were unsuccessful was Sir Christopher Wren in whose office young Nicholas found 

employment, helping the great man with his designs for St Paul's cathedral, Hampton Court and 

Greenwich Hospital. 

 

The two became partners and in 1698 worked on plans for the Third Court and bridge at St John's 

college, next door to the Library at Trinity that Wren had designed earlier.  Fifteen years later 

Hawksmoor, by then a respected architect in his own right, was invited to submit designs for a new 

Fellows Building at King's College in competition with James Gibb - who beat him for the contract. 

 

As he wandered through Cambridge Hawksmoor did not like what he saw. The main street in front of 

Kings was crowded with taverns and houses, dilapidated hovels were built up against the walls of Gt St 

Mary's church whilst a cobblers and book-binders shop projecting from the West end reduced the width 

of the street to just 25 feet. Just as Wren had planned a new London so his former apprentice fantasised 

about what he could make of the town of Cambridge, given a free hand. 

 

His ideas are preserved in a manuscript volume in the British Museum. They show road widening, a 

covered market in Peas Hill, St Edward's church would be demolished and a new University Church 

built. Dom,inating the scene would be great obelisks. 

 

The designs were never executed but in 1955 David Roberts and Gordon Cullen combined to show what 

Hawksmoor's New Cambridge would have looked like, interpreting his ideas and comparing them with 

what, in reality happened. It makes an intereting insight into the Cambridge that never was._ 
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John Moyer Heathcote (1800-1892) 
John Heathcote would sit in his castle near Peterborough and tell how one guest had left from the dining 

room window and paddled away in a boat to shoot coot in the fen. An unremarkable occurence except 

that Connington castle did not actually have a moat. 

 

Like the fenland around it did have a drainage problem and drainage windmills were an essential part of 

the local scene though by the time Heathcote sketched them they were generally falling into decay, 

having been superceded by steam machines that could operate even when the wind ceased to blow. But 

in 1826 the great Whittlesey mere disappeared. The season was dry and large cracks formed on the 

exposed bed, then 'when about one hundred acres of water remained a great hurricane of wind came and 

blew most of it into the cracks and fissures and it disappeared'. Every fish perished, laying like heaps of 

snow on the shore. Fortunately for sportsmen the water returned in the winter 

 

The area offered superb shooting. Heathcote and his friends usually started at seven, breaking through 

the thin ice of a November morning, jumping ditches with the aid of a pole - sometimes placing a piece 

of turf in the middle of the widest ones to make the leap more easy - and then bagging anything from six 

to fifteen couples of snipe in a day. 

 

When winter came it gave the fenman increased mobility for as the waterways froze they allowed 

skaters to travel more quickly, covering a mile in just under four minutes and allowing long journeys to 

be accomplished in a single day. Skating matches and competitions could be arranged with prizes of tea 

or meat, with hot chestnuts vendors doing a good trade. 

 

John Moyer Heathcote knew the area well and served it as High Sherrif, Guardian of the Poor and 

Member of Parliament. In 1876 he published his 'Reminiscences of fen and mere' illustrating it with his 

own sketches which capture the days when the fen landscape was radically different from the fertile 

acres seen today._ 

 

 

 

Illustrations of the Hereward story 

 

It was a race and the treasure of Peterborough Abbey was the prize. The newly appointed Norman Abbot 

Turold was at Stamford with an army of 160 French knights en route to take up his position. Once 

established his men would be granted the land formerly held by the lords who had supported King 

Harold at the Battle of Hastings. 

 

At the same time another group were forcing their way through the undrained fenland in a convoy of 

small boats. Amongst them was one whose lands would be forfeited; the gold and silver of the Abbey 

would be some reward - and it would be safer in his hands than with the Normans. 

 

The Monks sent messengers carrying all the treaure they could to urge the new Abbot and his army to 

proceed with all haste and in the meantime took steps to defend the Cathedral from the onslaught of the 

raiders. It was to no avail; the attackers burnt their houses and forced entry into the Cathedral grounds 

where they plundered all they could find and disappeared into the fens with their booty. 

 

This part of the story of Hereward seems well established. Other rebel leaders from Northumbria and 

Durham joined him on the Isle of Ely. William cut off their escape to the north by placing a naval 

blockage across the Ouse and attacked overland from the southeast, constructing causeways across the 

fenland to gain access to the Island. Tales abound of the battles fought and tactics used to frustrate him, 

of witches and spies, of intrigue and betrayal. But eventually his campaign was successful and Hereward 

was forced to flee along with some of his companions. 
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The departure from Ely is one of the scenes recorded by Henry Selous in his illustrations to accompany 

the classic version of the Hereward story by Charles Kingsley then Regius professor of Modern History 

at Cambridge. That book was just the forerunner of a swarm of stories illustrated by various artists some 

of whose impressions of the Fenland hero are shown here._ 

 

 

J.F. Herring 

 

The contents of Herringswell House have been sold including a remarkable collection of paintings by 

J.F. Herring, senior which was formed by the late Mr Mure, who was one of his principal patrons. Many 

are known to have been painted there. A remarkable painting of the Coach and Four at Bottisham Swan 

was the gem and the buyer was fortunate in acquiring it for 310 guineas. Others fetched prices from 

£215 for a set of six hunting pictures to £12 for 12 finely-drawn crayon drawings attributed to Herring.  

CDN c27th Nov 1903 

 

1907 

 

A house amid a clump of trees near Fulbourn station has been the residence for 50 years of the 

celebrated animal painter, J.F. Herring who has just died. He was the elder son of an earlier J.F. Herring, 

the leading painter of racehorses and coaching scenes, while a second son, Charles, became famous as a 

painter of Landeer subjects. He had just one pupil, Mr W.B. Redfern who visited his old master only 

yesterday. The funeral will take place at Great Wilbraham where there is a family vault. 

 

07 03 06 

 

 

Thomas Addison Hills (1806-1903) 
 

Thomas Addison Hills was born in Ely in 1806 and played a large part in the life of that City for nearly 

100 years. 

 

In his early days the road to Cambridge was so poor that ten strong horses were needed to pull a single 

cart. But as time progressed & roads became better stage coaches became more common and with them 

came passengers - though many made their will before embarking on such a dangerous journey. The 

railway arrived in 1845 making travel to the city of the fens much easier. 

 

Tourists came attracted by the magnificence of the Cathedral. Here was a market for a businessman such 

as Hills. From his Printing Office in Minster Place he produced handbills and circulars, receipts and 

billheads and with a view to the tourist trade guidebooks and views. 

 

His most famous publication was "A handbook to the cathedral church" which he first produced in 1852 

and which remained in print for many years. It was illustrated by some of the views that he also issued 

separately. 

 

Once the expense of commissioning the artist and paying the engraver had been met one would have 

thought a steady profit could have been made without further effort. But sadly for Thomas extensive 

restoration became necessary on the Lantern Tower which radically affected its appearance, even 

visitors would notice that the prints he offered were not the same as the building they saw. 

 

So he attempted to update one of them. The view of Minster Place depicts the bustle of Ely traffic 

passing the Lamb Inn. But careful study reveals two faults.  The most apparent is the mistake in the 

spelling of the Lamb's sign, the engraver printing 'Inn' backwards. But there is another error : the house 

on the left is shown with two chimneys, one in the centre of the roof and the other at the side.  But this 

second 'chimney' was in fact part of the old Lantern Tower the remainder of which has been carefully 

removed from the engraving.  
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Thomas died in 1903 after a life devoted to business; described as the doyen of Ely tradesmen he can 

surely be forgiven a small error which has scarcely been noticed in over 100 years._ 

 

 

Hood & Harraden by Mike Petty.  
 

Between  1797 and 1800 a furious squabble between two Illustrators was played out in Cambridge.  It 

started in November 1797 with the announcement that David Hood, a Cambridge printseller with 

premises in Shoemaker Row (now called Market Street) and Harraden a London engraver had co-

operated in the publication of a view of Kings college chapel and Clare Hall which was now available at 

the price of 10/6.  

 

Harraden however disputed that he had any partnership with Hood who he accused of not accounting for 

subscriptions he had received, Hood countered calling Harraden a liar and asserting that he had been 

“injuring me in my business, creeping into my connections, reducing my credit ... and a young family to 

ruin and distress”. The dispute was resolved, Harraden foregoing any money taken by Hood, Hood 

relinquishing any claim on the sale of the views.  

 

By June 1798 Harraden was announcing the completion of his set of six views but within the year Hood 

was once more on the attack announcing his own series of picturesque views by Malton, an artist of 

superior excellence which were much better that Harraden’s “incorrect likenesses".  The squabble 

recommenced. 

 

By July 1800 David Hood was in &ire straits, "nothing but the treacherous conduct of a man whom he 

had been drawn into partnership could have caused him to disappoint his numerous friends".  Although 

the set of Malton illustrations was now complete at a cost of £2.16.0 they were obtainable not from 

Cambridge., but from Mr Fores’ establishment in Piccadilly., London. Those people seeking a bargain 

had to wait just two more years for by November 1802 they were being sold at bargain prices "very 

much below what they merit" at just half-a-guinea plain. one guinea coloured.   It would have been an 

investment well worth making for today they fetch far more in Cambridge printshops.                                                  

 

Harraden went on to become famous but a comparison between the work of the two protagonists does 

show that David Hood’s claim of accuracy was well founded. 

                                                               

The Illustrated London News, 1842 onwards 

CWN 8.12.1986 

 

 

It was 1870 and people at Cottenham were getting excited, Not only was it time for the Grand National 

Hunt and Cambridgeshire Steeplechase to be held on their racecourse but this year the Prince and 

Princess of Wales were coming, The Royal Couple were staying with the Duke of Manchester at 

Kimbolton castle, a special train World bring them to Oakington station where carriages would meet 

them and bring them to the Royal Stand that had been constructed close to the saddling paddock.      And 

so it transpired. The crowds cheered, the catering arrangements laid on by one of the Cambridge colleges 

were also well received, the only problem was that the Royal view of the excitement of the races was 

somewhat restricted.      So the Prince and Princess went down the course in their open carriage to watch 

the main race from near the brook. 

 

The man from the Illustrated London News sketched the scene and it appeared in their issue of 26th 

March 1870. Life was not all easy for the Wales'.  Their eldest son, Prince Albert Victor - known as 

'Eddy'- was born premature and was somewhat lethargic.  He came up to Trinity college in 1883 and the 

man from the Illustrated London News showed the young Prince participating in some of the ordinary 

recreations and healthful customs of a well-bred young Englishman such as rowing or playing hockey. 

But the Prince was not healthy and died in 1892 from influenza and pneumonia. 
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The magazine had been started in May 1842 to bring "the broad palpable delineations of wood 

engraving" to bear on every subject politics, literature, the arts and sport. Cambridgeshire features many 

times in its pages.     The University Eight is seen training on the Cam in March 1866 prior to the Boat 

Race against Oxford.  Londoners, said the News   "did not understand why a man should ride furiously 

by the side of their river and halloo, like a maniac, at nine men in a boat" 

 

They might not have appreciated either the finer points of ice skating yet in December 1890 some 

20,000 spectators assembled at Littleport to watch the National Skating Association meeting where 

competitors raced for 1½ miles with three turns.     The final saw James Smart of Welney narrowly 

beating T. Wells of Isleham at the finish of a gruelling race. No Cambridgeshire paper could do more 

than describe the event in their best prose but the I.L.N was once more able to capture the scene and 

provide perhaps the best picture of a sport that is notoriously difficult to capture adequately 

 

The News illustrates many such aspects of local life which have gone unrecorded elsewhere and is a 

most valuable tool for historians interested in both national and local events, 

 

 

 

Illustrations of War 1939-45 
 

The Swastika dominated Kings Parade, obscuring much of the East window of Kings College chapel, 

which had already seen much of its priceless glass removed for fear of damage from air raids. The 

wooden boarding made the interior dark and gloomy, matching the mood of the times. 

On Market Hill crowds gathered, but the carefree atmosphere that normally epitomised the area was 

lacking, instead there was fear and tension as they watched the German soldiers manning the machine 

guns pointing their way. 

 

It was November 1941, the end of a year in which incendiaries had damaged the Perse school, houses 

beside Mill Road bridge had been bombed and damaged caused throughout the town, from Cherry 

Hinton to Histon Roads.  

There were the evacuees who had remained after many of their number had returned to take their 

chances in London, the numbers of Government Departments and factories whose workers had been 

billetted in the town.  

 

All of these added to the food shortage despite the cultivation of various areas of land as part of the Dig 

for Victory campaigns and the handouts from the American forces now common in the streets. 

 

History records that a German agent had committed suicide in Christs Pieces air raid shelter but it has no 

record of a Nazi march-past. In fact it was only imagination, but the drawings by                                of 

the School of Art capture the uncertainty of November 1941.  They were used on the cover of the 

programme of  the Cambridge Warship Week which was seeking to raise £700,000 for H.M.S.Loyal.  

 

Together with advertisements published in the Cambridge Daily News for everything from Bisto to 

mouth organs and tips on how to cope during rationing they illustrate something of the hardships and 

hope of 40 years ago_ 

 

Joseph Murray Ince 

 

The visit of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert to Cambridge in 1843 was a very grand affair. The 

journey from London by carriage was punctuated by regular changes of horses; by the time she reached 

the county boundary at Royston there were over 3,000 horsemen waiting to greet her. 
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‘On they all came at the rate of fifteen miles and hour without check or accident, sometimes sweeping 

over hedge and ditch, sometimes rushing along the road in one dense and well-compacted mass; so that 

on reaching Cambridge every man was a pillar of mud, and every horse a mass of living vapour. 

 

Cambridge itself was ready to greet her, with a triumphal arch set up in Trumpington Street where the 

Mayor and Corporation awaited to escort her to the gates of Trinity College where the Royal couple 

were to greeted by the University dignities. Here she dined before processing to a special service in 

King’s College Chapel. So well and good. 

 

But then things started to go wrong: the Queen expressed a wish to see Trinity College Chapel but this 

caused ‘a little bustle and momentary confusion; as she had not been expected to go there, and the red 

carpet had been taken up. It was quickly relaid but there was still a large gap or bear earth for the royal 

foot to tread. Undergraduates formed a double line from the carriage to the door and at a word removed 

their gowns and laid them on the ground for Her Majesty to walk across.  

 

The whole visit, which saw Prince Albert presented with an honorary Doctorate of Law, was a success – 

despite overdue Latin speeches in the Senate House. As a special souvenir the Queen acquired five 

paintings for the Royal Collection. They were all the work of one artist: Joseph Murray Ince  

 

Although born in London, Ince had been brought up in Preseigne from an early age. He studied art at 

Hereford 

 

 

 

Smith’s major illustrator was however Joseph Murray Ince, a Welshman well-known in artistic circles 

having exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1826.  He had been in Cambridge for some six years and his 

work was much appreciated. Smith had commissioned him to produce a range of engravings of both 

town and gown, exteriors and interiors. For months recently he had been seen in college court and on 

street corner. Even his views cannot disguise something of the shabbiness of the streets - the Round 

Church glimpsed above the high surrounding wall, the scene around Hobson’s Conduit on Market Hill 

with the advertising slogans for Proctors cheap waterproof hat warehouse and the ale house sign on the 

Guildhall. His view of the Wrestler's Inn in Petty Cury took him hours to complete - he had been 

sketching the other day when some unsuspecting visitor had been cheated of his wealth by a well-known 

pair of villains at the Inn. The sight of the unfortunate podgy victim deep in despair had been so 

touching – and yet so funny – that it had been told time and again around the town. There was even 

some rumours that the dispossessed was a London gentleman whose recently-published literary efforts 

were themselves being greeted with some humour – though whether readers were laughing at him or 

with him Roe could not discover. Pickwick blanched at the thought that his stupidity at being so 

comprehensively hoodwinked was being so noised abroad; he considered giving his side of the story, 

and reporting how the robbers had met their match – but decided it was better for the moment to keep 

silent. 

 

 

 

 

As Pickwick was discovering there were a wealth of engravings of almost contemporary Cambridge to 

be found in Robert Roe’s printshop on King’s Parade. Some engravers had already been recognised for 

their craftsmanship, their work would surely appreciate in value. 

 

It was harder to judge the merits of the two most recent additions to the genre. The Rev J.J. Smith, Dean 

of Gonville and Caius claimed Cambridge was ‘one of the irregular and ill-built towns in the land’. Yet 

he was preparing to publish a part-work to be entitled ‘The Cambridge Portfolio’, the first edition of 

which was planned to be available by Christmas.  
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Smith’s plan, as he had outlined to Roe, was to encourage visitors by emphasising the better sights, and 

prevent their eyes from roving where it would not only meet with no satisfaction but with certain 

offence. He had been looking around for people to illustrate his book and two of those he found were 

Joseph Ince and Benjamin Armstrong. 

 

Smith was planning to supplement the illustrations by essays on various topics such as the walks & the 

botanical gardens, together with aspects of University life like the visit of the Duke of Wellington in 

1835 – and had commissioned some of his old students to pen them. Indeed one such had called into the 

shop just a few minutes ago looking for prints by Joshua Baldry -  a young man previously at Caius, 

called Henry Drury. Pickwick recognised him as the gentleman he had been speaking to earlier that 

morning. 

 

Meanwhile Richard Newby, a printseller in Trinity street had in 1827 invited subscriptions for a series of 

views of the public buildings of' Cambridge. He’d combined the architectural draughtsmanship of F. 

Mackenzie "as perfect as the almost unsurpassable state of art will permit" with the engraving skill of 

John Le Keux to produce views "with a stamp of pre-eminence which will be a passport to the portfolio 

of the most fastidious collector".  The idea had been backed by William Wilkins, the architect of much 

of the new buildings in progress who made his own detailed working drawings available & also 

undertaken to buy the originals of each print, thus lessening the publisher's financial burden. The 

engravings, each 18 x 12 inches had been published at about six-monthy intervals for ten years and were 

now being used, much reduced in a part-work entitled ‘Memorials of Cambridge’, with a text by two 

Cambridge academics. It was up to Pickwick which he chose to collect – though neither could surpass 

the University’s own contribution to the printsellers’ profits. 

 

 

Tuesday, 17 February 2015 

 

 

Margaret Newman Turner 

Greystones 

2 St David’s Street 

Presteigne 

Powys 

LD8 2BP 

 

 

 

 

 

I can finally enclose the long-promised CD-Rom containing copies of 55 engravings of Cambridge 

produced by J.M. Ince for  J.J. Smith’s ‘Cambridge Portfolio’ which was published in two volumes in 

1840. I have digitally photographed each picture and slightly enhanced them. Sadly my volumes are 

somewhat water-stained but I hope the images are good enough to give you an impression 

 

The disc runs on my computer and should work on any other. It also works on a DVD-player, though not 

as clearly. I hope you can find somebody with a machine! If you’d care to keep it I’d appreciate 

remuneration of £25; if not just return it to me. 

 

The background to the volume seems as follows: The Rev J.J. Smith, Dean of Gonville and Caius 

claimed Cambridge was ‘one of the irregular and ill-built towns in the land’. Yet he published a part-

work to be entitled ‘The Cambridge Portfolio’, the first edition of which was planned to be available by 

Christmas 1838. He hoped to encourage visitors by emphasising the better sights, and prevent their eyes 

from roving where it would not only meet with no satisfaction but with certain offence. He looked 

around for people to illustrate his book and two of those he found were Joseph Ince and Benjamin 

Armstrong. 

Tottering under the 

weight of knowledge 
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Armstrong was an undergraduate at Caius College, a young man intending to make his career in the 

church. Smith’s major illustrator was however Joseph Murray Ince, well-known in artistic circles having 

exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1826.  He had been in Cambridge for some six years and his work 

was much appreciated. Smith commissioned him to produce a range of engravings of both town and 

gown, exteriors and interiors. Even his views cannot disguise something of the shabbiness of the streets - 

the Round Church glimpsed above the high surrounding wall, the scene around Hobson’s Conduit on 

Market Hill with the advertising slogans for Proctors cheap waterproof hat warehouse and the ale house 

sign on the Guildhall. His view of the Wrestler's Inn in Petty Cury took him hours to complete. 

Smith supplemented the illustrations by essays on various topics such as the walks & the botanical 

gardens, together with aspects of University life like the visit of the Duke of Wellington in 1835. 

 

I have been searching for details of Victoria’s purchase of Ince’s paintings during her visit of 1843. 

There is a quite detailed account that was complied by Joseph Romilly, Registrary of the University; it 

mentions visits to various colleges but, as far as I can see, not the paintings. The booklet runs to about 20 

pages, I can photocopy it for you if you wish. I have checked the Cambridge Chronicle account of her 

visit, but not that in the Cambridge Independent Press. They go on for some pages of the newspapers and 

as yet it has been a most cursory glance.  

 

I will continue with these hopefully within the next week but thought I ought to at least get the CD off to 

you. 

 

 

Pickwick’s Cambridge Scrapbook 1838, pt. 280, by Mike Petty 

 

As Pickwick was discovering there were a wealth of engravings of almost contemporary Cambridge to 

be found in Robert Roe’s printshop on King’s Parade. Some engravers had already been recognised for 

their craftsmanship, their work would surely appreciate in value. 

 

It was harder to judge the merits of the two most recent additions to the genre. The Rev J.J. Smith, Dean 

of Gonville and Caius claimed Cambridge was ‘one of the irregular and ill-built towns in the land’. Yet 

he was preparing to publish a part-work to be entitled ‘The Cambridge Portfolio’, the first edition of 

which was planned to be available by Christmas.  

 

Smith’s plan, as he had outlined to Roe, was to encourage visitors by emphasising the better sights, and 

prevent their eyes from roving where it would not only meet with no satisfaction but with certain 

offence. He had been looking around for people to illustrate his book and two of those he found were 

Joseph Ince and Benjamin Armstrong. 

 

Armstrong was an undergraduate at Caius College, a young man intending to make his career in the 

church but in the meantime willing to venture off the beaten track to find scenes to interest him. Roe had 

been shown woodcuts of such diverse sights as the gas works chimney, Barnwell, a signpost on the St 

Neot’s road & Trumpington windmill – though he’d only included three of its sails, and Roe was sure 

there had been four last time he went that way. He had no criticism however of a delightful panorama 

over Cambridge from the Madingley Road with its picturesque windmill in the foreground. 

 

Smith’s major illustrator was however Joseph Murray Ince, a Welshman well-known in artistic circles 

having exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1826.  He had been in Cambridge for some six years and his 

work was much appreciated. Smith had commissioned him to produce a range of engravings of both 

town and gown, exteriors and interiors. For months recently he had been seen in college court and on 

street corner. Even his views cannot disguise something of the shabbiness of the streets - the Round 

Church glimpsed above the high surrounding wall, the scene around Hobson’s Conduit on Market Hill 

with the advertising slogans for Proctors cheap waterproof hat warehouse and the ale house sign on the 

Guildhall. His view of the Wrestler's Inn in Petty Cury took him hours to complete - he had been 

sketching the other day when some unsuspecting visitor had been cheated of his wealth by a well-known 
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pair of villains at the Inn. The sight of the unfortunate podgy victim deep in despair had been so 

touching – and yet so funny – that it had been told time and again around the town. There was even 

some rumours that the dispossessed was a London gentleman whose recently-published literary efforts 

were themselves being greeted with some humour – though whether readers were laughing at him or 

with him Roe could not discover. Pickwick blanched at the thought that his stupidity at being so 

comprehensively hoodwinked was being so noised abroad; he considered giving his side of the story, 

and reporting how the robbers had met their match – but decided it was better for the moment to keep 

silent. 

 

Smith was planning to supplement the illustrations by essays on various topics such as the walks & the 

botanical gardens, together with aspects of University life like the visit of the Duke of Wellington in 

1835 – and had commissioned some of his old students to pen them. Indeed one such had called into the 

shop just a few minutes ago looking for prints by Joshua Baldry -  a young man previously at Caius, 

called Henry Drury. Pickwick recognised him as the gentleman he had been speaking to earlier that 

morning. 

 

Meanwhile Richard Newby, a printseller in Trinity street had in 1827 invited subscriptions for a series of 

views of the public buildings of' Cambridge. He’d combined the architectural draughtsmanship of F. 

Mackenzie "as perfect as the almost unsurpassable state of art will permit" with the engraving skill of 

John Le Keux to produce views "with a stamp of pre-eminence which will be a passport to the portfolio 

of the most fastidious collector".  The idea had been backed by William Wilkins, the architect of much 

of the new buildings in progress who made his own detailed working drawings available & also 

undertaken to buy the originals of each print, thus lessening the publisher's financial burden. The 

engravings, each 18 x 12 inches had been published at about six-monthy intervals for ten years and were 

now being used, much reduced in a part-work entitled ‘Memorials of Cambridge’, with a text by two 

Cambridge academics. It was up to Pickwick which he chose to collect – though neither could surpass 

the University’s own contribution to the printsellers’ profits. 

 

Ince  

 

Cambridge is “one of the irregular ill-arranged & ill-built towns in the land" wrote John Smith in the 

intorduction to his Cambridge  Portfolio. Despite this hie hoped to encourage visitors by emphasiing              

the better sights, “and prevent his eye from roving where it will not only meet with no Satisfaction but 

with certain offence. 

 

Smith looked around for people to illustrate his book, Two of those he found were Joseph Ince and 

Benjamin Armstrong. 

 

Benjamin was an undergraduate  at Caius College where Smith was Dean. He was to make his career in 

the church but his youthful observations of unusual aspects of Cambridge provide m interesting picture 

of areas that most artists shun. 

 

The major illustrator was however Joseph Murray Ince, a Welshman who was already well-known in 

artistic circles having exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1826.  In 1832 he was living in Cambridge 

were his work was much appreciated by Smith and his friends and resulted in the opportunity to include 

his line drawings in the forthcoming publication. 

 

Ince’s views, dated 1838, depict the beauties of the University but his town scenes do reflect some of 

Smith's opinions about the shabbyness of the streets.  He shows the Round Church concealed by a high 

wall as it was before the restoration of 1842-43. The activity around Hobson’s Conduit on Market Hill 

also shows signs advertising Proctors cheap waterproof hat warehouse and the ale house sign on the 

Guildhall. whilst his view of Petty Cury includes the Wrestler's Inn which was to be demolished in 1888 

as part of the Victorian rebuilding of the eastern part 6f the street. 
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John Smith claimed the pictures would be a security ‘against any unfavourable criticism' of the text and 

they certainly remain the principal interest of his book 

 

 

 

                            tL 

 

 

The Cambridge Portfolio, edited by the Rev J.J.Smith. 1840 

 

PREFACE.  

 

The projector and conductor of the work here offered for public approbation, confesses himself to be not 

a little solicitous about the success of his undertaking. He is anxious that credit should be done to the 

subject; at least that it should in no way be disparaged by his labours: and he is ambitious of the good 

and favourable opinion of those by whose countenance and encouragement it has been fostered. A few 

introductory remarks may possibly serve to pave the way for the reception he so earnestly covets.  

 

The greater number of readers, it is hoped, will find so much interest in the matter of the work, as to be 

little curious about the origin of the undertaking. To those, however, who would question what could 

have induced the collector to project it, while other works exist similar at least as to their object, he has 

only to reply, that his inducement has simply been, a very strong desire to see justice done to a subject 

which has long engaged his own warm affections, and has, he believes, deservedly excited a powerful 

interest amongst all that class whose tastes he wol1Id be most anxious to gratify.  

 

In what may be termed the external and internal structure of the University itself; its walls and buildings, 

its treasures and depositories, its customs ancient and modern, bygone and present, its course of studies, 

the effect of its habits as developed in the manners characters and amusements of its members, there is 

most abundant material for every department of the work, both by pen and pencil.  

 

The latter will find its employment in the environs of the University, where its noble structures are, often 

seen so beautifully grouped, and especially among its fine buildings themselves, and in the delineation of 

the many objects of historical and literary interest which they contain. What can be more worthy of the 

art of the painter and the engraver, than the architecture, here palatial, there monastic, here again 

domestic, of other days; the landscape of shady grove and quiet stream and rising turret; the portrait of 

the severe student; the marble figure of the retired and thoughtful philosopher, the pious founder, or the 

anxious statesman? The pen may assist the eye and refresh the memory in contemplating all these 

objects, while at the same time it will have its own peculiar province, which the artist cannot touch. The 

delineation of customs, habits, studies, prevalent modes of thought and opinion, and the manifold ways 

by which a curious system displays itself in the various shades of its developement; all these, diversified 

again by the associations which spring from them, especially in those who are versed in the past, and 

therefore speculative of the future, would seem sufficient to show the important part it must take in the 

work now offered to the reader. 

  

The Editor himself was first led by the graphic art to the literary illustration, or rather to the need of it, 

as may probably be the result with those who shall become possessors of his book. He was highly 

delighted with some drawings by the same hand which has executed the originals of the etchings that 

form so important a feature in this book. He found that some very competent judges of the arts 

entirely entered into his opinion and estimate of their excellence, and fully concurred with him in the 
probability that they would excite equal approbation from the lovers of illustrative works in general. It 

is not for the originator of a new publication, especially where specimens of the arts form so large a part, 

to institute a comparison between those which he offers, and what have been previously supplied by 

others. Undoubtedly, there is no deficiency of engraved illustrations of Cambridge by artists of merit; 

but one work does not supersede another, for views and objects greatly vary, and the mode adopted will 

vary with them.  
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The line etching, when done with a certain degree of freedom but restrained within the bounds of true 

representation, as to effect produced on the eye, is a very favourite and very impressive mode of 

depicting interesting objects. The names of the artists who have enriched the work in this respect, are 

a security to the Editor against any unfavourable criticisms on his own taste, as their skill and taste 

have already been so much sanctioned by public esteem, and it will add greatly to his satisfaction to 
find that they have enlarged their reputation in aiding him. Where the sketch and the etching have 

been executed by the same hand, as in many instances in this work, there is a probability always that the 

impression made by any scene on an eye of taste and judgment is more vividly conveyed, and will carry 

the same feeling to the spectator that it did to the original artist.  

 

In conclusion, a few words must be offered upon his literary coadjutors. The variety of subjects likely to 

be introduced was so great, that he naturally wished them to be represented by writers of different 

complexions of mind, and habits of thought, as well as of various acquirements and pursuits: he was 

situated where there would be found no want of talent or knowledge, suitable to every part of his design; 

and the freedom and kindness with which it has been offered has exceeded even his most sanguine 

expectations. He need hardly say, that their names command such respect already for literary exertion 

and success, that he trusts they would alone favourably introduce his work to the public, whilst he feels 

that his commendations cannot add to their reputation.  

 

Whether a more extended form than that at present proposed may ever be given to the undertaking (and 

it is capable of very considerable enlargement) will naturally depend on the test of present success.  

 

 

 

Note: the vast majority of the illustrations were by Ince - MJP 

 

 

Mike,  

We have four paintings by Ince on display here at Anglesey:-  

Trinity College Great Court  

Senate Passage with Senate House and Caius College  

East Window of King's Chapel  

Old King's Gate, Kings College Chapel  

I can't find any mention of a night scene.  

Alison 

 

 

 

Jarrolds Illustrated Guide 1893 
The problem of writing a guide book is that things change; one can write of the excitement of the 

procession of boats at the end of the May Races when an immense concourse of spectators thronging 

either bank and the bridges of Kings and Clare would witness the racing boats line up in their final race 

order, the prows and bows adorned with flowers, outriggers interlocked as security against capsize 

stretching half-way across the river; each crew stood and took its bow and they passed a loving cup from 

hand to hand whilst a band played and all enjoyed themselves, except perhaps the lawn keeper at Kings 

who must have been concerned at the numbers of feet trampling his beloved grass. But the custom 

finished in 1892 and the tourist who was attracted by the description in the 4th edition of Jarrold's Guide 

to Cambidge would have been disappointed. 

 

The author gives a guide to the river but fails to mention that all of the sewage of the town poured into it 

untreated nor that one of the reasons for Cambridge's rowing prowess was said to be the smell from the 

gas works which encouraged them to row very quickly to get past. One of the problems of boating the 

other way was the mens bathing places which ladies could pass only with face averted 
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He concedes that there was was a shortage of hotels for visitors and a shortage of apartments for 

potential residents, that central shopkeepers were expensive with the best shop windows to be seen in 

Kings Parade, Sidney street and St Andrews street whilst more moderate prices prevail in Market Street, 

Petty Cury and the parts of the town more remote from the colleges, such as Fitzroy Street and Hills 

Road. 

 

Some of the best bargains might be found at the Cattle Market where each Monday some 1000 or more 

sheep and almost half that number of cattle and pigs would be sold. 

 

It all adds up to a Cambridge at once familiar and forgotten and his choice of engravings includes some 

scenes not usually encountered in a guide that sold in hundreds over numerous editions for the modest 

price of 6d._ 

 

 

William Monckton Keesey 1887-1970 
CWN 22.12.86 

 

 

William Monckton Keesey was a man of many parts. Born in Kendal in 1897 he distinguished himself 

during the Great War, and then, returning to his profession as all architect, designed the Memorial Hall 

for his old school at Caterham, Surrey.  He later became an Inspector for the Ministry of Education but 

continued his interest in art, building a reputation for both watercolour painting and etching, 

 

He produced various publications on architectural draughtsmanship but is remembered in Cambridge for 

a booklet first issued in 1913 that was to be reprinted for the thirteen years. In his Cambridge sketch 

book Walter turned his attention to both Town and Gown producing a picture of local life that captures 

the days before the Great War 

 

 

His view of Clare College bridge shows undergraduates lazily punting - still quite a net, craze in those 

days.  Punts were first introduced to the Cam in 1906 but it was the following year before each boat 

hirer, had a flotilla of them.   It was to this bridge in about 1897 that a band of students from St John's 

College came one night, intent on stealing one of the- famous stone balls that are a feature of Clare 

bridge.      Their raid successful they made their way back to their college with their trophy only to find 

its weight too heavy for their canoe which capsized depositing the ball on the bed of the river. The Clare 

college authorities had to make another which they placed near the college entrance so that its newness 

would be disguised by ivy, moving the older one to replace the one lost 

 

One of Keesey's drawings was lost to those who bought the reprinted versions of his work for his sketch 

of the cottages at the corner of Northampton Street appears only in the 1913 edition although the scene is 

familiar today.  Many however will find it hard to place the location of the sketch entitled 'The fish 

market, Saturday evening' since the buildings on the right were swept away for the new Guildhall 50 

years ago and there is nothing now to identify this section of Peas Hill, 

 

Alfred Kingston 
 

 

Alfred Kingston looked back to the days when King George III was on the throne and reviewed the 

changes time had brought. His account of the national history was to be illustrated by examples from the 

area around Royston. 

 

One of the greatest differences was traffic; by 1893 steam locomotives had replaced the lumbering stage 

wagons with their loose canvas covers and broad wheels - the wider the better so that they could ride 

over the ruts which could be four feet deep - which had been pulled by eight to ten horses two abreast 

with the driver riding on a pony with a long whip to give himself command of the whole team. The 
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whole procession made an average speed of under 2 mph. They themselves had superceded the string of 

packhorses twelve or fourteen in a line that would travel the North Road and whose arrival in Royston 

was a major event, bringing great prosperity to the Talbot Inn generally recognised as the rendezvous for 

such caravans. 

 

Gone too were the stagecoaches their arrival presaged by the blowing of the horn as they reached the 

town before clattering up the High Street for a brief stop whilst steaming horses were replaced by fresh 

before continuing en route to Cambridge. What changes had been wrought wrote Kingston, recollecting 

that in 1806 a coach could cover the 400 miles from London to Edinburgh in less than three days 

whereas by 1893 that same journey could be accomplished by train in just 8© hours! 

 

Velocipedes on which the rider sat and pushed himself along, dog carts - the subject of petitions from 

people concerned about the wellbeing of the animal - and sedan chairs were all things of the past. So 

were the village stocks and whipping posts where punishment was inflected and where drunkards were 

often left to sober up. 

 

All this and more were crammed into Kingston's Fragments of two centuries in which he summarised the 

miraculous developments that had occurred over the previous 90 years. Surely, he thought, there had 

never been an era like it for change, little could he anticipate what was to come._ 

 

 

Kip 
 

 

Some artists find inspiration in tumbled down cottages, not so Kip & Knyff. 

They made their mark depicting the houses of the rich & famous publishing in 1708 a volume entitled 

'Britannia Illustrata, or views of several of the Queens Palaces, as also the principal Seats of the Nobility 

& Gentry of Great Britain'. 

 

Three Cambridgeshire mansions are featured and two of them were owned by the same family : Sir John 

Cotton lived at Madingley Hall, and had in 1663 passed  Hatley St George to his half-brother Sir Robert 

who extensively rebuilt it, the results of his efforts can be seen in Kips view.  Madingley however had 

been subject to greater change since the whole landscape had been transformed, streets and houses swept 

away so as not to impede the magnificent vistas such landowners demanded.  Some were still standing 

when Kip's view was published but the formal garden he depicted were themselves to be swept away by 

Capability Brown within 50 years.  Tucked away in the corners of the view are details of country life : 

on the one hand a carriage makes its way to the Hall whilst the peasants are busy gathering the harvest, 

screened from the house by plantations of trees. 

 

The third view is of Wimpole, then the home of Charles Robartes, Earl of Radnor who was in process of 

spending some £20,000 on his house, building an organgery, services wings & stable blocks as well as 

creating a garden said to be worth riding 20 miles out of the way to see. Perhaps his plans were greater 

than his pocket however for the Kip engraving shows the entire house refaced and extended by two bays 

on each side - work that was never carried out. Certainly by 1710 he sold up and moved back to 

Cornwall leaving in the Dutchmens work a record of frustrated ambition. 

 

Kip, who had been born in Amsterdam in 1653 and settled in London some thirty years later, died at 

Westminster in April 1722. Some say his views are stiff and uninteresting but they are a valuable 

illustration of Cambridgeshire nobility and the impact they made on our County_ 

 

 

 

R.C.Lambeth (1904-1981) 

Betsy came down the street singling tunelessly 
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Sifting the chaff 

A bottle of hay, 

See the poor crow 

Go merrying away 

Hi! nickity-norny 

 

Behind came the rest of the gang their faces daubed with soot, anxious to obtain money on this the first 

Monday after Twelfth Night. If the sight of a strangely attired man and his motley crew were not 

sufficient to ensure a payment then the Plough they had with them would be incentive enough. Although 

almost wholly made of wood it was enough to make a mess of a doorstep or cut deep furrow across a 

lawn or down the garden path.  

 

The tradition of Plough Monday is still carried on in some Cambridgeshire villages and was well-known 

to Reginald Lambeth. He sketched the wooden swing plough that was traditionally used for the occasion 

and which in 1939 was still being made by at least two local wheelwrights.  

 

This was just one of a variety of agricultural implements he featured in his article in East Anglian 

Magazine. There was also the curly ladder made by Mitchell Bros of Oakington which was used at 

harvest-time and would not break when kicked away from a loaded waggon. The eel glave would be 

made by a local blacksmith and jabbed into the mud of a river to trap the slimy creatures between its 

prongs and eel tongs were used to pull them off. 

 

Spades and beckets, man traps and butter churns were all well-known to Lambeth and many feature in 

the Cambridge Folk Museum where he was Honorary curator for 12 years before Miss Enid Porter was 

appointed. He was also Rural Industries Organiser helping numerous small businesses and crafts and 

with his wife ensured that the art of corn dolly making survived in the county.  

 

From their Fulbourn home they wrote and illustrated many articles, one of which featured the fine open 

fireplace at the Old White Horse inn, which Lambeth was instrumental in establishing as the Folk 

Museum and which remains a testiment to the man and his work._ 

 

 

 

 

 

Le Keux 

 

 It was 1827 and Cambridge University was experiencing a boom period the number of undergraduates 

matriculating had increased from 150 in 1800 to over 400 and new buildings were springing up 

everywhere - 'Downing College begun 1807, there was a New Court at Trinity. a Second Court at 

Corpus and St John’s had started to build their new buildings across the River to be connected to Third 

Court by the Bridge of Sighs. 

 

 Richard Newby of Trinity street saw an opportunity to publish, by subscription "a series of views of the 

public buildings of' Cambridge which he announced in an advertisement in the "Cambridge Chronicle" 

on 19th January 1827. He planned to combine the architectural draughtsmanship of F. Mackenzie "as 

perfect as the almost unsurpassable state of art will permit" with the engraving skill of John Le Keux to 

produce views "with a stamp of pre-eminence which will be a passport to the portfolio of the most 

fastidious collector".  He also had the backing of William Wilkins, the architect of much of the new 

buildings in progress who not only made his own detailed working available but also undertook to buy 

the originals of each print, thus lessening the publisher's financial burden. 

 

The engravings, each 18 x 12 inches were to sell for between one & three guineas with the first, a view 

of King's court of Trinity College due in August 1827 & others published at 6 monthly intervals, In fact 

it 
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was March 1828 before the "Cambridge Chronicle hailed it as "decidedly superior to any hitherto 

published", illustrations were subsequently incorporated with a descriptive text under the title 

"Memorials of Cambridge" issued in parts between 1837 and 1842 and w~ reproduced in a new edition 

by Charles Henry Cooper between 1860 & 1866. They have been used to illustrate numerous books and 

are widely available in local print shops not far from the Trinity street address of the enterprising 

publisher who saw a market nearly 160 years ago and left a lasting memorial 

 

 

 

On the completion of the Oxford work Mr Le Keux turned his attention to the sister University which he 

proposed to illustrate in the same manner Mr Parker of Oxford had purchased his interest in the former 

previous to its completion and the success of that work led Mr Le Keux to decide on publishing the 

Memorials of Cambridge entirely at his own risk  

 

This work extended to only thirty eight numbers was completed in 1843 after many delays caused by the 

engraver's serious and painful illness The two volumes containing seventy six plates are in no degree 

inferior to any of Le Keux's previous works. 

 

The jealousy of local booksellers and other annoyances incidental to the mode of publication which he 

had adopted it is believed caused him to regret his determination but he persevered until the work was 

finished. 

 

 The letter press was written by Thomas Wright F.S.A. and the Rev H.L. Jones F.S.A. The distressing 

illness which deprived the public for some years towards the close of his life of the labours of Mr Le 

Keux has been adverted to.  

 

Under this affliction he was soothed by the affections of his son in law and his daughter Mr and Mrs 

Bergmann with whom he then resided. He occasionally resumed the exercise of his profession but never 

to any great extent.  

 

After a brief illness he died on the 2nd of April 1844 aged 62 at the residence of his son Mr J.H. Le 

Keux who manifested much dutiful affection and attention to his once excellent parent He was interred 

in the cemetery of Bunhill row London   

 

The Autobiography of John Britton  By John Britton,  T. E. Jones 

 

DNB 

 

Le Keux family (per. 1800–1885), engravers, came to prominence with John Le Keux (1783–1846), 

engraver, who was born in Sun Street, Bishopsgate, London, on 4 June 1783, and baptized, at St Botolph 

without Bishopsgate, in September, the son of Anne, née Dyer, and Peter Le Keux, a wholesale pewter 

manufacturer who came from a large and flourishing Huguenot family. While apprenticed to his father 

John Le Keux began experiments in engraving on the quart pots of London publicans and, in 1800, 

turned his attention to copperplate. Some of his drawings were praised by James Basire II (1769–1822), 

the engraver to whom his younger brother Henry [see below] was already apprenticed, and he was 

consequently transferred to Basire by his father for the remaining four years of his apprenticeship. Under 

Basire he acquired that peculiar skill in architectural engraving which characterized his work, 

developing a very fine yet free style in the linear manner. John Le Keux married Sara Sophia, daughter 

of John Lingard, on 27 September 1809, at St Mary's, Lambeth; their son John Henry Le Keux [see 

below] inherited his father's skill in engraving. 

 

The publications of John Britton generated much of John Le Keux's best work from the outset of his 

career, and it in turn contributed very largely to the success of those volumes. He produced several of the 

plates for Architectural Antiquities of Great Britain (1807–26), 400 plates for Cathedral Antiquities of 

Great Britain (1814–35), and an even greater number, after various artists, for A Dictionary of the 
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Architecture and Archaeology of the Middle Ages (1836–9). Of equal importance was his contribution 

to publications illustrated by A. C. Pugin, including Specimens of Gothic Architecture (1821–3) and 

Examples of Gothic Architecture (1831–6), both written by E. J. Willson. With his brother Henry he 

engraved Pugin's illustrations to Engraved Specimens of the Architectural Antiquities of Normandy, 

edited by Britton (1828). Other architectural subjects included engravings after J. P. Neale for Abbey 

Church of St Peter, Westminster (1818–23), with a text by E. W. Brayley, and for Views of the most 

Interesting Collegiate and Parochial Churches in Great Britain, the first volume of which was co-written 

by John Le Keux and J. P. Neale (1824–5). His engravings after Frederick Mackenzie for James 

Ingram's Memorials of Oxford (1837) sparked his own publication Memorials of Cambridge, with plates 

after Mackenzie and J. A. Bell, and a text by Thomas Wright and the Revd Harry Longueville Jones 

(1841–2); some of these plates were subsequently used for C. H. Cooper's Memorials of Cambridge 

(1860–66). Of the Memorials of Oxford ‘an early reviewer noted approvingly that the publication of 

views of Oxford's “halls of learning imposes a check upon future innovators”’ (Hist. U. Oxf. 6: 19th-

cent. Oxf., xvii). 

 

Le Keux also engraved two plates after J. M. W. Turner: Rome from the Farnese Gardens for James 

Hakewill's A Picturesque Tour of Italy (1818–20) and St Agatha's Abbey, Easby, for T. D. Whitaker's 

An History of Richmondshire (1823). 

 

John Le Keux died on 2 April 1846, and was buried at Bunhill Fields cemetery, London. The poet and 

humorist Thomas Hood was apprenticed to John Le Keux and his brother Henry. Lionel Cust mentioned 

that John Le Keux ‘may be considered, perhaps, the best engraver of his day in the somewhat 

mechanical style then in vogue’ (DNB). Le Keux often worked for up to sixteen hours a day. 

Nineteenth-century commentators had noted the important contribution his atmospheric architectural 

engravings made to the revival of Gothic architecture in Britain. These have remained popular and are 

often reproduced. It is for his fine engravings of Gothic and Gothic revival architecture that John Le 

Keux is chiefly remembered. 

 

Henry Le Keux (1787–1868), engraver, was born on 13 June 1787, and baptized at St Dunstan's, 

Stepney, the younger brother of John Le Keux. As apprentice to the younger James Basire, Henry Le 

Keux worked on the Oxford Almanack and on plates for the Society of Antiquaries. Then, about 1808, 

he established himself as an architectural engraver by contributing to such of Britton's publications as 

The Beauties of England and Wales (1801–18). Associated with his brother John in some of his 

architectural work, he contributed to Cathedral Antiquities of Great Britain, and produced the famed 

plate The Interior of Henry VII's Chapel for J. P. Neale's Westminster Abbey. He also collaborated with 

Edward Blore, engraving several fine plates for his Monumental Remains (1826), of which publication 

he was part proprietor. 

 

Henry Le Keux was equally known as an engraver of illustrations to literary works. His work after J. M. 

W. Turner includes seven plates for Sir Walter Scott's Provincial Antiquities (1826) and two for Scott's 

Poetical Works (1834), two rare steel plates for Samuel Rogers's Italy (1830), and St Herbert's Island for 

Rogers's Poems (1834), the last of which he considered his finest achievement. His engravings after 

John Martin appeared in various of the fashionable annuals, including Forget-me-Not (1829) and The 

Keepsake (1832). 

 

As a mature engraver Henry Le Keux returned to work on the Oxford Almanack, advising on the change 

to steel engraving and then engraving five issues (1832–9). In 1838 he was consulted by the Bank of 

England, together with Henry Corbould and William Wyon, regarding a new design of banknote. He 

then retired from engraving and moved to Bocking in Essex, where he worked for Samuel Courtauld & 

Co., crape manufacturers, until a short time before his death. As a member of the Associated Society of 

Engravers he engraved some paintings by Canaletto and Claude in the National Gallery, his last work 

being after the latter's Embarkation of St Ursula (1846). He died, apparently unmarried, after a short 

illness on 11 October 1868, and was buried at Halstead, Essex. While he did not attain quite the same 

degree of proficiency as his brother, Henry Le Keux engraved the whole of his plates himself, without 

the assistance of pupils. 
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John Henry Le Keux (1812–1896), engraver and illustrator, was born in Argyll Street, Euston Road, 

London, on 23 March 1812, the son of John and Sara Le Keux. He studied under James Basire III 

(1796–1869) before assisting his father and adopting his style. His first independent plate was engraved 

in 1832, after Samuel Prout's City and Bridge of Prague, for the annual Continental. 

 

J. H. Le Keux made his name as an architectural engraver during the 1830s on such publications as 

George Godwin's A Short Account of the Temple Church, London (1837), illustrated by R. W. Billings, 

and The Travellers' Club House (1839), illustrated by J. Hewitt. However, his most significant 

achievements in the medium were produced two decades later, when he began to work with John Ruskin 

on the author's illustrations to The Stones of Venice (1851–3) and Modern Painters (1856–60). Ruskin 

became friendly with Le Keux and paid him to teach line-engraving to George Allen, his assistant and 

publisher; in 1890 Allen received Le Keux's engraving tools. During the same period he also engraved 

plates for C. H. Hartshorne's Illustrations of Alnwick, Prudhoe, and Warkworth (1857), after T. O. S. 

Jewitt's illustrations, and J. H. Parker's Mediaeval Architecture of Chester (1858). At the close of the 

decade the Norwegian government employed him to execute thirty-one large plates of Trondheim 

Cathedral, after illustrations by F. W. Schiertz and H. E. Schirmer; they were published in 1859 with an 

accompanying text by Peter Andreas Munch. A talented draughtsman, J. H. Le Keux exhibited 

architectural drawings at the Royal Academy (1853–65) and engraved plates after his own designs for 

the Oxford Almanack (1855–70). He also wrote several papers on medieval armour and ornamental 

metalwork, which appeared in the Journal of the Archaeological Institute and the proceedings of other 

antiquarian societies. 

 

On 23 June 1841 J. H. Le Keux patented an improvement in line-engraving whereby two steel or copper 

plates were employed, one carrying the subject, the other a ‘ground’. Colour could be used, and two or 

more plates employed. It is uncertain why he never made use of this commercially, though it has been 

variously suggested that it was too expensive or time-consuming, and that it would interfere with high-

quality engraving. 

 

On 16 April 1863 Le Keux married Frances Andrews, and a year later he moved to Durham. There he 

acted as manager to a firm of publishers and booksellers with which his wife was connected. He 

continued to produce engravings and paint in watercolours for his own amusement into his seventies. He 

died at his home, 26 Old Elvet, Durham, on 4 February 1896, and was buried in St Nicholas's Church in 

that city. 

 

David Wootton  
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-----Original Message----- 

From: ricleach [mailto:ricleach@ic24.net]  

Sent: 01 December 2004 17:16 

Cc: newsdesk@cambridge-news.co.uk 

Subject: Cambridge pictures 

 

Hello Mike Petty  

My cousin Rosemary Leach has sent me a press cutting of your article on Richard Hopkins Leach.In this 

article, regarding the paintings, you ask the question, "where are they now"?. The answer is they are with 

me, R H Ls great great grandson,Frederick McLean Leach.  

I have attached [hopefully] three pictures to this e.mail  

The family portrait of 1848 showing [reading L to R] Mrs Isabella Leach[nee McLean] Daughter 

Isabella McLean,Son Frederick Richard,Founder of the Cambridge firm F R Leach & Son,[no McLean 

for him] then Son, Barnet Mclean, and finally,Richard Hopkins Leach,Artist and pub sign painter.  

The Cambridge Volunteers on Parade on Parker's Piece. By R H L dated Oct 1848  

Gate House. Cambridge Castle. By R H L dated 1840  

The Cricketers, I'm afraid you are mistaken here.The Cricketers is a pencil sketch with just one or two 

water colours  

filled in,a hat,belt, scarf etc. This was found inside the back of an engraving of the Mathmatical Bridge,a 

joint project by R H L and son Barnet.  

I have managed to add to the collection, by extreme good fortune a self portrait of R H L Circa 1815.  

I do hope this answers your question and something extra.  

Yours Sincerely  

Frede[ric]k McLean Leach 

 

 

 

  

-----Original Message----- 

From: Ric Leach [mailto:ricleach@blueyonder.co.uk]  

Sent: 13 December 2009 17:14 

To: Newsdesk 

Subject: cambridge paintings/ leach 

        hello Mike Petty 
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                                My Cousin Rosemary Leach has told me that you are interested in Leach paintings 

in the Cambridge area. apart from pub signs and the boat painting in the Folk Museum I don't know of 

any, and yet there must be some I'm sure, and I would like to know of them myself. Paintings in my 

posesion are a family portrait 20"x17" a view of the Cambridge Militia on Parkers Piece and another of 

Cambrige Castle, both 8"x 6" and all Circa 1849. Also a rough sketch, part coloured, for "The 

Cricketers" pub sign. photographs of these are with the Folk Museum, although I could e mail them to 

you. 

  

                                                                           Yours sincerely 

  

                                                                                                     Ric Leach  

 

if it is indeed a sketch for the engraved print then it is significant  

The engraving was reproduced in 'English universities' by V.A. Huber and F.W. Newman in 1843. It is 

one of several they used. I attach scans of some of the others 

I'd be pleased to see any others that you have.  

----Original Message---- 

From: ricleach@blueyonder.co.uk 

Date: 12/01/2010 22:45  

To: <mikepetty@tiscali.co.uk> 

Subj: The Cricketers 

Hello Mike  

     

                    I have seen this before in a Cambridge guide book. The sketch I have is a rough out line for 

it, I am sure. The tent shown in the top of it has the same circular emblem on the roof and is generally of   

the same design, with tassels etc. I also have an engraving by R H L and his son Barnet of the 

Mathmatical Bridge should you be interested. 

  

David Loggan 

 

Stray dogs were a perfect nuisance in Cambridge 300 years ago, even though some colleges employed 

people to whip them they still got everywhere.  They were in the street, in King's college chapel and. 

even annoyed the tame eagle that was kept chained in Trinity college main court. 

 

Yet David Loggan can be grateful for these dogs for they helped to confirm his reputation for being one 

of the greatest of the Cambridge illustrators. Although his work is well-known the artist is a bit of a 

mystery. 

 

It is thought that he was born in Danzig of Scottish parents and that he learnt his engraving skills in 

Denmark before coming to England in the early 1650s. By then his reputation was established and when 

in aged 27 he was selected to engrave the title page for the Book of Common Prayer in 1662 

 

For ten years Loggan worked in Oxford producing engravings of the colleges there but on its completion 

he moved to Cambridge. His activities here were painstakingly pieced together by the great antiquarian 

John Willis Clark in the introduction to ‘Cantabigia Illustrata’ which was reissued in 1905 

 

By minute study of the detail in the engravings Clark was able to deduce that the first engraving issued 

was that of St Catharine’ college in 1676. to be followed by that of St Johns which Loggan started in 

1679 and finished nine years later. The whole set was published in 1690 when he left Cambridge and 

died in London three years later. 

 

The amount of detail that he crammed into each print is obvious to anybody who studies them.  But 

Clark studied harder than most.  He found that nothing was omitted and that architectural features 

Loggan recorded can still be found today even if they have been covered by later building work. The 
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foreground detail such as flower-beds, bowling greens and tennis courts give an insight into the domestic 

life of the time 

 

In all his research Clark was able to fault the artist on only one count – in the view of Caius college he 

had placed a horse and cart, some men - and a dog -  on land that was in fact a garden.. 

 

But the eagle in Trinity college was also a puzzle. Surely this must have been a figment of imagination.  

Not at all, for in the Audit books for Michaelmas 1684 is recorded payment for a perch and chain for the 

bird. 

 

Cambridge historians are indebted to the scholarship of men like Clark whose observations can bring so 

much to light. They are even more grateful for the engraver who recorded all the details of life in 

Cambridge so long ago 

 

 

LOGGAN’S Habitus Academici – PCAS 1903-6 p276 

 

 

Richard Lyne 15? to 1600 

Fishing in the Cam was a popular and profitable pastime in the 1570s and the spot just opposite Kings 

College chapel would seem to be ideal :  not only was there a fine view but, apparently, the catches 

could be good for the fisherman depicted with his rod and line has a fish beside him that must be 3 feet 

long.  But it might have been an exaggeration for Richard Lyne's picture of Cambridge has been 

criticised over various details - Kings bridge should be further north, the chapel has only 10 windows 

rather than 12 - and so on. 

 

However there is a wealth of information contained on the plan, issued in 1574, that repays careful 

study.  To the north is Cambridge castle, dominating this approach to the town and guarding the Great 

Bridge, here depicted as having 5 arches. Once over the bridge and one is into a familiar streetscape, 

Bridge Street dividing near the Round Church part continuing south past the open ground that is now 

Sidney Sussex college. Disecting the site is the Kings Ditch which can be traced to the river in the north 

and followed south across what is now Lion Yard until it disappears just south of St Botolph's church.   

 

The town centre is a mixture of familiar & strange. Beside Gt St Mary's church are houses & beyond 

them the market hill with its market cross raised on a flight of stone steps and covered by a roof of lead 

(this was taken down in 1587). To the south is the Pease market - our present Peas Hill. 'Peti-curie' is 

another familiar name but 'Shoomaker Lane' has become Market Street. Corn Exchange Street was then 

'Slaughter Lane' perhaps accounting for the cattle shown on the waste land nearby, and where better to 

dispose of the offal from the slaughterhouses that the convenient Kings Ditch. 

 

Wherever one looks there is much to be found on the plan produced by one of the earliest English artists 

whose works have survived, copies of which are available from the Cambridgeshire Collection for 20p._ 

 

 

Robert Walker Macbeth 1848-1910 
 

 

Robert MacBeth was a scot who moved south from Edinburgh in 1870 and established his own studio in 

London. He was quickly engaged as one of the staff of brilliant draughtsmen who were building up the 

reputation of The Graphic' and for some time continued to contribute a large amount of work to its 

pages. 

 

Shortly afterwards he began a series of large-scale works depicting the life of the inhabitants of the Fens, 

much of it based on first-hand study of the local manners and customs. 
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Even then the fenland was a wet landscape making it a very unhealthy place in which to live. It was easy 

to believe the legends about the fen-man being born with a speckled belly and a web between his toes. In 

fact a Burwell doctor in 1930 recalled how he had treated webbed hands but that webbed feet would not 

have bothered them, indeed one of his patients was most indignant when ordered to bathe his feet three 

times a week : "Why, Doctor I should never sleep a-bed afterwards, for I have not washed my feet for 

the last twenty years!". The men would put grass in their boots to keep their feet cool, but stockings they 

wore on their arms and hands when sedge cutting as armour against the sharp edges of the plant.  

 

Macbeth depicted one such group at Wicken in 1878 which attracted critical acclaim for the fine way he 

caught "whatever is noble in the build and action of the peasant's form" 

 

The main road to Wicken would have been along the high river bank then taking the ferry at Upware at 

the famous "No Hurry" inn. Such ferries have now disappeared sometimes to be replaced by bridges 

which are themselves modernised beyond recognition. 

 

Also gone are most of the the wooden drainage mills such as that depicted in 'The miller's courtship' 

published in The English Illustrated Magazine in 1884, a romanticised view of a hard lifestyle which 

could be glimpsed but never fully appreciated by the visitor, even one so talented as Robert Macbeth. 

_ 

 

see notes on Macbeth in Natural History of Wicken Fen pt.iii p177 etc 

 

Wicken Fen painting exhited at RA 1878 when ‘Art Journal’ commented on ‘fine way he catches 

whatever is noble in the build and action of a peasant’s form’; 

 

‘Magazine of Art’ remarked he paints the picturesque but also the unhealthy life of rural England – not 

afraid to be realistic about conditions in the Victorian countryside  - CEN 6.2.1979 

 

CEN article re – 80 07 09aaa 

 

see  

S.H. Miller. The great fen – 1885 – pam 480 

 

See appreciation of his work – ebk 876 

 

 

Maps -  

Illustrations on County Maps 
 

Why on earth should the tourist want to go to Ely anyway : it was situated on an island but only "thinly 

inhabitted by reason of the unwholesome foggy Air proceedings from the Fens". The fens were 

themelves formerly dangerous,"but now there's a safe passage there being a Causeway made thro' the 

Marshes" & Emanuel Bowen included an illustration to tempt them. 

 

But could the intending visitor actually believe him for amongst the other information which is a feature 

of his 1751 map is the statement "Caxton is worthy of Note for being the birth place of William Caxton, 

the first Printer in England" whereas modern sources indicate that William in fact came from Kent. 

 

He also gives details about the crops that were grown in the locality - "excellent barley with which they 

supply London & other parts", and also a "good Store of Saffron, one of the dearest Commodities of 

English growth". The fenland too could supply a living to those who could take it and Bowen decorated 

his map with an attractive cartouche showing a wildfowling undergraduate and a countryman hauling a 

net from the water which appears to be overflowing with eels. 
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Other county maps also contain illustrations of local people. Jansson's Comitatis Cantabrigiensis has a 

countryman apparently reading a newspaper whilst another with gun and hawk is depicted on a 

Huntingdonshire map issued two years later in 1648. 

 

As well as the more usual representations of Ely cathedral and Cambridge - such as the traditional view 

of the Senate House and Kings College chapel was chosen for James Bell's 1833 offering - some sheets 

feature other areas of the county. A view of Wimpole Hall graces a most attractive map issued by Moule 

in 1836 whilst a plan of Newmarket racecourse is a prominent feature of another. 

 

Whatever the merits of the cartography the illustrations provide an attractive contemporary picture of 

county life often not available elsewhere. 

 

_ 

 

Christopher Marlowe 
Christopher Marlowe decided to see the world. He left on the Huntingdon road, paused at NIAB to 

inspect the work that was making possible an all-British loaf in place of the mixed Canadian and 

American wheat. Then he set off for California and New York. 

To get to California he turned right at Girton and headed for Oakington where pausing for refreshment 

he found himself offered a guided tour of the famous Puritan graves and conned out of a shilling in the 

bargain. Being a tourist one was obviously fair game. 

A road little more than acart track took him from Willingham to Earith and then on to follow the signs to 

California. Few seemed to have made the trek before him down rough-hewn cart tracks covered with 

weeds, nettles and grass; over high gates he clambered, past savage dogs he sped. But then the way was 

barred by a more ferocious animal. Perhaps after all the prospect of seeing a new land was not worth the 

danger involved, especially when some equally wild horses joined the bull that was blocking his way. 

In the true spirit of the pioneer he decided to press on, a description of the savage country being essential 

to his book. Gingerly he crossed the  stile, slowly he wheeled his steed passed the beasts until there was 

a safe distance between them. Then up and away as fast as possible along the track that led him on.   

Repeating the process several times he eventually reached his goal - California, then just a dozen or so 

sottages grouped together. All aroundwere fields of wheat, oats and kale and on the skyline one 

glimpsed not rocky mountains but the towering bulk of Ely cathedral. California in fenland might not be 

quite the same as its American namesake but he was there. 

 

Having rested from the ordeal it was time to hit the trail Eastwards. Prospects of a leisurely trip along a 

road even rougher than the one he had followed were dashed by the thunder of hooves in the distance. 

How he made that bike travel, bumping and clanging over the cart track as the hooves gained on him. At 

last he reached the safety of a plank across one of the deep fenland dykes. Christopher had no time to 

dismount but cycled across at full pelt, only to fall off on the other side. He turned to face the enemy. 

But by  now the playful horse that had chased him was trotting peacefully away, no doubt laughing at 

the stranger on his odd steed that had been thrown out of his territory. 

 

That night Marlowe rested in Little Downham. New York would have to wait for another day!  

 

Past Dogdyke, beyond Froghall in Wildmore Fen stood a signpost; its posts pointed the way to 

California, Boston and New York. Christopher Marlowe had been chased out of California, Boston he 

could see on the skyline but New York was a sight to seen. Mile after mile he pedalled along a bumpy, 

dusty, grass-bedecked road that no American car could squeeze down and then he was there. 

 

New York in Lincolshire had one thing in common with its American namesake in the year of 1924 - 

prohibition. There was no drink to be had for miles, and only one shop.  The population was engaged in 

farming and repairing its own boots that suffered horribly from the mud everywhere. "I do not think that 

New Yorkers suffer much from over-excitement or nerve-strain" unlike their cousins over the water. 
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Marlowe was engaged on a cycle tour of the Fen Country. He had visited "shirty" Littleport where girls 

employed at the Hope Brothers factory had stared at him as he dined in the Marquis of Granby and then 

ventured into Lincolshire to see the sights some of which are recorded in pictures by Basil Jacquaire as 

well as in Marlowe's prose. 

 

Beyond lay March which Christopher did not find at all to his taste  "dreadfully uncomfortable bars 

wherein men sit and brood on grievances" - little wonder all its railwaymen were Bolsheviks to a man! 

 

He decided to continue his journey by night the light of his cycle lamp attracting myriads of insects. 

"Moths and spiders, night flies, bats and horrible crawling things drop from nowhere on your bare head; 

the more you seek to drive them off the more they pursue you, till in desperation you light a pipe to keep 

them away" But the smoke acted as a narcotic and lulled them into unconsciousness; "they fall in shoals 

on you head and remain there motionless. 

 

Eventually his journey reached the most desolate spot in the whole of Fenland; "not even New York 

could boast such complete stagnation". The good folk of Isleham today would not appreciate such a 

description as jets from the American airbases scream overhead linking the New World with the old and 

muddy._ 

 

William Mason 
 

Many engravers have captured the sights of Cambridge in their day and many of the views produced by 

William Mason are familiar; inevitably some have changed out of all recognition. Those attending 

meetings held in the Council chamber adjacent to the market could in 1820 look out over the Conduit 

which stood near the junction with Petty Cury as they strove to make themselves heard over the noise of 

the outside world. Quite often the sounds would be those of drunken swearing and quite often the cause 

would be Jemmy Gordon, a former solicitor who turned to drink and became a regular sight in the 

courtroom. The magistrates knew there was little they could do apart from listen to his violent and 

abusive language as they conferred yet another term of imprisonment in the Town Gaol yet they 

lamented that such a promising career should have turned sour. 

 

Jemmy Gordon was one of the 'characters' of the time, another was Squire Butler of Barnwell Abbey, 

drawn in 1765. He was an opionated egoist renowned for his eccentricity whoz planned his own funeral 

and had a huge packing case made to serve as his coffin. It was large enough to hold several people and 

several 'house warming' parties were held to christen it.  When he eventually died the chest was placed 

in the vault and his remains in an ordinary coffin lowered into it. 

 

People were also talking about the new Baptist minister at St 

Andrew's Street, Robert Hall, who was reported to have said that 

"without Christianity, I should have been a devil". His power as a 

preacher drew so many members of the University to his services 

that the Heads of Colleges 

tried to get the chapel 

placed out of bounds to 

Undergraduates and his 

statements on political 

issues attracted nationwide 

publicity.  

 

All of this would have been 

much discussed by Robert 

Foster, the "Flying Barber" 

so named because of his speed of talk, speed of walk and speed 

of work. His customers clubbed together to buy him a silver 

basin and it was no small honour for a stranger to say he had 
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been shaved out of Foster's basin. He was particularly popular amongst the gentlemen at Clare college to 

whom he was hair dresser for many years and they lamented his passing in 1800 

 

Through his sketches Mason has ensured that some of the sights of Cambridge that were the talk of the 

time are still remembered 180 years later. 

 

 

William Matthison 
 

February 21st 1881 was an important day for the students of Newnham College & they clambered to the 

roof of the College to be first with the news. Members of Parliament had arranged a special train from 

London to Cambridge so they could play their part and still be able to vote in another important Division 

later, but it was not them that the ladies wanted to see. Suddenly they glimpsed the figure of an 

undergraduate on horseback galloping along the Backs from the Senate House. Tied to his whip was a 

handkerchief.  They had won! The University had agreed that women could at last take the tripos 

examinations and be equal to the men. 

 

Mildred Tuker was amongst those Newnham students now entitled to take her degree but like many of 

her contemporaries she left without such a paper qualification and went on to make her name as a writer 

on religious and historical subjects.  When in 1907 her book on Cambridge was published it contained a 

chapter on the womens colleges - the first time a history of the University had mentioned them. It also 

included a large number of coloured reproductions of paintings by William Matthison. 

 

William lived near Oxford & had made his reputation as a painter of rustic and coastal subjects. So 

popular were his Cambridge views that the publishers, Black, later reissued some of them in a separate 

booklet. 

 

Amongst the illustrations are St Edwards Passage, Madingley windmill and Grantchester Mill.  There is 

a glimpse of Nancy, the steam tug that made regular trips from Kings Lynn, as well as views of the great 

colleges - King's, Queens' and - of course - Newnham. 

_ 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 William Matthison  

and Headington    

 

William Matthison (1853–1926) was a Victorian watercolourist, many of whose pictures were made into 

chocolate-box-style postcards. He lived in Headington from 1915 to 1926, and his wife remained there 

until 1939. They are both buried in Headington Cemetery.  

 

Matthison was born in Harborne (a parish that was transferred from Staffordshire to Warwickshire in 

1891 and is now part of Birmingham). He was the son of a house agent, and attended King Edward's 

School in Birmingham. At the age of 15 he took evening classes in advanced drawing at Birmingham's 

Central School of Art and then became a pupil of the Birmingham artist Edward Watson.  

 

In 1875 Matthison decided to become a professional artist. He spent the summer of 1877 sketching in 

south Warwickshire, and settled in the village of Tysoe, where on 6 August 1878 he married Mary 

Hannah Fessy. At the time of the 1881 census he and his wife with their three-month-old baby daughter 

Kate Pauline were living in Tysoe with Kate's mother, Ann Fessy. He was described in that census as a 

Landscape Painter. 
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In 1883 Matthison moved to Oxfordshire with his wife and daughter, and their first proper home was at 

Broughton Road in Banbury. He was forced to supplement his income from painting by taking private 

pupils, but spent his summer holidays painting in other parts of the country, particularly Whitby. 

 

By the time of the 1891 census Matthison was living at 2 Dashwood Terrace, Neithrop with his wife and 

daughter, plus one servant. They were still at this house in 1901, and Matthison sold his work directly 

from his studio here.  

 

Matthison was having to travel to Oxford three or four times a week to give lessons, and so in 1902 he 

and his wife moved to Park Town in Oxford. The picture postcard industry was just beginning, and 

Matthison was commissioned by Robert Peel to paint over 70 views of the University and City of 

Oxford. The cards were sold exclusively by E. Cross of Pembroke Street, at seven for a shilling. He was 

also commissioned to paint scenes of the Lake District, Whitby, and Looe, and painted scenes of London 

and Cambridge for postcards produced by Raphael Tuck & Sons.  

 

In about 1905 Matthison was commissioned by Salter Brothers of Folly Bridge to produce a set of six 

postcards depicting their Thames steamers Windsor, Henley, Kingston, Nuneham, Oxford, and Reading, 

each passing through the place after which it was named.  

 

In 1907 Matthison was commissioned to paint a view of Oxford's High Street for the front cover of the 

souvenir guide of Oxford's Historical Pageant. 

 

By 1910 the postcard boom was coming to an end and Robert Peel gave up postcard publishing. The 

plates of Matthison's Oxford postcards were sold to Alden & Co., who continued to sell them and also 

published a book entitled Fifty Watercolour Drawings of Oxford, for the most part comprising his 

pictures.  

 

In 1911 there was an exhibition in Oxford of 95 of Matthison's paintings, and one reviewer wrote: 

 

Mr Matthison's work is full of sunshine and colour. Even the rain in St Giles or the High Street does not 

depress him: he sees it through rose-coloured spectacles, and paints it so we can see it too. His mists are 

never a hopeless grey, they have a rosy lining.  

 

In 1915 the Matthisons moved up to Headington to rent a smaller house in Old High Street, then 

numbered 2 but now renumbered 4 (right). Their only daughter Kate married Wilfrid Evans in the 

autumn of that year.  

 

Matthison continued to accept commissions when he lived at Headington, including paintings for Lady 

Rhondda of Llanwern Park. 

   

 At the end of the First World War Mrs Kate Stone of Headington (who ran a shop in Pitts Road while 

her husband was away fighting) was left £50, with which she purchased a double building plot in Old 

High Street, where her husband William Stone built a pair of new houses. They moved into the house to 

the north themselves and let the one to the south (left) to the Matthisons. These two houses were 

originally numbered 10 and 12 High Street, Old Headington, but were renumbered 8A and 10 in the 

1930s, and are numbered 12 and 14 Old High Street today. Matthison is listed in Kelly's Directory at the 

present 12 Old High Street from 1919. 

  

 

On 25 January 1926 Matthison died in his Headington home at the age of 71 and was buried three days 

later in Headington Cemetery. His wife Mary Hannah continued to live at 12 Old High Street until her 

death at the age of 91. She was buried with her husband on 21 January 1939. 
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 Left: The Matthisons' grave in Headington Cemetery (Grave 8 in Section C), photographed in 2005. It is 

a simple grave with lead lettering around the inside of the four edges, some of which has fallen off. It 

reads as follows: 

 

WILLIAM MATTHISON  

BORN 1853 – DIED 1926  

MARY HANNAH MATTHISON  

BORN ?1847– DIED 1939  

  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Postcards of Oxford taken from paintings signed "W. Matthison":  

 

1: Misc.: Oxford from Headington Hill • The High • Untitled (the High near University College) • The 

New Schools • The High by Queen's • Broad Street • Balliol College quad • Exeter College Chapel • 

Worcester College  

2: Misc.: Radcliffe Library, Schools & All Souls • Keble College gate • Oriel College • St John's College 

entrance • St John's College from the garden • The Porch, St Mary's • All Souls College and St Mary's 

Church • New College  

3 Misc.: Oriel Street • The Martyrs' Memorial • Reredos of All Souls College chapel • Carfax Church 

from the High • Queen's College gateway • Corpus Christi quad • Lincoln & Exeter Colleges  

4: The River: Summer Eights • Salter's steamer Oxford • River & barges • The barges  

5: Misc: Brasenose College inner quad • Brasenose College old quad • St Mary's Entry & Brasenose 

College • Magdalen Tower from Addison's Walk • St Edmund Hall • Merton Tower & Corpus Gateway 

• Merton College quad • Jesus College • Spires of Oxford • Lady Margaret Hall  

6: Christ Church: Christ Church • Christ Church hall and staircase • Back of Christ Church Hall • 

Untitled (Christ Church from the Meadow) • The Tom Tower  

An unfashionable artist at the time, prices for Matthison's work are now rising, according to the 

Guardian. One of his paintings, Fishing Boats in Whitby Harbour (1891–2) is owned by Oxford City 

Council.  

  

 © 2001–2007 

Stephanie Jenkins   Last updated: 

February 24, 2007    

   

 

1907 The original water-colour paintings of Mr W. Matthison commissioned to illustrate the new 

book on Cambridge by Mildred Tuker include subjects seldom depicted by artists. He has selected the 

daintiest spots: King’s College gateway in twilight is a clever study while his view of the Bridge of 

Sighs was sold before the exhibition was opened.  07 05 09 

 

see also separate Matthison book 

 

 

 

 

Harry Moden 
CWN  4.10.1986 

 

Harry Moden lived a double life.  By day he was a quiet office worker who became buyer & stores 

manager for the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company. By night we was a shrewd observer of the 

Cambridge scene who translated his observations into cartoon drawings that he issued as postcards & 

sold to the 'Cambridge Chronicle' newspaper.  Along with his contemporary Frank Keene he provided a 

wry commentary on local issues between 1903 & 1914 when his health began to fail &, on doctor's 
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orders, he cut back on his cartooning though he brought his pens out again to record the celebration of 

peace in 1918.  He died aged 79 in 1960. 

 

Many of his drawings were produced at his home in Humberstone Road where as a young man he 

viewed with especial interest the activities of Undergraduates. Thus the New Arrival with cap & gown 

meets the motherly woman who is to be his college 'Bedder', who will make his bed, clean his room and 

- for a small charge - do his washing.  The 'Gyp', his gentleman's gentleman could be sure to furnish the 

necessities of life - at a small premium - and advise on the best shops (for a small commission).  And 

should the Undergraduate return unexpectedly to find them both supping from his very best sherry - well 

that was part of his Cambridge Education! 

 

 

 

Trade card 86/24/19 

Gyp & bedder – Brooks Historic Cambridge 

T.D.K0 13074 

T.B.K0 13160 

 

Harry Moden - cartoonist, by Mike Petty 

 

Harry Allen Moden lived a double life. By day he was a quiet office worker but by night he was a 

shrewd observer of the Cambridge scene who translated his observations into cartoons some of which 

were published in the Cambridge Chronicle newspaper and others he issued as postcards. 

 

Moden was born in June 1881 at the Wheatsheaf public house in St Andrew's Street, Cambridge, which 

was kept by his father, Henry Moden, a brewer. The pub closed in 1883 but the family soon moved to 

another of the same name, this one on Market Hill. 

 

Harry attended St Luke's school, off Victoria Road, until 1895. He then worked for a firm of estate 

agents before moving to the Saxon Portland Cement Company in Mill Road. He left that Company in 

1907 and went as buyer and stores manager for the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company where he 

stayed till he retired, early, in 1936 to devote himself to his two great interests of gardening and fishing. 

He died, aged 79, on 20 January 1960. 

 

But it was in the period 1903 to 1914 that Harry Moden achieved lasting fame. With no formal art 

training he spent all his spare time sketching humorous incidents in undergraduate and town life, having 

them published as postcards which he sold to local stationers and adapting some designs in an attempt to 

obtain sales in the other  place, Oxford. In his home town he reflected on the political fortunes during the 

1910 election, of the demise of the horse-drawn trams and the proposals for their electrification.  

 

On Mondays, and Wednesdays too, if there was a change in programme, he attended the New Theatre in 

St Andrew's Street and made silhouette sketches of the casts of each production. This was in the heyday 

of the great musical comedies.  These sketches sold at 2/- each to local shops.  He also designed menu 

cards, programme covers for town and university amateur dramatic societies, drawings for the 

Cambridge Chronicle and advertisements for local firms. He seemed to have planned to produce a series 

of advertisements for national products such as Sunlight Soap and Beecham's Pills. 

 

Of these the best known depict undergraduate life in a number of "Varsity sketches" including May 

Week celebrations, bonfire night excesses, rag riots and the general drinking to excess which - if he can 

be believed - constituted University life before the Great War.   

 

There is also some record of the tribulations of student life - the proctors and bulldogs who seemed 

dedicated to denying a chap the fullest enjoyment of a Cambridge education, and of course his bedder - 

that motherly woman who would make his bed, clean his room and - for a small charge - do his washing. 

Then there was the Gyp, his  gentleman's gentleman who could be sure to furnish the necessities of life - 
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at a small premium - and advise on the best shops (for a small commission).  And should the 

undergraduate return unexpectedly to find them both sipping from his very best sherry - well that was 

part of his Cambridge education 

 

The long hours at his drawing board, at the end of a day's work, affected his health, and in 1914 his 

doctor advised him to take more outdoor exercise. He at once left Humberstone Road, where he had 

gone to live after his marriage in 1908, and went to live in a house he had built in Milton Road.  From 

that time on he did no more drawings, with the exception of a postcard published at the time of the 

Armistice celebrations in 1918, and a menu card designed for the annual dinner of the Cambridge & 

District Angling Club in 1939.  Nor did he ever speak of his work. Contemporaries who worked with 

him at the Scientific Instrument Company never associated the Harry Moden they knew with the black 

and white cartoons which were so popular in Cambridge. 

 

Last year his surviving relation passed to the Cambridgeshire Collection, in the Central Library at Lion 

Yard, Cambridge, the family's collection of postcards, sketches and original artwork from this most 

prolific artist, giving the opportunity for a fuller appreciation of his talent.  

 Now all that is needed is a similar find of material relating to his contemporary, Frank Keane, 

who also sketched and published postcards but about whom even less is currently on file. Perhaps 

some of you can assist. 

 

 

 

1905 

 

Not a week ago motor ‘buses commenced running in Cambridge and already there is a smart skit upon 

the horse trams on sale in the form of a picture postcard. The artist has used his talent to depict a tram, a 

woe-begone vehicle, harnessed to an antique horse which is fit only for the knacker’s yard. There is one 

solitary passenger. With humorous impertinence he has dubbed it “A bit of old Cambridge” 

 

05 04 22d 
 

 

1905 

 

The picture post card artist has turned his attention to the motor ‘bus service with an amusing sketch of 

one of Cambridge’s up-to-date vehicles. The ‘bus is plunging along at a terrific rate, much to the alarm 

of a female passenger, who, evidently to the driver’s satisfaction, has thrown her arms around his neck to 

ensure her safety. Simultaneously the ‘bus has struck a lamppost and run over a dog, so it will be seen 

that the artists has not had to rely entirely upon his imagination for the incidents of the sketch   

 

05 04 29b & c 

 

 

Harry Moden cartoonist – 85 06 20a 
 

 

 

 

Monumental brasses 
 

The Trumpingtons were a wealthy and powerful landowning family, Lords of several manors. Some 

members were lawyers and justices, one black sheep was reported as having violated a numnnery near 

Portsmouth in 1379 but it was as "noble knights and brave soldiers" that their reputation has survived, 

thanks largely to a trip to Jerusalem made by Sir Roger in 1270 to assist the future King Edward I in the 

last Crusade. 
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The journey from Trumpington to Nazareth would have been a considerable undertaking; there was 

much that had to be seen to and England itself had recently experienced internal battles. Sir Roger made 

an arrangement with King Henry III so that his lands would be granted Royal protection until he and his 

sword returned from the Holy War. It was a wise precaution for whilst he was away some of his goods 

were seized in payment of a vast debt of £252 pounds only to be returned on the King's orders. 

 

When Sir Roger returned the crosses of a Knight crusader were added to the family coat of arms and he 

was one of thirty eight knights who tok part in a Tournament at Windsor in 1278 when his whole new 

suit of armour was paid for by the King.  It cost ninetten shillings and an indication of value for money 

may be gained by studying the brass in Trumpington church, the second oldest in the country. 

 

But this is thought now not to be the Crusader but one of the other Sir Rogers, himself a fighting man. 

There are other brasses in churches throughout Cambridgeshire; Thomas de Frevile holds hands with his 

wife Margaret in Lt Shelford church, his parents alongside him, both brasses probably commissioned by 

Margaret who is shown in widows dress.  

 

Not all depict fighting men, there are glimpses of fashion and dress of various types and dates and in 

Hildersham a skeleton of about 1530 which was originally fixed to the church door to scare away 

thieves. 

 

The Cambridge brass rubbing centre in St Giles' church has copies of many of the brasses where people 

may take rubbings, learning through their hobby sometime of life and times of days past._ 

 

 

 

 

Harry Morley (1881-1943) 
"Golf is really the loafers pastime" wrote Charles Tennyson (who ought to know).  But, the old Etonian 

was adamant, Cambridge was not really the place to play it. For a start the course was in the wrong 

location, "on the far side of Barnwell, dreariest of all the English slums". it was surrounded by belching 

factory chimneys and intersected with deep ditches in which "it was no uncommon event to find the 

corpse of an unhappy Barnwell cur-dog lying drowned". Sometimes the golfers themselves were in 

mortal danger for down the middle of the course, on Coldhams Common, ran the town rifle range and 

often an errant ball had to be retrieved under rifle fire, occasionally supplemented by a machine gun.  

But this was not the worst part. For although the players may be gentlemen the spectators were "all the 

riff-raff of that quarter ... who used to crowd about the greens to jeer at us, and stamp stray balls into the 

mud" only to retrieve them later to sell for money to buy gin & bitter beer. 

 

Charles hoped his friends might recognise each other, but not themselves in the pages of his book  

"Cambridge from within" published in 1913.  To remind them all of the life they had enjoyed as 

undergraduates it included illustrations, many in colour. by Harry Morley, a Leicester-born artist who 

like many others had studied architecture before devoting himself to painting. 

 

Amongst his views is one of the Market Hill which like the rest of the town - according to the author - 

existed to serve the University. Here one saw  "the pale waiters who run and stumble about our college 

halls, the touts who lurk at street corners to sell us puppy dogs, and the 'bed-makers' who are rumoured 

to maintain husbands & large families in luxury and idleness upon our leavings" 

 

Charles was to make their lives easier for amongst his many appointments he served as chairman of the 

Board of Trade Utility Furniture Committee in 1943. He was Knighted in 1945 and died in 1977. His 

final entry in Who's Who listed as his recreation "represented Cambridge University against Oxford in 

1902" - the sport, what else but golf._ 
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John Preston Neale (1780-1847) 

 

 

It was often standing room only in Holy Trinity church. At first it was because the pews although empty 

were locked as their occupants stayed away in protest at the the brash young evangelist who had been 

appointed Vicar against their wishes. But the time John Preston published his view in 1824 the Reverend 

Charles Simeon had established himself as a character, his congregations had blossomed & he had 

erected a gallery at his own expense to accommodate them. To make even more room Simeon later 

pulled down the small 14th century chancel and replaced it with an extension designed without the 

assistance of an architect & constructed of brick and plaster which had to be faced with stone by later 

incumbants. 

Not all parishioners were enthusiastic about life in the parish however & for some life could be very 

harsh. In 1826 a poor lunatic was discovered in Holy Trinity workhouse confined in chains without 

shoes or stockings; the workhouse manager was dismissed for cruelty (as had been the Governor before 

him).  Well might the Vicar preach! 

 

Neale by no means confined himself to ecclesiastical views; his first love was insects but he changed to 

topographical work, gave up his job in the Post Office and travelled throughout the country making 

drawings of country seats, including Bourn and Madingley Halls, which were published in a variety of 

sources.  

His work is noted for its accuracy so perhaps his view of King's college chapel and Senate House might 

actually show some of Simeon's congregation. 

_ 

 

 

J.Osbaldeston 
Farmers were frightened in 1855 but then so were many people. There were numerous outbreaks of 

mysterious fires & a light in the sky would be not burning stubble but burning stacks. Here and there 

tramps would be arrested and accused but seldom was anything proved and strangers were viewed with 

suspicion. 

 

One man can be proved to have been in the vicinity of Milton Road windmill which burned down in 

May that year almost trapping Mr Mann the miller at the top. The county constabulary were soon on the 

scene but no cause was found for the fire apart from a candle on the ground floor which might have 

ignited sacks. 

 

He was also in Cottenham where two fires broke out within weeks of each other prompting the thought 

that if things go on at this rate not a timber of the old town will be left standing, but we shall have a 

sound substantial and handsome collection of houses built for the most part out of the profits of 

insurance societies. 

 

He might have been observed near the Observatory, studied at Grantchester school or viewed near the 

ewes in Barton churchyard for he left proof of his visits in the form of pencil sketches gathered together 

in a volume now housed in the Cambridgeshire Collection. 

 

He even left a sketch of himself on an unlikely mount - an artist's sketchbook on legs - and included the 

name J. Osbaldeston. 

A pencil note indicates that he may have come from Hunmanby House in Bagshot and thus be decended 

from the Osbaldestons of Yorkshire, a notable family which included the famous Squire of that name 

well known in hunting circles. The family usually attended St John's college but not appearently during 

the period 1854-55 when the sketches were made. 

 

But there is another mystery for amongst all the sketches of recognisable places is one captioned just 

Cambridge whose location is as unknown to me as the precise details of its artist._ 
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Beryl Pickering 
 

 

Dear Mike, 

I've had (apart from the note that Mr Barton sent to us both) one email each about the two artists, Beryl 

Pickering & G[race] I[sabella] Pollock alias Mrs C.A.E. Pollock. They have given me several leads 

which I mean to follow up in the autumn when writing the piece for PCAS.  

Thank you again for your help. 

John 

  

Here's the info. 

Pickering: 

Dear Mr Pickles, 

I was interested to see in last evening's paper about Beryl Pickering who I knew. She did live at 27 

Clarendon Street, her father was I believe a tailor.[Yes. J.P.]  Her aunt was for many years the curator of 

the Folk Museum, Miss Enid Porter. Beryl was educated at the then Cambridge & County High School 

for Girls, & taught at the Cambridge School of Art in the late 40's, (I was one of her pupils). Beryl 

married a Mr Tittensor & moved to the North of England, she had one daughter.  I noticed she died in a 

Nursing Home abou t 2 years ago, in the evening paper.  

Yurs truly, Marie Burrows.  

  

Mrs Pollock: 

 

 

The Pictorial Times 
 

The newspaper seller could not believe his eyes : Queen Victoria was beckoning to him. He could not 

move but others in the crowd pushed him forward. 

It was October 1843 & Queen Victoria & Prince Albert were en route to Cambridge. They had left 

Windsor Castle at 7.30, taken the train to Paddington station & then changed into their carriage (there 

being no railway to Cambridge yet). The journey would take them via Waltham Cross, Ware, 

Buntingford, Royston & Melbourn & would take some 5© hours. En route there would be cheering 

crowds and triumphal arches to view but it was still a long journey. Accordingly before they set off the 

Queen bought her reading material for the trip.  The paper she chose was The Pictorial Times which 

considered itself "the embellished newspaper of the better classes" 

 

Once the Royal party neared Cambridge there was to be no time for reading; as they passed the gates of 

Brooklands they were met by cheering crowds & from there on thousands lined the streets, many joining 

the procession in their carriages & on "the eccentric velocipes for which these parts are famous". The 

Mayor and Corporation were waiting at Trumpington Street under a Triumphal Arch which had taken 

two days to erect, Sunday School children had a reserved place at Lt St Mary's, crowds were everywhere 

on platforms along the steets and in every window overlooking the route. All clamoured to view their 

young Queen and her Prince. 

 

At the entrance of Trinity College the escorting cavalry drew back, the Corporation stood aside & the 

Royal Party started their visit to the  University. Crowds glimpsed their later departure for King's college 

chapel & enjoyed the evening fireworks on Parker's Piece to celebrate the visit, but it was left to the 

reporters to cover the slight hiccups such as when the carpet hastily laid in response to a Royal request to 

visit Trinity college chapel proved just too short and Undergraduate gowns were strwn three deep for the 

Queen to walk on. Hundreds of townspeople watched the next day as the party proceeded to the Senate 

House and some gownsmen followed so closely behind the official entourage that they forced their way 

into King's college grounds, causing some concern to the Cavalry guard. 
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But it was all good humoured and when the time came to leave Cambridge en route to Wimpole Hall her 

subjects followed so enthusiastically that only by speeding were the carriages able to escape their 

clamour. 

 

Queen Victoria subsequently placed a regular order for the Pictorial Times. whose illustrations may have 

reminded her of a most successful visit._ 

 

 

 

Playbills; part 1 Stourbridge & Barnwell 
The story of Cambridge theatre was sometimes a curious one. In 1592 the University obtained 

permission from the Privvy Council to prevent "interludes, plaies or tragedies" being performed within 

five miles of the town. Just three months later Queen Elizabeth I commanded the University to prepare a 

Comedy to be performed before herself and courtiers! 

 

Generally the ban on performances was enforced and only when the academic year had ended could the 

travelling players erect their booth amongst the others at Stourbidge Fair. Thus when permanent 

buildings were being planned it was logical to erect them on the Newmarket Road, the notorious 

'Barnwell' area far from the respectable part of Cambridge, a neighbourhoold quite unsafe for 

undergraduates to frequent.  

 

The "Stirbitch" Theatre was superceded by the "New Theatre Barnwell" later renamed Theatre Royal. 

From here a travelling company journied around East Anglia taking their scenery with them. At Bury St 

Edmunds a theatre was built very similar in design to that at Cambridge making transfer of sets more 

straigntforward. But the short seasons, dreary plays - poorly mounted and probably poorly acted - in the 

out-of-the-way theatre took their toll; even when famous performers such as Charles Kean appeared the 

stalls were laregly empty. 

 

Despite a revival of more serious plays in the 1870s the time came when the Theatre itself became the 

attraction as it was advertised for sale. It would seat an audience of 700 but, said the auctioneer, could 

easily be demolished and the site turned to more profitable use - the erection of "artizans' dwellings" 

which were then in great demand. It was bought by Robert Sayle and became converted to a Mission 

Hall; for a while its auditorium would ring to other addresses. 

 

Surviving playbills give a glimpse of the sort of attractions that were offered to Cambridge audiences. 

Some plays had a local theme but none odder than that performed on 21 September 1841. It was entitled 

'The opening of the Cambridge Rail-Road station, or What will Mrs Jones say to that. In fact the railway 

station was not to open for another four years and of course the debate on a rail-road interchange 

involving long distance coaches is currently concerning Mrs (Janet) Jones even now. 

 

 

_ 

Playbills 2 - New Theatre 

Those who attended the auction of the old Theatre Royal in 1878 saw a rare drama acted out as two 

figures battled against each other for control of the building. From an opening bid of £700 prices rose 

steadily and over £1000 had been added to that sum before Robert Sayle was successful. Some rejoiced 

that the building "had been wrenched from the services of the devil to those of God" for it was to 

become a Mission Hall; there would be "no probability of a theatre at Cambridge after this year" said 

The Times. They were mistaken. 

 

Act two saw the defeated bidder, W.B.Redfern, searching for an alternative site. The old Corn Exchange 

in Downing Street was his first choice but the University objected - it would be "injurious to discipline" 

and as they had the powers to ban performances during Term time their word was law. He then turned 

his attention to St Andrews Hall, an old skating rink near the University Arms hotel, where the Bijou 
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Amateurs were allowed to perform their plays and concerts. Might this be the site for a New Theatre 

Royal 

 

In 1879 Redfern took the chance rebuilding the stage and installing 900 seats; to succeed he had to 

overcome the objectors. So he cracked down on unruly undergraduates - one of whom went off to 

become a founder member of the Footlights - and by judicious choice of plays including one in 1882 

performed entirely in Greek gained the support he needed.  

 

In 1894 the University renounced its powers over theatres and plays; Redfern built his New Theatre 

which opened in 1896 with a performance of Hamlet witnessed by some 1700 people. Leading actors 

came for short seasons including Beerbohm Tree who once tried to fit a Cambridge matinee on the same 

day as his regular London appearance. Sadly when the play over-ran he had to leave before the end, 

dashing off to the station still in costume and leaving the Cambridge audience as perplexed as the 

railway travellers who shared his carriage. 

 

As tastes changed serious drama gave way to variety and then to films. In 1938 it closed only to reopen 

in 1947 repeating the old mixture for another nine years. The final act came with closure in March 1956 

and demolition six years later. The playbills and programmes in the Cambridgeshire Collection remain a 

tribute to William Redfern who had maintained his interest in his New Theatre until his death in 1923.  

Three years later it was to be the turn of the old Theatre Royal to come back to life._ 

 

Playbills Festival & Arts 

In 1926 the old Theatre Royal on Newmarket Road came under the auctioneer's hammer for the second 

time; the Mission Hall had become a victim of the Great War, a boys club had occupied the building for 

a while, now it was to be a theatre again. It would not just be any old playhouse but "the most advanced 

theatre in the British Isles ... a centre for training and experiment in all branches of the Art of the 

Theatre". It was named the Festival expressing the hope that eventually Cambridge would become the 

centre of an annual dramatic festival. 

 

Central the theatre was not so a special bus was laid on to get patrons to Newmarket Road. Once there 

they could dine in a roof garden restaurant whose chef came from the Cafe Royal, they could drink the 

finest wines and punch at most economic prices. Knowing there was a fine view from every seat the 

majority of the audience preferred to spend more on their food than their tickets - soon the programmes 

began to carry lists of the following weeks menus. 

 

Terence Gray, son of a former Cambridge MP and owner of the Wandlebury estate, presented "the 

greatest plays of all ages and all countries" with up-and-coming performers - Flora Robson, Tyrone 

Guthrie, Ninette de Valois & Robert Donat amongst them. Even the programmes broke new ground with 

the cast list printed in white on black paper so they could be held up to the stage lights - though this 

brought complaints about the excessive rustling noises that could distract from the performance 

 

Gray assembled a professional team of managers and designers who pioneered set designs and lighting 

effects to make it the most progressive theatre in the country. It proved artistically but not financially 

successful - the restaurant made more profit than the theatre. When Gray left in 1933 a new impresario 

invested his money but closed in 1935 to the lament "Cambridge does not want us". 

 

Within a year the Arts Theatre opened, funded entirely by economist John Maynard Keynes to provide 

opera, ballet, music, cinema and theatre for the people of Cambridge. The programmes filed in the 

Cambridgeshire Collection record its achivements over the last 52 years. So much of the Arts story 

mirrors that of the Festival - artistic reputation, culinary excellence, dedicated management, financial 

difficulties. Perhaps this time history will not be allowed to repeat itself._ 

 

 

Postcard artists Arthur Bridgeman & Alfred Quinton 
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The growth in postcard publishing provided work for a variety of competent artists; on average two 

million cards were posted every day between 1900 and 1910 and the pressure for new designs was great.   

 

Raphael Tuck was the company who had broken the mould of picture postcards when they introduced a 

series called 'Oilette' in 1903 taking advantage of the new ruling which meant that text and address could 

now be confined to one side of the card, leaving the other available for a picture. 'Oilettes'  were well 

designed & superbly printed coloured cards reproduced from original painintgs usually commissioned 

by Tucks. Numerous artists were used, many so engaged in this postcard business that they found no 

time to make a name for themselves elsewhere. Hence of Arthur Bridgeman little is known. His works 

were featured in Tuck's "Picturesque Cambridgeshire" series including views of thatched cottages near 

the church at Milton, the Cam at Horningsea and the houses at the junction of Magdalene street in 

Cambridge. These cards were published using printers in Germany but the outbreak of War made such 

contracts unthinkable. The switch to British printers led to a decline in quality and hence popularity of 

such cards 

. 

 

One of the rival publishers. Salmon, had as their main asset a well-known artist, Alfred Quinton. He had 

exhibited at the Royal Academy in the 1870s, travelled widely and published illlustrated articles about 

his trips. His work found favour with the Duke and Duchess of York who purchased the originals used in 

a book about the Thames and it was at a display in Selfridges in 1911 that Jospeh Salmon, boss of the 

postcard company spotted the work of the 58 year-old artist. Quinton was commissioned to produce 

illustrations for postcards and during the next 23 years produced some 2,300 designs for which he 

received on average £5 each - no small sum in theose days. His Cambridge views include people and 

transport, heralding the start of the motoring boom which was to increase the number of visitors anxious 

to see for themselves the sights depicted on the attractive cards sent by others._ 

 

 

 

 

Herbert Railton (1858-1910) 
 

Ye Olde Castle Inn was precisely the place tourists dream of. 

Obviously old with a view across to one of the famous Cambridge colleges yet on the main tram route 

from the station. But to add to all this was the general feel of the place and the sort of people it attracted 

into the dining room. Soup followed by cod, turkey & sausages or sirloin cooked to perfection by a chef 

trained at Queens' college; baked apples & cream for dessert, stilton & port all paled into insignifcance 

compared to the company that gathered around the blazing log fire afterwards. 

The doctor of medicine full of good stories of the countryside. The vet who looked as if if could ride 

horses as well as cure them. The traveller from Leeds. An electioneer drinking gin & meditating on Mr 

Chamberlains picture of ruined Holland - all this, plus the food, for a mere 2/- (10p.) 

This was the picture painted in The English Illustrated Magazine of May 1904 and the artist they chose 

to depict it was one Herbert Railton, a Lancastrian who had turned from architectural draughtsman to 

book illustrator and who was already famed in Cambridge.  

No less a figure than the Dean of Ely, Charles Stubbs, had apologised for bringing out a large-paper 

version of his book The story of Cambridge. It was not the text that warranted such presumption but the 

sheer quality of Railton's illustrations. The small original edition had just not done justice to the 

drawings "so beautiful, so full of delicacy & tenderness ...". A new method of lithography had been 

adopted to render them with absolute perfection and an edition de luxe produced on special paper. 

 

Such praise was being echoed elsewhere so perhaps when Railton 

 booked into Ye Olde Castle he himself became an additional attraction for visitors. Herbert died of 

pneumonia in 1910, the Inn he depicted survived him by some 24 years before it was destroyed by fire. 

The Regal cinema rose on the site. 

 

_ 
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The Rakes Progress at the University 
 

 

The Rake's Progress at the University published by H.Humphrey in 1806 depicted some of the mistakes 

that could blight the life of a new Undergraduate. They included bring his dog within the college walls, 

using the toilet reserved for Fellows and walking on the grass - 

 

 "Ah me! - that thou the Freshman's Guide should'st read 

 Yet venture on the hallowed grass to tread" 

 

Various such guides have been issued over the years. The Fresher's Don't from the turn of the present 

century advised Freshmen not to joke with college waiters - they are apt to grow familiar if encouraged, 

(but an occasional tip would not be wasted); not to get too familiar with their landlady's daughter -"she is 

probably more clever than you" or to speak to any girls without introduction, this being "the worst 

distraction a student can foster". It also contained a page of hints on how to dress - don't wear 

knickerbockers, don't wear your school cap, don't by any chance sport a tall hat in Cambridge, it will 

come to grief 

 

The question of what or what not to wear was given prominence in most such guides. A Plain and 

Friendly Address to the Undergraduates of the University of Cambridge in 1786  warned against 

wasteing money on fashionable buckles, coats or waistcoats through the "artful civility of the 

accommodating shopkeeper". Rules about dress were strict, in 1342 punishment could be imposed on 

any student wearing rings on their fingers or coloured shoes. In 1619 a heavy fine could be imposed on 

any undergraduate found wearing boots and in 1799 the Vice Chancellor warned against departure from 

the accepted dress of shorts and white stockings : "Expulsion waits that Son of Alma Mater, Who dares 

to shew his face in Boot or Gaiter" 

 

Thus the final scene of the Rakes Progress depicts the end of a promising academic career 

 "Convened for wearing Gaiters - sad offence! 

 Expelled - not e'en permitted a defence"_ 

 

 

Gwen Raverat (1885-1957) 
 

 

Althugh better known for her engravings and book illustrations Gwen Darwin's early love was wall-

painting - though it led to a spanking when her "art" was discovered.  For as a young girl and bored with 

the prospect of an after-lunch snooze she had decorated the bedroom wallpaper with  an abstract design 

made with hermother's red lip-stick. This is just one detail from her childhood recollections "Period 

Piece" which became a best-seller as soon as it was published in 1952 and is still in print. 

 

In it she revealed the start of more formal art interest when as a girl she attended art classes given by 

Miss Mary Greene. A sketch book became her constant companion and in it she drew everthing she saw.  

In 1908, when aged 23 she went to the Slade School in London where she met a French mathematician, 

Jacques Raverat whom she married three years later. Their happiness was marred within two years when 

he contracted a paralysing disease and he died in 1925 leaving her a widow with two small children  

 

By then she had developed her reputation as a wood-engraver and from her home at the Old Rectory 

Harlton she illustrated a number of books including "The Runaway" by Elizabeth Hart in which she used 

her own house as the model for that featured in the book.  Other Cambridgeshire villages and hamlets 

also provided her with inspiration for pictures in other works. 

In 1941 Gwen Raverat left her beautiful village home to take rooms in Cambridge where she workd for a 

time as a factory-hand in the Cambridge Instrument Company and then as a draughtsman for the 

Admiralty. Post-war she moved to the Old Granary in Silver Street next door to the house in which she 
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was born.  Here in 1951 she suffered a stroke which brought her engraving to an end though she 

continued to make small oil paintings and produce the illustrations for "Period Piece". She died in 1957. 

 

Reflecting on her childhood she wrote "how horrid it was being young, and how nice it is being old and 

not having to mind what people think". In fact although Sir George Darwin might not have appreciated 

his daughter's earliest designs her later work has achieved wide critical acclaim and is a treasured 

addition to the Fitzwilliam Museum._ 

 

 

 

1957 

 

A remarkable and widely admired artist, Mrs Gwendolen Raverat, of The Old Granary, Silver Street, has 

died aged 71. As a wood engraver her work was both decorative and illustrative; technically she was an 

excellent craftswoman and she chose to engrave without the aid of fancy. She was one of the earliest 

members of the Society of Wood Engravers found in 1920.  

 

57 02 13 

 

 

 

1957 Mrs Gwendolen Mary Raverat of The Old Granary, Silver Street, engraver, artist and 

granddaughter of Charles Darwin died in February, leaving £1,000 to her housekeeper, Florence 

McMonagle, with another £1,000 to her indoor and outdoor servants. But Cottenham WI feel that such 

wills should not be published in newspapers without the executor’s consent. To the strain of 

bereavement is added the embarrassment that your private business is an item of news and probably 

gossip.  57 04 30a 

 

 

Louise Rayner (1832-1924) 
 

Samuel Rayner had five daughters : Frances, Louise, Margaret, Nancy & Rose and all made their name 

as painters. Nancy was the eldest, she painted rustic figures and was elected to the Water Colour Society 

in 1850, only to die five years later of consumption. 

 

Louise is the one most known in Cambridge. Reproductions of her view of King's Parade decorate many 

a sitting room, the original is currently in the Mayor's Parlour, on loan from the Cambridgeshire 

Collection. She was born in Derby and studied under her father, exhibited at the Royal Academy from 

1852 and subsequently settled at Chester where she gave drawing lessons. Louise had a considerable 

output, though often she duplicated many studies. In her latter days she moved to St Leonards on Sea 

where her sister Margaret lived & near other members of the family. She died in 1924. 

 

The view along Kings Parade seems to have been painted about 1887 since the names of the shopkeepers 

can be matched with street directories for this date. It is certainly after 1880 since the tramlines are 

clearly visible down the centre of the road. The figures seem small in comparison to the buildings and 

this seems a feature of both Louise's pictures of Cambridge. 

 

The second view depicts the Market Hill and came on the market some years ago when I obtained a 

photographic copy.  It is the classic view of Gt St Mary's from the East showing few stalls and the same 

miniscule figures. The Gothic fountain is shown on the right, the base of which still remains 

 

Plans to buy the painting to reproduce it as a companion to the Kings Parade view came to nothing but 

an enterprising artist has in recent years produced a similar view in the style of Louise Rayner. It 

involved painstaking research to ensure the detail was accurate and in keeping with the period. In some 

ways it may be a more accurate representation that the one actually painted on the spot at the time. 
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Imitation may be the sincerest form of flattery and one wonders what Samuel might have thought of this 

appreciation of the work of one of his band of artist-daughters. 

_ 

 

 

William Beales Redfern  

CWN 22.9.1986 

 

William Beales Redfern died the same day that he buried his wife.  It was an appropriate end.  Doubtless 

there had been comment too when they had married for William had then been 74 years old. 

 

Redfern was a theatrical man, founder of the Bijou Dramatic Club in 1870 whose premises at 9 Peas Hill 

were being pulled down in the week of his death in August 1923. He had been part of the syndicate that 

persuaded the University to relinquish its powers of censorship and veto over what plays were performed 

and two years later, in 1895, had been made Director of the New Theatre when it opened.  It was a post 

he held at his death. 

 

He was also an Antiquarian, lecturing on many topics and amassing his private museum of medieval 

gloves, shoes and spurs which included the actual shirt King Charles 1 had worn on the (lay of his 

execution.  Redfern's name was connected with various businesses; he was a politician Mayor four 

times, leader of the Conservative party, chairman of this, leader of that. 

 

He is best remembered today as an Illustrator.  Born in Cambridge in 1840 William had turned to art at 

an early age.  When 18 he had studied for some years with J.F.Herring, the famous animal painter, who 

then lived at Fulbourn. From 1861-1871 William went to Scotland were he painted Highland Cattle, but 

it was in 1875 that he started to record the ancient and interesting buildings of his home town before they 

were lost for ever in the demolition and restoration that was then the rage.  The engravings were issued 

in monthly parts but then brought together into a volume entitled "Old Cambridge" which was published 

in 1876.  Such was its success that he was encouraged to produce another, and lesser-known, work 

"Ancient wood and iron work in Cambridge" which, due to civic and other duties did not appear until 

1887. 

 

The examples depicted are selected from these books.      

 

Clarke sketches c.55 

R.Red.J8 392 

Old Cambridge plates xxvi – Fosters, 3 Tuns, xii Christs Lane, Castle Inn 

Ancient wood – Desk, Jesus 

 

 

1907 

 

A house amid a clump of trees near Fulbourn station has been the residence for 50 years of the 

celebrated animal painter, J.F. Herring who has just died. He was the elder son of an earlier J.F. Herring, 

the leading painter of racehorses and coaching scenes, while a second son, Charles, became famous as a 

painter of Landeer subjects. He had just one pupil, Mr W.B. Redfern who visited his old master only 

yesterday. The funeral will take place at Great Wilbraham where there is a family vault. 

 

07 03 06 

 

 

1909 
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Mr W.B. Redfern’s unique collection of watercolour drawings of old Cambridge excited great interest. 

In 1875 he started to record places of bygone and antiquarian interest which but for his timely 

intervention would have been lost for ever. A good many had now entirely disappeared including two 

houses in Shelley Row which were the residence of Oliver Cromwell during the Civil War. They were 

panelled with two handsome fireplaces which he had moved to his own house. Old houses in Petty Cury 

were the most striking and perfect places which should never have been pulled down while parts of the 

Falcon Yard had remained until the last few years 

 

09 03 19 – gives notes on scenes 

 

Redfern 

 

compiled 19 March 2009.  

 

1901 Nov 22 

Mr W.B. Redfern enters today upon his twentieth year of theatrical management in Cambridge. He is a 

personal friend of Sir Henry Irving and all the leaders of the theatrical world. He has been instrument in 

eradicating prejudice against the theatre in Cambridge and in vindicating the possibilities of the drama in 

the moral elevation of the people. In managing a theatre in a University town he had peculiar difficulties 

to overcome but he is entitled to congratulation on all that he has achieved. . The New Theatre is one of 

the best in Britain 

 

 

1902 Feb 28 

The Cambridge Review refers to the conduct of three undergraduates whose behaviour disgusted all 

respectable people at the New Theatre. But the acts to which reference is made – loud talking during the 

performance, inopportune laughter and the evident watchfulness for double entendre – are condemned 

by the great body of undergraduate theatre-goers. To drag an offender out during the middle of the play 

would cause disturbance and annoyance to the audience. Mr Redfern has instead reported their names to 

their tutors who have seen that punishment has been administered. The few silly young men who still act 

in this way will find it prudent to amend their manners 1901 

 

1902 Nov 12 

W.B. Redfern told Cambridge Photographic Club that he remembered a man standing at the corner of 

Parker’s Piece taking photographs of a most ghastly character. At the time they thought they were works 

of art. Many of them were daguerreotypes and they saw a sort of ghost of themselves. Now Cambridge 

had some of the best photographers in the kingdom. Mr F.J. Stoakley lectured on photography in natural 

colours and the Sanger Shepherd process   

 

1902 Nov 21 

Mr W.B. Redfern, the managing director of the New Theatre Company, Cambridge, is an attractive and 

familiar personality. He has completed twenty years of continuous theatrical management, which 

constitutes a record. The theatre in Cambridge has had to struggle hard for recognition and toleration; it 

has had to combat opposition to make its way to favour in the minds of those most ignorant of its 

possibilities. He has won almost all – we say ‘almost’ because there still lurk in the minds of reactionary 

and antiquated brains some feelings of prejudice which the theatre had yet to overcome. 

 

1902 Nov 24 

At Cambridge court Mr Redfern, director of the New Theatre, renewed application for licences to allow 

two children, aged 10 and nine, to perform at the theatre with Mr Edward Terry’s company. The 

children’s performance was not an acrobatic one; they simply came on and had some lines to repeat. 

They were under the watchful eye of a governess and their parents were travelling with the company 

which was on tour and acting every night. It was not unusual for the Government inspector to run down 

from Norwich to visit theatres in which children were acting and had always been satisfied. 
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1903 May 14 

A section of noisy undergraduates at a performance of ‘Naughty Nancy’ at the New Theatre behaved in 

an unruly manner. Remarks, many of them in bad taste, and incessant shouting delayed the progress of 

the comedy and Mr Redfern, the Managing Director appeared on the stage. For 20 years he had had the 

management and until the last three or four such conduct was perfectly unheard of. He said he was sure 

they would cease this ungentlemanly conduct but if they continued he would simply drop the curtain and 

the performance would cease. Cries of ‘Good old Redfern’ were heard at the conclusion of the protest. 

They speedily subsided and the performance was concluded quietly. 

 

1903 Aug 11 

Sir – I believe a great number of antiquarians in Cambridge will learn with regret that the Falcon Inn 

Yard in Petty Cury has been removed to make way for modern improvements. So quietly has the old 

Falcon taken flight that I fear our local photographers have not secured pictures of the old buildings and 

its destruction has escaped even the lynx-eyed representatives of the Press. I am consoled that I have 

retained my water-colour drawing of this famous inn, which I made 25 years ago for ‘Old Cambridge’ – 

W.B. Redfern  

 

 

1903 Nov 10 

A startling scene occurred during a performance at the New Theatre, Cambridge. Shortly before its 

conclusion the play was stopped and an undergraduate was ejected. An attendant was first sent to 

remonstrate with the man who had been making himself an intolerable nuisance, but as this seemed to be 

of no avail the Manager, Mr Redfern stopped the play and asked him to leave. The undergraduate 

remained seated, saying “My good man I have nothing to do with it”. Redfern: “I am not your good 

man”. The reluctant offender donned his gown and left the Theatre looking very crestfallen amid cheers 

and hisses. The play then proceeded. 

 

 

1904 Jan 02 

The terrible catastrophe at the Iroquois Theatre Chicago has caused English theatrical managers to 

overhaul their precautions against fire. Mr Redfern has caused the whole of the arrangements for the 

Cambridge New Theatre to be made as safe as possible. The stage and foot lights are all electric, it is 

amply provided with fire hoses and experienced firemen are told off each night. The hydrants are on the 

high-pressure main and they have all desirable exits. The greatest danger is panic but every man, woman 

and child had the means of getting out of the building. He has timed the people making their exit and it 

had never exceeded four minutes, without one emergency door being opened. 

 

 

Looking Back, by Mike Petty 

 

A photographic exhibition was held, this is an entirely new feature to Cambridge and the object is to 

encourage photography and more especially to bring out the artistic instinct. There were a many good 

photographs. The judges, Messrs W.B. Redfern and J. Palmer Clarke considered artistic as well as 

technical merit. The challenge cup for the best photograph went to Mr J. Johnson for a seascape of 

exceptional artistic merit. Mr F.J. Stoakley illustrated the Sanger Shepherd process of colour 

photography and produced some magnificently coloured studies as near to the colours of nature as 

possible. 

 

 

Looking Back, by Mike Petty 

 

Monday 17
th
 September 

Friday 16
th
 March 

1901 
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Mr Redfarn, the managing director of the Cambridge New Theatre, having found difficulty in enforcing 

the regulation that no smoking should be permitted in the auditorium or public passage, applied to make 

certain structural alterations. They consist of the enlargement of the present smoking room on the first 

floor and provision of a new smoking room and bar on the ground floor. There were two bars already 

and the new one would appear in a remote corner 

1900 

 

Mr W.B. Redfarn writes: “Sir – Can I be of any service in assisting to save Wicken Fen from the 

proposed drainage and cultivating scheme? I have a summer residence in Waterbeach Fen and am 

therefore frequently in the immediate neighbourhood of this charming and interesting bit of ancient 

fenland. I am sure there would be a deep feeling of regret, among all classes, if this last bit of the English 

Fens were “reclaimed”, and as the land would not be of much value even when under cultivation, its 

present value cannot be very great”. The absolute safety of the fen will never be assured until the whole 

of it has been acquired by the National Trust, or by private persons determined to save it.  

 

 

Monday 1
st
 May 

April 1
st
 

1923 

The forthcoming production by the Bijou amateurs brings into prominence once again a club that has 

held a big position in the life of Cambridge for the last 50 years. I 1870 Mr W B Redfern founded the 

Bijous, who took over premises on Peas Hill, where for many years was provided the only dramatic 

performance in Cambridge that were given with any regularity. As time went on the club found that the 

old Peas Hill theatre was not big enough for them and finally removed to the old skating rink in St 

Andrews’s street, on the site of which the present New Theatre was built. It was not until 1881 that 

ladies were introduced into the cast, the female parts having before that date being taken by men. 

 

 

1907 

 

A house amid a clump of trees near Fulbourn station has been the residence for 50 years of the 

celebrated animal painter, J.F. Herring who has just died. He was the elder son of an earlier J.F. Herring, 

the leading painter of racehorses and coaching scenes, while a second son, Charles, became famous as a 

painter of Landeer subjects. He had just one pupil, Mr W.B. Redfern who visited his old master only 

yesterday. The funeral will take place at Great Wilbraham where there is a family vault. 

 

07 03 06 

 

 

1906 

 

‘Cambridge for Cantabrigians’ was a sentiment voiced by two prominent men. W.B. Redfern objected to 

looking outside the county when appointing a new council surveyor while Mr A.S. Campkin said 

Cambridge tradesmen were being ousted by large combinations of non-resident traders. Money spent in 

the shops of genuine local tradesmen remains in the town; already many find it hard work to keep their 

heads above water.  

 

06 04 19a 

 

 

Richard Relhan (1754 – 1823)  
was a botanist, a fellow of King's College, Cambridge, and author of a renowned book about the plants 

around Cambridge. 

Relhan, the son of Dr. Anthony Relhan, was born at Dublin in 1754. He was elected a King's Scholar at 

Westminster School in 1767, and was admitted a scholar of Trinity College, Cambridge, on 7 May 1773. 
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He graduated B.A. in 1776 and M.A. in 1779, and, having taken holy orders, was chosen in 1781 fellow 

and conduct (or chaplain) of King's College, Cambridge. 
[1]

 

In 1783 Professor Thomas Martyn (1735-1825) gave Relhan all the manuscript notes he had made on 

Cambridge plants since the publication of his Plantae Cantabrigienses in 1763. With this assistance 

Relhan published his chief work, the Flora Cantabrigiensis in 1785, de scribing several new plants and 

including seven plates engraved by James Sowerby. It appears from his letters that he proposed to issue 

a 'Flora Anglica, but did not meet with sufficient encouragement. He published supplements to the Flora 

Cantabrigiensis in 1787, 1788, and 1793, and second and third editions of the whole in 1802 and 1820, 

the last edition being greatly amplified. In 1787 he printed Heads of Lectures on Botany read in the 

University of Cambridge. 
[1]

 

Relhan was made a fellow of the Royal Society on 12 June 1787 
[2]

, and in 1788 became one of the 

original fellows of the Linnean Society. In 1791 he accepted the college rectory of Hemingby, 

Lincolnshire. Living in retirement there, he devoted himself to the study of Tacitus. In 1809 he published 

an edition of Tacitus de Moribus Germanorum et de Vita Agricolse; and in 1819 an edition of the 

Historia. His annotations were largely based upon those of the French Jesuit scholar, Gabriel Brotier. 

Relhan died on 28 March 1823. 
[1]

 

As a botanist he showed most originality in dealing with the Cryptogamia. His name was 

commemorated by L'Heritier in a genus, Relhania, comprising a few species of South African 

Composite. Many fungi were named by Richard Relhan. 

Relhan was also a talented painter. There is a watercolor by him of the Barnwell Leper Chapel, the 

oldest complete building in Cambridge. 
[3]

 

[edit] References 

Wikipedia 

 

BENTON, G.M. Hand-list of the water-colour drawings relating to Cambridgeshire made by R. RELHAN c.1797-1833. 

1915 # c.64 

    

 

Relhan, R. Flora Cantabrigiensis exhibens plantas agri Cantabrigiensis indigenas, secundum systema 

sexuale digestas, etc. ed. tertia. 1820.  

 

 

 

Rock Bros 
 

It was Emmeline Blake's birthday and her brother was seeking a suitable present. He found it in the 

shape of a book of Cambridge views which Rock & Co had just issued, it was modern and up-to-date, 

indeed some of the engravings were dated 3rd April 1861, just 3 months earlier.   One does not know 

Emmeline's response to her present, doubtless she was very grateful but she may have been a little 

disappointed to find several of the views were identical to others issued by the Company in previous 

publications.  Rock issued thousands of engravings of various places, their most usual style being small 

prints about 3© inches long, sometimes published two to a page, othertimes singly in long thin books.  

Often the prints were numbered and dated with Cambridge examples being produced from 1851 

onwards. 

 

Careful study of the prints will show certain plates being reworked. For example a view of the entrance 

to St John's college appears in two volumes identical save for the fact that an attractive lady seen passing 

an undergraduate becomes transformed into an older woman walking arm in arm with her husband 

whilst in Emmeline's booklet the print has indeed been brought up to date by the ommission of the 

archway on the left which was moved in 1855. 

 

Other prints show parts of Cambridge now less familiar such as the Assize Courts on Castle Hill which 

were demolished in 1953.  This was the ccentre for county administration before 1888 when the County 

Council was formed but were rejected as the base for the new council because of its distance from the 
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station.  Instead the County council met in the Guildhall until 1914 when County Hall in Hobson Street 

was opened, moving from there to new offices beside the Assize Courts in 1932.  Spurred by these 

magnificent new buildings the Town Council revived their own rebuilding plans which had been 

frustrated by ratepayers objections and the old Guildhall, glimpsed in the Rock engraving of the Market 

Place, was finally replaced by the present building in 1939. 

 

Emmeline's birthday book is now housed in the Cambridgeshire Collection alongside other examples of 

Rock's publications, including books of photographs that they issued when the market for engravings 

declined._ 

 

John Lewis Roget 
CWN 20.10.86 

 

John Lewis Roget was 17 when he left his London home to take his place at Trinity College in 

December 1845.  He duly took his degree and moved on to a career in Law, entering Lincoln’s Inn three 

years later.  In the fullness of time he married. His career prospered and he saw his son Samuel in turn 

come up to his old college, nearly 50 years after him.        By then the name 'Roget’ was doubly famous 

in Cambridge.  First and foremost for the 'Thesaurus of English words and phrases? that was compiled 

by Dr Peter Roget, John’s father that had been issued in 1852 and in the            development of which 

both child and grandchild were  to become involved. 

 

But John himself had left his legacy to a Cambridge education in the form of a. number of sketches 

which were published after he left University. Of these the best-known is entitled ‘A Cambridge 

scrapbook, containing in a pictorial form a report on the manners, customs, humours & pastimes of the 

University of Cambridge' which was published in 1859. 

 

In it John looks at many aspects of an undergraduates work and play, from his relationships with senior 

academics to bedders, at the battles with the 'lower order' - townspeople - on bonfire nights at rowing 

and the necessary attendance at college chapel.  He also illustrates problems in mathematics 'hitherto 

beyond the reach of the Senate House examination’ one of which features reaction to his own volume. 

 

Roget’s small sketches are seldom seen today yet give an interesting insight into Cambridge life in the 

1840s. 

 

                                 

Cambridge scrapbook 

p.2 bonfire 

5 saunter KP 

9 railway bridge 

12 Trinity ante-chapel 

18 Ladies bedchamber 

30 critical angle 

 

Henry Rushbury 1889-1968 
 

 

Fire can devastate buildings, communities and fens but the tragedy is often lightened by some incidents 

which in retrospect seem amusing. One such was recounted to Iris Wedgwood by the keeper at Wicken 

Fen when recalling the conflagration that had ravaged the area in summer 1929. It was impossible to 

bring fire engines on to the boggy ground but men ran in to help from every side. In spite of this it was 

night before the flames could be extinguished and in the sudden darkness the helpers found themselves 

lost in a landscape festooned with deep ditches. Only the keeper and his sons knew their way and it was 

three in the morning before all the bewildered firefighters were led to safety. It would he said have made 

a beautiful film. 
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Wicken was not one of the views depicted by Henry Rushbury in his illustrations produced for 

Wedgwood's book Fenland Rivers published 1936.  

 

He did however portray Peas Hill, where fire also played its part. In 1904 the Corn merchants premises 

on the corner with Wheeler Street were destroyed. Faced with a desolated area the Corporation agonised 

about its redevelopment especially since they were then planning to rebuild the whole Guildhall site. 

Ratepayers opposition led to delay and rethinking but eventually it was decided to take the opportunity 

to demolish some cottges in Wheeler Street & construct the building which today houses the Tourist 

Bureau.  

 

By then it was 1914 and more debate took place as to whether such expenditure and use of labour was 

proper when the country was needing every man for the war. The scheme went ahead opening without 

ceremony in 1915. The remainder of the buildings on the right were demolished nearly 20 years later 

when the new Guildhall was contructed. Once more war broke out and the planned official opening in 

1939 was cancelled.  

 

 

It is interesting to note that War has followed each Guildhall rebuilding since in 1898 ratepayers had 

rejected other proposals just a year before the outbreak of the Boer War. _ 

 

 

 

E. Joyce Shillington Scales 
University students often make friendships that remain with them for the rest of their lives, either at 

college or in a multitude of Societies that are open to them. Some of these offer life membership which 

removes the need for payment of annual subscriptions. 

 

But in Jesus College there was a better bargain - an Everlasting Club of just seven members who 

pledged to meet each year on 2nd November to continue the friendship started in their college days. Any 

that missed a meeting would have to answer to the President, Alan Dermot, an Irish Peer.  

 

Between 1738 and 1743 the club met regularly and a great deal of wine was drunk and a great deal of 

fun had. On November 2nd 1743 there was one absentee from the reunion as Henry Davenport was 

serving in the army in Germany. This broke the rules of the club and its President was displeased. Next 

day their friend was killed by canon-shot - the second of the group to die for subsequently the Secretary 

learned that President Dermot was also dead, killed in a duel on October 28th five days before the 

meeting he had attended in Cambridge. 

 

The other members scattered and wondered how they might avoid the annual reunion dinner - for none 

now wanted to meet their erstwhile Irish friend. On reading the rules they had signed they found a loop-

hole - if four of them met and recorded in the minute book their wish to abandon the reunion for that 

year then they were in the clear. But the time was fast approaching when there were no longer four 

living members as first one then the other died, the minute book mysteriously passing to one of the 

survivors. A sudden spate of deaths in 1776 left just one - a Fellow of Jesus College, Charles Bellasis. 

There was nobody to contact to abandon the reunion and no option but to prepare for it. 

 

The din from his rooms on November 2nd was heard throughout the college, blasphemous oaths and 

rude songs echoed around the Court till midnight when sudden silence decended. Next morning the early 

visitor found the room in turmoil with Charles dead in his chair. On the table in front of him was the 

minute book, in it was written the autographs of all the other members of the Everlasting Club. 

 

The tale is just a tale, dreamed up by the college master, historian Arthur Gray and published in a book 

of such stories in 1919. It is illustrated by E. Joyce Shillington Scales, one of a number of views she 

contributed. Some of her other pictures of Cambridge streets are housed in the Cambridge Folk Museum, 

an everlasting record of changing times._ 
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Frank Southgate 1872-1916 

 

When C.R. Vincent booked into the Bull Hotel on Trumpington Street in 1906 he took great pains to 

disguise the fact that he was 'a dust-raising, property-destroying, dog-killing, fowl-slaying, dangerous 

and ruthless speed maniac'. For had the hotel-keeper realised that he was a motorist the prices would 

have shot up. It was the common belief that 'Anybody who owns a motor car must needs posess an 

endless supply of ready money, whereas ownership of an expensive vehicle in fact meant that he had 

none to spare.' 

 

Vincent was to be a passenger in the car of a friend who had been actively engaged in ferrying voters to 

the recent General Election - not so much because of his party political beliefs but because like other 

motorists he felt the need to grab the opportunity of doing missionary work amongst the electorate at a 

critical moment in the history of 'Automobilism'.  

 

The vehicle duly arrived, the Panhard showing signs of its battles with iron-shod toes of the electorate, 

the white paintwork being dinted and scratched whilst the 'charioteer' bore on his face traces of the black 

fog through which he had forced his way out of London, his mechanic by his side. Vincent dressed for 

the journey ahead in vest, flannel shirt, corduroy waistcoat, rowing sweater, thick Norfolk jacket and 

thick Ulster coat. Despite all this he was still cold. 

 

Two undergraduates volunteered to pilot them out of Cambridge but they hit a major hold-up in Jesus 

Lane when a parked car & one of the new motor omnibuses combined to frighten a horse so badly that 

he damaged both other vehicles and caused a complete blockage. 

 

But once clear it was away on the straight road to Newmarket, 'muddy where it was not metalled, 

metalled where it was not muddy' with the view shrouded in damp mist. Fortunatly for the travellers 

thing improved after the pilots departed after six miles. 

 

The intrepid adventurers continued, their exploits being published in the book 'Through East Anglia in a 

motor car' in 1907.  The colour illustrations were the work of a Hunstanton man, Frank Southgate, one 

of the finest bird artists of his time. Like thousands of others he enlisted in the Great War and within a 

decade of Vincent's journey was killed in that conflict._ 

 

 

William Potter Spalding 1847-1916 
William Potter Spalding was no artist but his work has allowed people to create their own pictures of 

Cambridge past. 

 

Spalding's Street and General Directory and his Handbook, diary and alamanack were both published for 

the first time in 1874, just a year after he set up in business as a printer in Sidney Street. His distinctive 

and artistic work soon attracted custom and people flocked to advertise in his publications. 

 

The Directory was a remarkable work which listed the silk and slate merchants, the makers of sausages, 

soap and tallow, stays and corsets that flourished in the Cambridge between 1874 and 1939. The street 

section records the occupant of each house & their occupation; laundresses and policemen, plumbers and 

boot makers lived side by side in Burleigh Street; a coachman, upholsterer's porter, butler and engine 

fitter found their home in Gothic Street whilst St Philip's Road in Romsey Town was only starting to be 

developed by 1887. 

 

The Almanack listed the societies and organisations, rural postmen, carriers and magistrates along with 

the officers and officials of the University and colleges, the county and borough councils. One prominent 

name was that of William Spalding himself. 
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A staunch Conservative he earned the reputation of Cambridge's leading debater able to turn an 

opponent's arguments to his own advantage. He was instrumental in making the office of Mayor non-

political in 1892 and  filled that position himself twice in succession, being nominated by the Liberal 

party in recognition of his public service. 

 

Spalding's keen eye enabled him to see the strings that could be pulled to secure his ends but not every 

project was crowned with success. For a while he published his own newspaper The Labourers' News 

but then turned his energy to the Cambridge Express becoming Managing Director. 

 

A busy public life embracing the Church and Freemasonry as well as politics and printing came to an 

end in 1916 but his Almanack continued till 1921 and his Directory till 1939.  Today they are amongst 

the most consulted volumes in the Cambridgeshire Collection. 

 

_ 

Storer 

 

Storer & son worked as a team.  James, the fathers was born in Cambridge in 1771 and made his name 

drawing and engraving scenes of Old England with John Greig he illustrated the works of Cowper,               

Burns & Bloomfield.  They published views of London, a description of Fonthill Abbey and produced 

some 500 plates to illustrate 'The Antiquarian & Topographical Cabinet’ issued between 1807 & 1811.  

He built up a reputation for accuracy & beauty of finish of his small prints. 

 

His eldest son Henry was born in 1795 and when the lad was 19 they started a partnership that was to 

last until death.  The first fruits of their collaboration were four volumes on the Cathedrals of Great 

Britain              which was hailed as the most accurate views of these buildings in existence. Only then 

did they turn their attention to Cambridge. 

 

On 9th November 1827 was announced the publication of their first four plates, including that of Corpus 

Christi college & St Botolph’s church.  A stagecoach waits at the corner of Silver street as a horseman 

trots              by, his dog behind him, whilst undergraduates stroll and chat.  These  incidental details 

feature in most of Storer’s work and seem somehow stilted but the accuracy of the buildings is not to be 

faulted and father              & son took up residence in Cambridge to ensure their reputation remained 

untarnished. 

 

Thus the view of Peterhouse shows houses since swept away  whilst that of Christ's catches the building 

at the corner of Petty Cury where the Post Office was to be built in 1885. 

 

Their final work was devoted to college gateways and was issued when the elder Storer was 66.  The 

partnership was broken when Henry. died in 1837 and James was heartbroken.  He wrote to a friend              

"I have not attended to my profession since that time; my graver has lost its point; never to be renewed''.  

He lived on for another 16 years dying just before Christmas 1853.  He was buried alongside his son in 

St              James' chapel, Pentonville. 

 

See his Antiquarian Itinerary – Googlebooks copied as ebook no.191 

 

Sultan 
Ho-ho-hoax 

Cambridge is used to receiving Famous People many of whom arrive at station following months of 

careful planning. 

 

It was not always thus. In 1905  the Mayor, Alderman Campkin had worked hard on his civic duties all 

morning - a morning when Cambridge was full of hustle and bustle over the Greek controversy - in 

which the Prime Minister had become personally involved - voting to make Greek no longer compulsory 

within the University . 
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Then at 2 came the telegram - the Sultan of Zanzibar (in London for the coronation) would arrive at the 

station in 2 hours time and would appreciate an escort around the ancient town and its colleges. What 

was he to do : the reputation of Cambridge hospitality was at stake for a visit of royalty "even of more or 

less obscure regions" is a matter of some moment. The chief constable was an authority on the orient but 

was out of town, the University involved in its own turmoil; it was up to him. He despatched a carriage 

to meet the visitors - not the official Mayor's coach but the one from the Lion Hotel with one of the hotel 

waiters as escort.  

 

The Royal party in turbans and flowing white robes descended in majesty from the train but of the 

Sultan himself there was no sign - "he had been detained in London for an audience with the King". His 

entourage was escorted to the Mayoral parlour but the party preferred to visit the Bazaar - in progress in 

the Guildhall whose worthy stallholders (including one who had spent some time in Zanzibar) were 

delighted at such wealthy visitors - but disappointed when they spend not a halfpenny.  

 

Then came the tour - to Kings to Caius and Trinity where as the Porters bowed low the Prince fell to his 

knees articulating his praise for its architecture in a language that none (including the interpreter) 

understood.  

 

After three quarters of an hour it was time to depart and with many salaams they set off for the station. 

Crowds gathered to watch their departure learned something of the mysterious ways of the Orient when 

the Royal party suddenly dashed to a couple of handsom cabs,and disappeared at speed towards Hills 

Road. 

 

Next evening a representative from the Daily Mail travelled to Cambridge with "exclusive" news - it had 

all been a marvellous undergraduate hoax by members of Trinity college. It came as no suprise to the 

Editor of the Cambridge Daily News who had written only 2 weeks previously about an incident in 1873 

when not only the Mayor but the University officials and Volunteer band had paraded to the Station to 

welcome an non-arriving " Shah of Persia" - an article which had obviously caught the eye of "The 

Sultan" at Trinity college. And the Mayor who obviously read the paper carefully had been right in his 

caution. 

 

Cartoons of the incident were amongst the views published by the Cambridge Picture Postcard Company 

adding their own comment on a famous University hoax_ 

 

 

Swaffham Prior churches 
 

The church-going folk of Swaffham Prior were afraid to go to church even though they had two to chose 

from. Their main concern was the large crack in the tower of St Mary's, just below the spire. They feared 

it would crash down during the service and parson and people would be trapped in the rubble. There was 

nothing for it - the spire would have to come down. They called in the demolition men who clattered and 

battered and after great effort managed to remove it, although the falling masonry damaged the church 

porch in the process. Only then did they realise that the crack was simply the outside casing giving way : 

the expense and the loss of such a splendid spire had been for nothing. 

 

But by then St Mary's was so mutilated that it was decided to abandon worship there and switch to the 

neighbouring church of St Cyriac. The trouble was that this needed repair as well. Charles Humfrey, the 

Cambridge builder and banker was called in and in 1806 began advertising for bricklayers who could 

undertake the work. The old materials were sold off and in May 1806 John Peter Allix laid the first stone 

in the rebuilding. Work proceeded well though the locals must have wondered just when all the 

alterations were going to be finished and the village returned to tranquility. For not only was the secular 

life being disrupted but the long process of Enclosure was underway too with various meetings about 

submitting claims, disputing allocations, setting out new roads and so on. 
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The village elders had much to concern them but their worries were compounded by disputes over the 

church rebuilding. In 1812 Charles Humfrey twice took them to court over nonpayment of his bills 

totalling nearly £2,000 and next year they were there again this time being sued by the stonemasons 

involved. Sadly the undertaking was not appreciated, the result being described as a 'grotesque travesty 

of a church, standing where once was a beautiful one'. St Mary's was itself restored in 1878 and again in 

1900 whilst its neighbour deteriorated. 

 

The various changes have been depicted by a range of illustrators attracted by the picturesque ruins of at 

least one of the buildings that share the same churchyard._ 

 

 

 

 

William Makepiece Thackeray  
 

made a name for himself at Cambridge, but not in the way he would have wished.  

 

He arrived at Trinity in February 1829 when aged 17, a tall thin broken-nosed youth fresh from 

Chaterhouse he exhibited no germ of the literary powers he was later to develop. Cambridge had many 

diversions for the unwary, many fascinating characters in whose company time could be frittered away 

and his efforts at study soon took second place to pursuits of pleasure. 

 

Within weeks of his arrival he held a dinner party for 10 in his rooms where his guests devourted a 

mixed menu including soup, sole, boiled turkey, mutton, wild duck and cream jellies. He became 

attracted to wine parties which seemed designed to prevent him studying. 'Thirty lads round a table 

covered with bad sweetmeats, drinking bad wines, telling bad stories and singing bad songs over and 

over again'.  

 

Awaking with a hangover to a room reeking with tobacco was no way to start a days work. He took to 

rambling the local countryside, visiting Girton and Impington and other places whose names he forgot. 

On other occasions he hired a horse and rode to Newmarket or Wimpole. 

 

He joined the Union but his attempts to speak in a debate about Napoleon ended in disaster. Better 

success attended his writing when a poem he submitted to a little-known student magazine entitled 'The 

Snob' found favour with the editor, William Williams. Soon Thackeray was heavily involved in its 

production writing numerous articles and verse. Through it he became acquainted with Edward 

Fitzgerald who became a lifelong friend 

 

By the end of his second year however he had become addicted to gambling and was heavily in debt to a 

team of professional card sharps who had singled him out as a suitable target. With no prospect of 

passing his exams Thackeray quit Cambridge after five terms 

 

He drew upon the fortunes and misfortunes of undergraduate life in his novel The history of Pendennis 

issued some eighteen years after he left Cambridge. He also recorded his impressions of University life 

in a series of etchings which were published in a booklet in 1878 some of which are reproduced as a 

caution to modern undegraduates of the way diligent study in the first term can all to easily give way to 

indolence in the second.  

_ 

 

William Makepiece Thackeray made a name for himself at Cambridge, but not in the way he would have 

wished. His efforts at study soon took second place to pursuits of pleasure and rambles around the 

countryside, his attempts to speak at the Union ended in disaster. By the end of his second year at 

Trinity, in 1830, he had become addicted to gambling and left Cambridge heavily in debt to a team of 

professional card sharps. He left behind some poems and writing in a little-known student magazine 

entitled 'The Snob' which is one of the treasures of the Cambridgeshire Collection and which has 
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recently been joined by a volume of etchings in which his impressions of University life are recorded. In 

them he depicts the undergraduate's proud departure for Cambridge and the way that diligent study in the 

first term gives way to indolence in the second.  

 

Cambridge had many diversions for the unwary, many fascinating characters in whose company time 

could be frittered away. One such was Jemmy Gordon, doubtless still remembered in Thackeray's time.  

For Jemmy was legendary for his outrageous behaviour. A lawyer he was initially a welcome guest at 

parties for his ability to tell a good song or story but he squandered his allowance and declined into 

drunkenness, frequently heard around the streets throughout the night roaring out scraps of songs or 

reciting poetry, swearing and blaspheming.  The magistrates were reluctant to interfere, fearing his 

abusive language but by and by Jemmy found himself spending more and more time in the Town Gaol. 

But there, once sober, he found a useful source of income through his remarkable ability to produce 

essays in Latin on a variety of subjects to assist undergraduates who, like Thackeray later, had got 

behind with their studies.  Once out however he again became abusive and was eventually banished to 

London where he preyed upo 

n the passengers disembarking from the Cambridge stagecoaches. Eventually he found his way back to 

live rough until one night when clambering to his pile of straw in the stables of the Hoop Hotel he 

slipped and fell, breaking his thight.  Nobody took notice of his drunken roars till next morning; he was 

too filthy to be admitted to Addenbrooke's Hospital and died in the workhouse in 1825. 

 

 

 

Lance Thackeray 
 

The hansom cab driver had a hard time in Cambridge; his cab was subject to an annual check by 

inspectors who would be likely to find the tin tray used to reinforce the floor of the passenger 

compartment. The advent of motor buses in 1905 hit their trade and together with the horse trams added 

to congestion on the roads but then the start of motor taxis in 1908 was the last straw. To meet the new 

competition they had to improve their cabs, add rubber tyres and even wear top hats and start to work on 

Sundays. Some cabmen had an advantage, one had a former circus horse that was trained to sit on its 

haunches and 'thank' for tips but other had to eke a living by working all hours, meeting the late train 

when customers had Hobson's choice - their slow cab or none. Two were rivals for the title of cabman 

with the slowest horse; one was Phil Stocker, the other 'Lame Walter' Mansfield, the best-known of all, 

whose friends organised a collection for him when his old cab failed its inspection in 1912. 

 

Occasionally their trade received a boost. In 1903 everybody wanted to get to the station to watch the 

accused murdered arrive from the County Gaol to be put on the train to attend his trial in Saffron Walden 

but such events were rare and all awaited the beginning and end of term when the Undergraduates would 

need transport to their various colleges. 

 

Not even the performing horse could get a proper tip from all of them as Lance Thackeray reflected in 

one of his 'Lighter side of the Varsity' postcards produced for Raphael Tuck's 'Oilette' series, showing a 

forlorn cabby watching as his fare disappears into the college gate.  

 

The end of term was an anxious time for other tradesmen queuing up to present their accounts before the 

young gentlemen left for home in their First Class compartments - another scene caught in the series that 

featured a main picture and an additional commentary at the side. 

 

Lance Thackeray died in 1916 but his cards continue to attract attention long after their artist - and the 

hansom cabbie - has passed into history._ 

 

 

John Titterton 1830-1914, by Mike Petty  
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Titterton, John A. P. 1830 - 1914 Antiquarian, astronomer (worked for Royal Astronomical Society 

photographing sunspots) and artist. Son of a former Chief Constable of Cambridgeshire he came to Ely 

as a young man. Titterton's business premises were on the corner opposite the Lamb Hotel (now Artist's 

Corner) where later Starr and Rignall had a photographic business. PB 

 

 

John Titterton numbered photography as just one of his talents for he was antiquarian, astronomer and 

artist as well whose oil and water colours were much admired be they of contemporary subjects or 

imaginative reconstructions of earlier scenes - such as the building of the Cathedral itself.  

 

The son of a former Chief Constable of Cambridgeshire he came to Ely as a young man and made his 

home there for the rest of his long life. He was quickly accepted: "I found all kind and courteous, from 

his Lordship the Bishop to the humblest fowler and fisher"; whilst his sporting talents brought him life-

long friendships with some of the best men of the district. He described many of his acquaintances in a 

number of articles - people such as Sloth Gotobed, a dark, slow moving creature but an unequalled 

fisherman whose mother, a handsome upright woman had a reputation as a witch.  

 

Few people knew more about Ely and the fens than John Titterton who was convinced that many of the 

old fenmen lived to a ripe old age on the principle of the survival of the fittest. Their lives were lived in 

the open air, their food was for the most part bread and vegetables with a piece of pork on Sundays, a 

good stew of eels every now and then, a baked pike, or a fat tench, spatchcocked and friend golden-

brown in the pan. 

 

Titterton's reputation as an astronomer was known far outside the City of his adoption and he worked for 

the Royal Astronomical Society photographing sun spots, although a larger project to compile a 

complete photographic star chart had to be abandoned.  However he also turned his lens on more earthly 

subjects, photographing friends and acquaintances. Several of his photographs combine technical skill 

with his artist's eye.  He chose some unusual angles from which to record familiar scenes and his picture 

of the taken from the top of the chimney of the Quay brewery in 1879 was hailed as "the best photograph 

ever taken of the Cathedral exterior". 

 

In the 1881 census he is living in St Mary’s Street, Ely with his wife, Elizabeth aged 35 and son, John 

then 10 months. John senior is shown as 49 years old, described as a photographer and artist who was 

born in Middlesex. 

 

John Titterton wrote many articles on fenland scenes in Cambridgeshire newspapers; many are preserved 

in a scrapbook housed in the Cambridgeshire Collection at the Central Library, 7 Lion Yard, Cambridge 

alongside copies of his photographs, paintings and drawings. 
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Lewis Todd 

TODD, Lewis – CEN 22 Feb 2006 
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Henri Toussaint 1849-1911 

 

Commencement Week started after the examinations ended at the end of June.  

With its concerts and Ball it was a time for dressing in ones finery. Doctors, Masters, Bachelors and 

Noblemen brought out their brilliant gowns; the wives had to respond. 

 

For weeks before they'd held consultations with their manteau-makers to know whether mourning or 

colours would be most in fashion. They sent to London to learn what kind of heads and ruffles the 

Ladies wore & got intelligence from church, the Park, the Front-box and Ring. "In Flouces and 

Furbelows many Experiments have been try'd., And many an old Gown and Petticoat new scour'd and 

dy'd; And several of us have almost pinch'd our selves to Death with going straight lac'd, That we might 

look fuller in the Chest and more slender in the Waste" 

 

Until 1730 one of the highlights was the Commencement Ceremony itself when Gt St Mary's church was 

tranformed into a theatre with temporary galleries and platforms facing the central space nicknamed the 

Cock-Pit. A feature of the event was a speech satirising the leading members of the University in 

language seldom heard in a church which was traditionally delivered by the Prevaricator, the youngest 

Master of Arts. Such humour did not meet with universal approval and were discontinued when the 

Commencement ceremonies moved to the Senate House. 

 

The area around the Church with its detail of market-hill activity was well depicted by Henri Toussaint, 

a Paris-born artist, in his etching made in 1870. Other scenes to attract him included Neville's court at 

Trinity, Kings college chapel, the garden at Christ's and a vista in St John's Street. They were published 

in John Willis Clark's Brief Historical and Descriptive Notes on Cambridge published 1881. _ 

 

 

Volunteer 
 

The enemy were massed in thousands on the coast of France; invasion was imminent. A landing on the 

East coast would proboably be followed by a sweep into London and it would be every village for itself. 

 

Plans were drawn up to cope if the worst came to the worst. Cattle would be rounded up and sent North 

in herds out of the invasion area; local volunteers would turn out to fight the foe in groups of some 50 

men armed with pickaxes, spades and billhooks. At Basingbourn trees would be felled across the road to 

delay the advance of the French artillery and everywhere people planned to meet Napoleon Bounaparte 

in 1803. 

 

Many years later one of their number recorded in verse some account of their training; he tells of 

marching and countermarching on Parkers Piece; of execises in Bury St Edmunds & Saffron Walden 

where  

 

 

we shew'd our martial skill;  

And if no French we slaughter'd,  

No French we met to kill. 

 

But it was the people at Newmarket who had most to fear, for after exervices on the Heath when they'd 

stormed the Devils Dyke 

 

 And then street-firing through the town 

Put young and old in fears -  

They took for murd'ring Frenchmen 

The Cambridge Volunteers. 
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But such lighthearted verse do not properly reflect the terror with which the county was filled. The 

University established its own Company of volunteers, undergraduates being allowed an hour each day 

for training which included manoeuvres, parades on Parkers Piece and training with a variety of 

weapons, one engraving showing a Volunteer with a brown bess musket with bayonet fixed. 

 

The invasion did not materialise and the Volunteers faded away. The few illustrations that survive by a 

variety of artists are however a reminder of the days when it was only the few miles of Channel that 

prevented the courage of local part-time soldiers from being tested in battle._ 

 

 
 

Edward Vulliamy (1876-1962) 

 

 

Few artists can have received a greater tribute on their death than the appeal - almost demand - for an 

exhibiion of their work which followed Edward Vulliamy's demise in 1962. Sir William Farren & 

Anthony Day were amongst those who wrote to the Cambridge Daily News and from dining rooms and 

drawing rooms throughout the area pictures were lent for display at King's College. 

 

Attracting most critical acclaim were the views of fenland for which he was especially famous but 

portraits and flower scenes were there too alongside views of Cambridge and its treasures.  One was of 

his own garden at Amwell House which had been described some thirty years previously as being filled 

with beautiful things chosen not for instrinsic value but just because they were lovely. 

 

The appreciation of artistic value was common to both Edward and his wife, both were members of the 

Cambridge Drawing Society - indeed he had been its President. He became Keeper of Pictures at the 

Fitzwilliam Museum, an ideal task for one whose own contribution to English watercolour was lauded. 

 

Vulliamy had received no formal training but had gained inspiration from a fine collection of early 

English watecolours that his father had ammassed at the childhood home in France.  He lectured in 

French at the University after they settled in Cambridge about 1909 and made time to  paint - some 30 to 

50 canvasses a year over many years - but only after visiting an area several times to get some feel of 

place before starting. In time his eyesight deteriorated and he died aged 86. 

 

"Whether his work survives the century his name will be long associated with the fens" said one 

reviewer in 1962 but of his famous landscapes I have none to show except the view across Coe Fen 

published with other examples of his work in Brian Down's book Cambridge past & present in 1926. 

A second commentator in 1962 ended with the words "Although this was the first complete exhibition of 

Vulliamy's watercolours ... it would indeed be a shame if it were the last".  

 

 _ 

 

Fanny Lucretia Wale 

 

Seventy years ago Fanny Wale was recording the sights and sounds of Little Shelford and its Great 

neighbour which she thought "really a suburb of Cambridge and every day new houses and villas are 

being built". 

 

But it was the smaller settlement that really interested her and the sketches and notes bring to life the 

people who lived there: "a row of two-roomed cottages stood here, five old women lived together in one 

of these cottages and a couple with five children in another". "The Carriers Cart public house was built 

by William the carpenter and served with ale from White of Whittlesford; then Phillips the brewer had it 

and Fred Dockerill bought it from him in 1884 when the licence was taken by the County Council, there 

being too many public houses in the parish".  
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Fanny continues with her gossiping guide illustrating her story with many sketches including one of the 

Wale obelisk just outside the village. 

 

This was erected in memory of Gregory Wale who died in 1739. Other members of the family were 

buried in a Mausoleum in the corner of Camping Close opposite the church but in March 1845 all the 

coffins were moved into a vault in the church "for in those days unprotected graves were opened and the 

bodies stolen - therefore watchers had to sit all night in the church porch with loaded guns for two 

months after funerals to protect the graves from body snatchers; Elbourne & Butlar usually performed 

this gruesome duty" 

 

Her own memorial is the book "In memory of the sounds of Shelford Parva" which she compiled 

between 1907 and 1927. The original volume with its coloured illustrations and decorated pages is too 

precious to be handled  but it was always too interesting a book to be allowed to remain unread. About 

50 years ago each of its 80 pages was photographed and a number of copies produced, a tremendously 

expensive exercise. Those negatives have recently been acquired by the Cambridgeshire Collection 

though we had already copied the orignals from the volume now held by the Cambridge Antiquarian 

Society._ 

 

 

Meredith Watling 
 

1955 

 

The death has occurred of Mr Meridith Watling of Cambridge, a well-known landscape painter. A native 

of King’s Lynn he developed his interest in art during early boyhood. His intense love for the grandeur 

of the East Anglian skies enabled him to depict many simple subjects with characteristic individuality 

and were it not for his innate modesty which prevented him from exhibiting at major exhibitions his 

work would have become more widely known. His paintings have been frequently shown in Cambridge 

and sent to many parts of the Commonwealth 

 

55 04 05b 

 

 

William West 

CWN 30.7.86 

 

 ."THE ILLUSTRATORS" : a series of articles about the people who have depicted 

 Cambridgeshire life at various periods, illustrated from examples of their work held in the 

Cambridgeshire Collection 

 

 

 

 1 William West (1851-1925) 

 

 

 William West was a professional lithographic artist who taught at the School of Arts & 

 Crafts until 1923, imparting his skill to generations of students. 

 

 He worked at the University Press for ten years, illustrating the works of many eminent 

 Professors and during the Great War undertook valuable service at the First Eastern General Hospital 

where he drew specimens in connection with cerebral meningitis and gas disease 

 He died in May 1925, a widower with a daughter who lived in India, and was buried at Leigh-on- 

 Sea. 
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 He is best known locally for the illustrations he supplied to Arthur B.Gray's most interesting book 

'Cambridge revisited' including his view of The Bird in the Hand inn on Newmarket Road.  However he 

also issued a series of views of Cambridgeshire villages which he drew during the Great War period and 

which include details of posters encouraging people to enlist or reproducing text which captures the 

spirit of the age.  Thus the view at Kingston with the maimed soldier hobbling down the village street is 

accompanied by the notice on the pub wall exhorting shirkers to do their bit. In Haslingfield the 

statement 'nowt but this 'ere ‘scripshun 'ill save the country' anticipates the compulsory enlistment of 

those men who had not volunteered whilst in an unidentified pub a returning soldier reports on the fate 

of one of his colleagues "these ere ---- snipers shot old Bill right through the ---- ead" 

 

Y.Ful.K15 139 

Y.Kin.K15 154 

Y.Has.K15 155 

Y.Roy.K15 19758 

S.1915 20488 

 

 

 

1925 May 09 

The funeral took place of Mr William West of the Art Department of the University Press. He was a 

versatile artist of considerable ability. His sketches of old Cambridge are numerous and beautiful & 

some may be seen in the book entitled “Cambridge re-visited” by Mr Arthur Gray, while many others 

have never been published. During the war he was much in request at the First Eastern General Hospital 

where he made valuable records of unusual aspects of certain diseases 

 

 

William Westall 1781-1850 
 

William Westall was willing; what young lad would not be. Aged just 19 he had been recommended by 

the President of the Royal Acadamy as being the ideal artist to accompany an expedition to Australia. 

For this he had his sister to thank for the girl had just got herself engaged to the man who would 

otherwise have made the journey - a journey that might - and did - end in disaster. 

 

William embarked from Spithead on 18 July 1801, by the time they reached Port Jackson two years of 

voyaging had left the ship unseaworthy. Most of the crew transferred to the Porpoise to return to 

England but just off the north-eastern coast of Australia she struck a coral reef and was wrecked. No 

lives were lost and William's precious sketches were saved. The Captain left his men & set off by open 

boat to seek help; eight weeks later they were rescued.  

 

But the adventure was not yet over. William made his way to China & then on to Bombay, witnessing en 

route an engagement between the British & French squadrons in the Straits of Malacca. What with one 

thing and another it was 1805 before he returned home.  By then he had the wanderlust and set off 

almost immediately to Madeira & Jamaica. 

 

After all that the sight of fen barges at Cambridge must have seemed very dull.  

Some of them unloaded at Quayside, their masts visible beyond St John's college bridge. Others had to 

get to the Mill Pool, fighting the tide of water that came down from the Mills that lined its banks. In 

between lay obstacles in the form of attractive, but inconvenient bridges, Clare, followed quickly by 

Kings, for at the time Westall visited it was still the old bridge aligned with the central archway of the 

Gibbs buildings that carried the causeway from Queens Road to the College.  

The bargees' life might be hard but the artist who sketched them might be forgiven for being 

unimpressed by their tales of woe, for what was a delay at Baits Bite compared to a shipwreck in the 

Antipodes. 

_ 

William Johnstone White 1779-1844 
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In 1816 Littleport rioted; frustrated by low wages and high prices men took the law into their own hands, 

ransacked houses and marched on Ely where they looted some more before returning home. Retribution 

was swift. Troops were sent against them and 73 arrests made; five were executed, others transported to 

Australia. The news spread like wildfire around the fens and would have reached the ears of Isaac 

Garratt who lived in his mud hut on the bank of the Ouse the river that runs through Littleport. 

 

Isaac was known as the King of the Fishermen for on Whit Monday that year he caught a 6'7" giant, a 

112lb sturgeon that would have fed a starving family for some time. He would however have been long 

forgotten had not William White sketched him complete with knee-length boots and fishing net and 

appended the few notes that record his achievement. 

 

Thanks to White other characters come to life; John Green who sold his wife for a gallon of beer before 

returning to his home town of Newmarket and his first love, cock fighting. William Muncey saved the 

life of Elizabeth Woodcock for it was he who discovered her buried in the snow near Impington in 1799 

and is shown near the memorial stone.  

Ann Manning however would save many lives - or so she claimed - for she was a 'quack doctress' who 

claimed to cure a miltitude of ills that afflicted the poor of the area near Kings Lynn. White shows her 

outside her cottage door chatting to Elizabeth Ayton, a market woman who died shortly after the sketch 

was made. On the wall is a poster advertising some of the services offered ... Mortified limbs scraped 

with a coal shovel. Flesh regenerated on bare bones yet William adds a comment of his own, it reads 

"Lies told faster than a horse can gallop". 

 

White conceived the idea of a series of volumes showing the everyday people throughout the Kingdom. 

Sadly only one part was published in 1818 which covered Norfolk, Cambridgeshire and Middlesex and 

few copies of this survive. It was reprinted by the Costume Society in 1971 with interesting notes on the 

dress of the people depicted and remains a unique insight into the poor people of the day. 

 

_ 

 

 

 

Edward Whymper 1840-1911 
 

Julia Corner brought together two legendary heroes in her little book 'Hereward the Brave'. The story 

tells of the adventures of one man against the Norman invader and the pictures illustrate various parts of 

his struggle. It is a tale likely to interest any lad and perhaps this is why the copy I have just acquired 

was awarded as a Baptist Sunday School prize in 1886. But did the recipient realise that the man who 

engraved the pictures was himself a legend. 

 

Edward Whymper was born into the engraving business established by his father, a Suffolk man who 

had travelled to London to make a career in sculpture but had diverted into wood engraving. Much of his 

work had come illustrating books for the S.P.C.K. and the Religious Tract Society and Edward 

continued the reputation that had been established for high-class work. 

 

In 1860 he was offered a chance to illustrate a book on the Alps and made the journey to see for himself. 

He was immediately impressed by what he saw and combined sketching with climbing; climbing turned 

to mountaineering and an ambition to become the first man to conquer the Matterhorn. Seven times he 

tried and failed but the eighth attempt brought success and tragedy. It was during the descent that a rope 

broke and as Edward clung to the side of the mountain he watched four of his friends slide over a 

precipice to their deaths.  The catastrophe shocked the climbing fraternity and was graphically described 

in Whymper's own account of the fateful expedition.  

 

Sunday School scholars throughout the country may not have realised that the pictures in their 

little prizes were the work of such a famous figure. His work appears unannounced in numerous 
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publications - a view of St Ives bridge from The story of some English shires, or several aspects of 

Cambridge in one of the more attractive Victorian topographies, Frederick Arnold's Oxford & 

Cambridge issued in 1873, just 8 years after the ascent that ensured Whymper's place in history._ 

 

 

 

Charles Wymper 1853-1914, born London, lived Houghton where was visited by his brother 

Edward – Norris Museum 

 

Samuel Page Widnall 1823-1894 

 

Some described as a "wonderful man" who did not hesitate to invest in enterprises "not one of which 

brought him even a fraction of the fortune for which he hoped". Active in politics both ecclesiastical and 

secular he had made his name in other spheres before turning to writing at which said his critics, he was 

not particularly skilful, being better respected for his pictures and photographs than his writing ability. 

 

But it was a fantastic story; an improbable meeting with a strange lady but one which brought the 

Grantchester author into prominence. From his home at the Old Vicarage he documented the alleged 

meeting - but he could never produce the evidence to support his claim. He said the lady had appeared 

from nowhere, they conversed and she urged him to return next day when all would be revealed. 

Following a stormy night he revisited the scene and as had been promised found the basis of his story. 

 

"The Miller's daughter, a legend of the Granta" revolves around the discovery of a 400 year old diary 

discovered with a fairy's help in the roots of an ancient tree brought down by gales. Now largely 

forgotten it was the first of a number of books written, printed and illustrated by Samuel Page Widnall in 

1871.  

 

He acquired the Old Vicarage - "small in a low bad situation" in 1853 and added a conservatory, 

fountain and Swiss cottage as well as the 'Castle', a folly,  which he depicted in the Millers daughter.  

From here between 1871 and 1899 Widnall printed and illustrated his own books sometimes using 

photographs he'd taken himself.  

 

He work included family history, Reminiscences of Trumpington and a History of Grantchester but his 

final work confirmed him as a purveyor of title-tattle, indeed he confessed as much; for his Cambridge 

guidebook was entitled "A gossiping stroll though the streets of Cambridge" 

 

Samuel Widnall and his work formed the subject of a detailed paper in the 1958 Transactions of the 

Cambridge Bibliographical Society which sheds some light on the story of a remarkable local author._ 

 

 

Wisbech 

 

Cambridge was dependent on its river trade and for a time that trade went via Wisbech. Then about 1230 

river improvements north of Littleport diverted the traffic out to the Wash via Kings Lynn. Yet Wisbech 

continued to thrive as a port and the town grew and expandeded, so much so that in 1846 only three 

buildings remained from the view published just 90 years before.  

 

Not all the changes were for the best however; an Octagonal church erected in 1826 was "a remarkable 

example of bad construction" combining the worst examples of each of several styles of architecture and 

originally sporting a lantern tower resembling that at Ely cathedral yet constructed of iron and wood 

nailed together which was so decayed within 16 years that it was removed and replaced.  Yet the 

remaining building was praised by Nicholas Pevsner when he saw it just before its demolition in the 

early 1950s. 
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Being near the sea Wisbech was frequently flooded; in 1613 the spring tide overflowed all Marshland to 

be followed next year by freshwater flooding following heavy snowfall in January and February. One of 

the more dramatic floods occured in October 1571 when a tennis place and a bowling alley were 

destroyed. In a nearby village a poor man and his wife were asleep in the almshouse when the walls 

collapsed and "the wind blew the clothes off from the bed"; at this the man awoke and "stepped out of 

his bed to reach up his clothes, and slipt up to the bellie in water". realising the danger in which the 

found himself "and knowing the best waie to escape the danger of the water, he took his wife on his neck 

and carried her away, and so were both saved". 

 

Less fortunate was a shepherd who came home at mid-day for his dinner only to be told by his wife, 

"being more bolde than mannerly" that "he should have none of hir". At that moment he saw the sea 

break across the marshes and ran out to save his sheep; "bothe he and his sheepe were drowned, and 

after the water was gone, he was found dead, standing upright in a ditch". 

 

Such stories were compiled by Walker and Craddock in their History of Wisbech published in parts in 

1849. Various local businessmen subscribed to pay for the engravings which accompany the work some 

of which depict unlikely aspects of the town with which they were associated._ 
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